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Synopsis 
 
This research work focuses on the analysis of multi-layered, anechoic tiles for 
underwater applications, especially in the field of communications. 
It is firstly shown how the sound absorbing properties of viscoelastic materials can be 
modified and enhanced by the proper use of fillers, such as lead oxide and mica. 
Successively, a new method for identifying the viscoelastic frequency-dependent properties of 
such materials from experimental data is presented. The method is based on a variational 
method analogous to the Hamilton Principle. It allows calculating hard-to-find properties such 
as the complex viscoelastic response functions and the complex Poisson ratio. 
After the materials properties have been determined, it is shown how they can be 
incorporated into the combined finite-element-boundary element method to provide accurate 
numerical solutions to the acoustic scattering problem. 
A tile made of three layers, a reflecting aluminium layer, an absorbing butyl rubber 
layer and a matching layer made of a regular grid of polyurethane cones is finally analysed in 
several scattering and geometrical configurations. 
The scattering patterns produced by a plane wave incident on the tile are plotted, 
discussed and compared with experimental data obtained from in-tank scattering 
measurements of a model tile. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
1.1. Overview 
The desire to investigate acoustic wedges and viscoelastic materials comes from the 
need of developing better anechoic structures for underwater applications, especially in the 
fields of noise control and underwater communications. 
The use of wedges is not new and wooden or rubber structures have been used in 
many airborne and underwater applications.  Nonetheless, detailed information on the 
performance of complex periodic structures is rather sparse. 
In addition, a wide range of new materials can now be used and, in many cases, 
composite or complex materials can be applied in order to modify and tailor the acoustic 
properties for specific applications.  These materials present a rather complex dependence on 
frequency and/or temperature and their acoustic properties can change quite considerably. 
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The application of exact mathematical models to the study of this kind of structures is 
almost inevitably made difficult by the sheer complexity of the underlying physical 
principles.  If simple systems, such as scattering from a sphere, a cylinder, a semi-infinite 
wedge and so on, can be modelled by a number of mathematical theories, this approach fails 
when facing large periodic, multi-layered, frequency dependent systems. 
However, the sort of detailed analysis sought after can be performed by means of 
numerical modelling techniques.  These techniques, born and prospered with the modern 
computing machines, provide a relatively fast and reliable method to characterise complex 
structures.  It becomes therefore possible to take into account not only their geometrical 
shape, but also the special properties of new, efficient, sound-absorbing materials. 
It is necessary, however, to devise precise numerical methods with the ability to cope 
with a number of factors, some of which have already been mentioned: 
 
 the most efficient sound absorbing materials are frequency dependent and this 
dependency can only be described by complex integral relationships 
 the numerical model must be complemented with suitable initial and constitutive 
conditions, among which lie the often little known physical properties of the 
applied compounds 
 the acoustic radiation and scattering in a fluid medium propagate from the object 
to infinity 
 the computer codes must be time-efficient, memory efficient and provide all the 
required tools for a complete analysis 
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This research work addresses the above outlined factors with the goal to provide some 
of the information still missing from a detailed knowledge of the performance of complex 
anechoic structures.  
 
 
1.2. The VERTLINK Project 
This study was conducted as part of the MAST II European Communities research 
project MAS2-CT94-0079, code-named VERTLINK (Jones, Di Meglio et al. 1997).  
The VERTical LINK system is an underwater telemetry and communications system 
developed by the Acoustics & Sonar Group of the University of Birmingham in collaboration 
with the Italian Whitehead Alenia Sistemi Subacquei and the Spanish Institute of Acoustics.  
The system collects, stores and transmits oceanographic data to an end-user.  It uses a half-
duplex link comprising two units - a seabed unit and a surface unit.  The seabed unit, under 
the control of the surface unit, records data and transmits it to the surface using different 
levels of modulation and power.  The surface unit is linked to a computer on board a survey 
vessel (via a physical cable) or to shore by means of a radio link, fig.1-1. 
The system uses high-data rate DPSK modulation, which requires the capability of 
distinguishing between the different values of phase embedded in the signal.  In the case of 8-
DPSK, for example, the error must not exceed 22.5° (Di Meglio 1997). 
The signal received is the superposition of the direct path and the reflected signals 
from the sea surface and the phase errors induced by the interference of the surface path could 
prevent reliable recognition of the information. 
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Figure 1.1: The VERTLINK Communication System 
 
The author was involved in the project with the task of studying a suitable anechoic 
baffle to be mounted on a collar around the receiving unit, just above the electro-acoustic 
transducer (fig. 1-2) in order to reduce the interference from the surface reflected signals.  
Details of the analysis of the performance of the VERTLINK anechoic screen is reported in 
Di Meglio 1997, which can also be found in Appendix G. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: The receiving unit of the VERTLINK system.  The baffle is mounted around 
the case facing the transducer 
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1.3. Statement of Originality 
This research work presents an original contribution to the advancement of science in 
two different areas, notably polymer properties characterisation and wedge scattering pattern 
characterisation.  In addition, it provides the researchers with enhanced software tools for the 
detailed investigation on the acoustical and mechanical properties of structures made of 
viscoelastic materials. 
As mentioned in the opening overview, the research work is focused on four 
outstanding problems: 
 
 the description of the viscoelastic behaviour of the materials, which follows 
complex integral relationships 
 the need for detailed information on the values of the physical properties of the 
materials 
 the need of dealing with an infinite region of space and enabling numerical 
simulations, when dealing with radiation and scattering 
 the need for an efficient computer program with the ability to solve the numerical 
problem taking into account the above mentioned issues 
 
The first problem is solved by means of the well-established linear theory of 
viscoelasticity. 
The classes of polymer compounds used during this research have been thoroughly 
investigated and their physical properties have been determined, providing detailed and 
previously sparsely available or utterly unavailable information on their viscoelastic 
properties. 
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Charts of longitudinal and shear complex moduli are presented, which provide novel 
insight into the behaviour of loaded polyurethane and butyl rubbers in the glass/rubber 
transition region.  The effect of different fillers, both inert and chemically reactive, has been 
studied and performance comparisons have been produced for all the samples available. 
In addition, a new method based on a variational approach has been used here for the 
first time to reconstruct the material properties of polymeric rubbers from a limited set of 
experimental data. 
The second and most important contribution lies in the detailed analysis of the 
performance of a sound absorbing, layered, and wedged anechoic screen immersed in a heavy 
fluid.  Information on the frequency and polar response of this kind of complex-shaped 
diffracting structures is scarcely available and little or no previous work has been published at 
the level of detail provided in this research. 
The scattered acoustic field is analysed around the structure by simulations and 
experiments and its changes with frequency and angle of incidence are investigated.  Detailed 
charts of the scattering patterns are provided for different acoustic and geometrical 
configurations. 
Finally, a specific computer program has been written to solve the complex numerical 
problem.  The program is based on the boundary element algorithm in order to be able to 
solve systems with boundary values at infinity.  The boundary element technique is quite well 
established and the program implementing it for scattering from elastic objects had previously 
been developed within the Acoustics and Sonar Group of the University of Birmingham.  
However, the extension of the software to viscoelastic materials (using a rigorous linear 
theory approach) is herein presented for the first time.  In addition, part of the code has been 
completely rewritten using efficient object-oriented technologies in order to take full 
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advantage of industry-standard, graphical computing environments, such as Windows NT and 
Windows 2000. 
 
 
1.4. Thesis Contents 
Chapter 1:  This chapter.  It contains a general overview of the research work, its purpose 
and applications and a statement of originality, which outlines the extension of 
the original contribution to the advancement of scientific knowledge. 
Chapter 2:  This chapter frames the confronted research problem in the proper historical 
background.  It outlines the most important discoveries and the scientific 
milestones in the three main research areas explored here. The viscoelastic 
materials properties are outlined from the first uses of natural hevea rubber to 
the analysis of “materials with memory” and the manufacturing of modern 
anechoic screens. The main problems in the analysis of acoustic scattering and 
its application to engineering problems are then dealt with. Finally, the 
development of the numerical technique known as the boundary element method 
is outlined from its early applications to the aerospace industry to modern 
sound-structure interaction problems. A comprehensive literature review is 
presented to define the state-of-the-art of these research fields. 
Chapter 3:  This chapter introduces the foundations of the linear theory of viscoelasticity.  
The basic mathematical properties and their physical meaning are defined within 
a traditional integral-differential scheme based on the Volterra approach.  The 
consequences of the so-called fading memory hypothesis on the characterisation 
of polymeric materials are outlined.  Finally, the integral equations describing 
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the viscoelastic constitutive relationships are developed for the case of periodic 
stress-strain problems. 
Chapter 4:  The experimental methods used to characterise solid viscoelastic systems are 
herein described.  A general overview of the main physical parameters and 
manufacturing processes is followed by the description of the special materials 
used during this research, loaded polyurethane and butyl rubbers.  The two 
characterisation methods applied are then described, notably the dynamic 
viscoelastimeter and the time-transmit immersion method.  The latter method 
makes also use of a parametric electro-acoustic transducer, whose basic working 
principle and manufacturing process are outlined.  The obtained experimental 
results are discussed and a new method based on a variational approach is used 
to reconstruct the physical properties of the material from the experimental data. 
Finally, the viscoelastic response functions of the compounded butyl rubber are 
calculated in the frequency range of interest. 
Chapter 5:  This chapter introduces the main topic of acoustic waves scattering.  The 
foundations of reflection and scattering of sound from solid boundaries in fluid 
media are outlined.  An approximate analytical model of scattering from cones, 
cones arrays, finite size plates and their superposition is presented in order to lay 
down a proper reference for calibrating the numerical model presented in the 
following chapters. 
Chapter 6:  In this chapter, the core aspects of the developed numerical method are 
presented.  First of all the combined finite element-boundary element (FE-BE) 
method is introduced as a means of solving complex sound-structure interaction 
problems. A method to overcome the problem of nonuniqueness of the solution 
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at certain characteristic frequencies is presented. The equations describing the 
kinematics and dynamics of a solid elastic body immersed in a loading fluid are 
outlined and their numerical form is developed. Then the viscoelastic 
constitutive equations presented in Chapter 3 are in turn discretised and 
introduced in the numerical dynamic model. 
Chapter 7:  The numerical method developed in Chapter 6 is applied here to the analysis 
of compounded sound-absorbent panels and tiles.  After a short presentation of 
the structure of the panel, the method is calibrated against the exact results 
known for the simple shapes of Chapter 5.  Then a complete analysis of the 
acoustic scattering patterns is performed as functions of frequency, angle of 
incidence and geometrical parameters.  Experimental measurements of a model 
tile are presented and compared to the numerical data obtained from the 
combined FE-BE method. 
Chapter 8:  In this chapter, the software written to implement the numerical analysis 
method is discussed is some more details.  The advantages of using the object-
oriented paradigm are discussed and the object-oriented analysis and system 
design is presented.  The structure of the program is then outlined and its most 
important components are described within the framework of the so-called 
iconic or graphic user interface provided by the Windows NT operating system.  
A client-server implementation of the program is presented as a way of 
distributing the workload on a farm of commodity PCs. 
Chapter 9:  The conclusions on the research carried out are drawn here.  The strengths and 
limitations of the undertaken approach are discussed and some further 
enhancements proposed. 
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Chapter 2  
 
Historical Background and Literature Review 
 
 
 
2.1. Rubber, high polymers and materials with memory 
It has long been known that material behaviour is not always elastic.  Pre-Columbian 
Native Americans from South and Central America used rubber for balls, containers and 
shoes and for waterproofing fabrics.  Mentioned by Spanish and Portuguese writers in the 
16th century, rubber did not attract the interest of Europeans until reports about it were made 
(1736–51) to the French Academy of Sciences by Charles de la Condamine and François 
Fresneau.  Pioneer research in finding rubber solvents and in waterproofing fabrics was done 
before 1800, but rubber was used only for elastic bands and erasers, and these were made by 
cutting up pieces imported from Brazil. 
Joseph Priestley is credited with the discovery of its use as an eraser about 1770, thus 
the name rubber.  The first rubber factory in the world was established near Paris in 1803, the 
first in England by Thomas Hancock in 1820.  Hancock devised the forerunner of the rubber 
masticator, and in 1835, Edwin Chaffee, an American, patented a mixing mill and a calender. 
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In 1823, Charles Macintosh found a practical process for waterproofing fabrics, and in 
1839 Charles Goodyear discovered vulcanisation, which revolutionised the rubber industry. 
In the latter half of the 19
th
 century, the demand for rubber insulation by the electrical 
industry and the invention of the pneumatic tyre extended the demand for rubber.  In the 19th 
century, wild rubber was harvested in South and Central America and in Africa; most of it 
came from the Pará rubber tree of the Amazon basin.  Despite Brazil's legal restrictions, seeds 
of the tree were smuggled to England in 1876.  The resultant seedlings were sent to Ceylon 
and later to many tropical regions, especially the Malay area and Java and Sumatra, beginning 
the enormous Far Eastern rubber industry.  Here the plantations were so carefully cultivated 
and managed that the relative importance of Amazon rubber diminished. 
American rubber companies, as a step toward diminishing foreign control of the 
supply, enlarged their plantation holdings in Liberia and in South and Central America.  The 
cutting off of Far Eastern rubber during World War II gave impetus to the development of 
synthetic rubber.  During World War I, Germany had made a synthetic rubber that was too 
expensive for peacetime use.  In 1927, a less costly variety was invented, and in 1931 
neoprene was made, both in the United States. 
German scientists developed Buna rubber just prior to World War II.  When 
importation of natural rubber from the East Indies was cut off during World War II, the 
United States began large-scale manufacture of synthetic rubber, concentrating on Buna.  
Today synthetic rubber accounts for most of the world's rubber production.  
The term elastomer is used to designate synthetic rubber.  All rubber-like materials are 
polymers, which are high molecular weight compounds consisting of long chains of one or 
more types of molecules, such as monomers. 
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Vulcanisation (or curing) produces chemical links between the loosely coiled 
polymeric chains and elasticity occurs because the chains can be stretched and the cross-links 
cause them to spring back when the stress is released. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Polymer strand made of a chain of cross-linked monomers (coarse and detailed computer-
generated 3D image) 
 
Natural and synthetic rubbers elasticity, toughness, impermeability, adhesiveness, and 
electrical resistance make them useful as adhesives, coating compositions, fibres, moulding 
compounds and electrical insulators.  Most elastomers are water repellent and have varying 
degrees of resistance to alkalis and weak acids.  These properties, added to the capacity of 
absorbing and dissipating acoustic energy by means of a number of different internal 
mechanisms, make elastomers a sensible choice for many underwater applications.  External 
protecting cases to electro-acoustic transducer backing layers, passive detection elements and 
sound-absorbing baffles are all examples of application of rubber compounds to acoustics. 
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Figure 2.2: Australian Navy submarine with 
polymer composite sonar dome 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Omni-directional ball transducer 
with polyurethane shell 
 
 
A number of models have been proposed to predict the behaviour of viscoelastic 
materials from the mathematical, mechanical and thermodynamic points of view. 
Classical models of viscoelasticity were initially proposed by Maxwell, Voigt and 
Kelvin in the last century to modify the linear Hooke‟s law, which was ill suited for rubber-
like materials.  In the second half of the last century, the fundamental research work 
conducted by Boltzmann led to the development of the superposition principle.  This 
principle allows the state of stress or strain in a viscoelastic material to be evaluated from the 
knowledge of its past deformation history. 
An essential role in the development of both the mechanical theories of viscoelastic 
deformations and the mathematical method to deal with them was played by Volterra. 
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Volterra‟s work is associated with the birth of the modern functional analysis in 
particular in the field of the integral and integral-differential equations, which bear today his 
name. He himself explored many applications of these methods and developed such an 
essential concept as the hereditary behaviour of viscoelastic materials (Volterra 1913), which 
is a key foundation of the present research work. 
Models of rubber elasticity and viscoelasticity were studied by many authors.  Love 
(1944), Landau and Lifshitz (1959) and Treloar (1958) developed a mechanical and 
mathematical theory of elasticity.  Green, Rivlin (1947), Noll (1958), Gurtin and Sternberg 
(1962) expanded the phenomenological models proposed by Boltzmann and Volterra into 
coherent mathematical frameworks. 
Thermodynamic and statistical models of polymer elasticity were also developed by 
Treloar, Alfrey (1948), Tschoegl (1980) and Ferry (1980) with the increasing knowledge of 
chain and network configuration of high polymers. 
The temperature and frequency dependence of polymer materials has also been widely 
studied.  The frequency dependence can be quite easily derived from the Maxwell model and 
much experimental evidence has been given about the relationship between time and 
temperature for polymer mechanical properties.  Earlier experimental work was carried out 
by Williams, Landel and Ferry (1955), who proposed the time-temperature (or frequency-
temperature) superposition method now carrying their names.  The method was later justified 
theoretically in terms of free-volume and thermodynamic relationships. 
The fact that additions of „modifiers‟ in the rubber matrix could change the physical 
properties of the material was clear since when the native Americans started mixing natural 
rubber and straw strands to make robust shoe soles. The modifiers used for different purposes 
are variable both in geometry and in properties.  They go from powder-like metallic fillers to 
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glass and carbon fibres, from plastic spheres to iron wool, from carbon particles to air 
bubbles. 
The research that has been so far carried out is focused on two main areas with 
different goals, methods and applications. On one side, the development of materials with 
increased strength and resistance and reduced weight for civil and aerospace applications. On 
the other side, the development of materials with increased sound and vibration absorption 
properties for civil, environmental and mechanical applications. 
The second research field, which is the one we are interested in, can be further divided 
in two main areas. The first area deals with the prediction and determination of the 
modifications in material properties by addition of fillers. The second area has to do with the 
analysis of sound propagation and scattering within a medium filled with randomly dispersed 
particles. 
The first experimental studies of mixed, multi-phase systems were started during the 
late 1950‟s. Extensive studies of mixed viscoelastic systems, mainly in the transition and 
terminal zones of the stress-frequency curve, were conducted by Becker and Oberst (1956), 
Blatz (1956), Landel (1958) and Ecker (1968). 
A theoretical formulation relating the shear and bulk moduli of a composite with 
spherical inclusions to the shear and bulk moduli and Poisson‟s ratios of the two component 
materials was developed by van der Poel (1958). A number of empirical equations were also 
developed, such as the so-called Eilers and van Dijk formulation (Eilers 1941). 
The main results of this research can be summarised by dividing the particle fillers in 
two classes, interacting and non-interacting substances. 
In both classes, the main energy-absorption mechanism is given by the partial 
occupation of volume by rigid and immobile masses, whose size follows a Gaussian 
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distribution. The bulk modulus and energy loss increase with the filler concentration, but are 
essentially independent of the particle size for a given filler concentration. 
In the case of interacting particles, chemical bonds can be formed between the 
polymer chains and the particles. These bonds, mainly surface-type van der Wal bonds, have 
the two-fold effect of increasing the energy required to displace the particles and of 
decreasing the mean distance between particles and polymer chains. They act, therefore, as 
additional cross-links within the polymer matrix. The size of the particles in this case plays an 
important role, since the strength of the bonds depends on the surface extension of the 
particles. 
Examples of non-interacting substances are glass beads and sodium chloride particles. 
To the interacting class of substances there belong carbon black particles, metal oxides (lead, 
tungsten) and polymer beads (polyurethane). 
The second aforementioned research area with the problem of evaluating the 
propagation parameters for a random ensemble of discrete scatterers immersed in a gaseous, 
fluid or solid medium.  This problem arises in many applications, from elastic/viscoelastic 
wave propagation to quantum mechanics. 
The first approximation methods were proposed in the late 1940‟s, early 1950‟s by 
Foldy (1945) and Lax (1952), who laid the foundations of a general probabilistic multiple 
scattering theory. Between 1955 and 1965, exact models for the case of scattering of 
longitudinal waves by spherical inclusions were presented by Ying and Truell (1956) for the 
static field case and by Mow (1965) for the transient response case. These models have been 
widely used until the 1980‟s, when new approaches have been presented based on variational 
principles (Talbot and Willis 1982), on the Kramer-Kroenig relationships (Beltzer et al. 1983) 
and on the so-called effective medium theory (Gaunaurd and Uberall 1983). Studies of wave 
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propagation in filled viscoelastic media have been carried out only in recent years, boosted by 
technological advances in the production of such materials for aerospace applications. An 
interesting example of this research can be found for example in Kim et al. (1994). 
 
 
2.2. Sound Scattering: from Bats and Dolphins to Acoustic Television 
The process of acoustic scattering and its use for recognition of the shape and 
properties of objects is not a human invention. 
All small bats navigate and most insectivorous species target their prey by 
echolocation. This is the pulsed emission of high-frequency sounds that are reflected back as 
echoes to a bat's ears from surrounding surfaces, indicating the position, relative distance, and 
even the character of objects in its environment. In this sense, bats “see” acoustically. This is 
the basis for their ability to navigate in total darkness. The physical properties of the emitted 
sounds vary in characteristic ways among species. The sound pulses are generated in the 
larynx, and in different species are emitted either from the mouth or from nostrils. 
Dolphins and other cetaceans almost constantly emit either clicking sounds or 
whistles. The clicks are short pulses of about 300 sounds per second, emitted from a 
mechanism located just below the blowhole. These clicks are used for the echolocation of 
objects and are resonated forward by the so-called oily melon, which is located above the 
forehead and acts as an acoustic lens. Echoes received at the area of the rear of the lower jaw 
are transmitted by a fat organ in the lower jaw to the middle ear. This echolocation system, 
similar to that of the bats, enables the dolphin to navigate among its companions and larger 
objects and to detect fish, squids, and even small shrimps. 
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Echolocation and Prey Detection 
Bats use auditory stimuli to navigate and to locate and catch insect prey. High 
frequency pulses of sound emitted by the bat bounce off objects in its path and return as 
echoes. Different types of sensory cells in the bat‟s brain interpret these echoes to 
determine the location and some physical properties of the objects, creating a spatial 
“map” that governs the bat‟s behavior. A reflex dampens the sound of its own 
vocalization so it can detect the quieter sounds coming from its prey. This complex 
specialization is typical of most species of insectivorous microbats. Curiously, the 
noctuid moth uses a similar but less sophisticated adaptation to detect and evade 
predatory bats in the night sky.  
Figure 2.4: Echolocation and prey detection of microbats (from Microsoft Encarta 1998 Encyclopedia) 
 
 
Studies of wave scattering from objects of various shapes can be traced back to the 
works of Huygens around 1690 and Fresnel around 1820 and their development in 
geometrical optics (mainly in the high-frequency field). The latest applications of acoustic 
wave scattering can be found in many areas, from medical acoustical imaging to non-
destructive testing and imaging in archaeology to seismic surveillance and space applications. 
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The first attempt to obtain solutions to the steady-state wave equations in the acoustic 
domain in the low frequency field was produced by Lord Rayleigh in 1897 (Strutt 1897). The 
term „Rayleigh scatterer‟ is now applied to a body whose characteristic dimensions are small 
compared to the wavelength.  During the first 30 years of this century, the foundations of the 
theory of radiation and scattering of acoustic waves were laid by Lord Rayleigh, Lamb, Love 
and Morse among the most active researchers.  
The basic analysis method inside the Rayleigh region is based on the Rayleigh series 
or low-frequency expansions. The Rayleigh region is actually defined as the range of values 
of the wave number k for which the quantity of interest can be expanded in convergent series 
in positive integral powers of k.  The method originally devised by Lord Rayleigh was then 
extended and improved by Stevenson (1953), Kleinman (1965) and Van Bladel (1963). 
Recent applications of this technique can be found for example in Craster (1996). 
In the high-frequency field, the search for a solution to scattering problems has been 
more complex. 
The already mentioned work of Huygens and Fresnel had clarified the relationship 
between ray optics and wave propagation. This relationship is especially important as the 
wave number k tends to infinity and on this principle are based a number of important 
methods such as the geometrical and physical optics and the geometrical theory of diffraction. 
However, more sophisticated methods are necessary to find a solution to the scattering 
problems in those portion of space which are not directly illuminated by the primary wave or 
in the transition regions between light and shadow (the penumbra regions). An overview of 
the most important methods applied to acoustic scattering is given here. Some general results 
are shown, but not fully derived and appropriate references are mentioned. One of these 
methods, based on the reciprocity theorem, will be addressed in some details in Chapter 5. It 
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will be used to find the analytic form of the solution to the scattering problem for some 
canonical shapes of interest in this research. 
 
 
2.2.1. Geometrical Optics and Acoustics 
Geometrical optics and its extension to acoustics are based on Fermat‟s principle that 
the optical/acoustical path between two points P and Q is stationary and therefore the first 
term of its Taylor expansion is zero. As a particular case, within a medium with constant 
index of refraction the path is a straight line. 
This method is directly based on the work by Huygens on optical rays. It was later 
formalised by Kirchoff in the frame of his work about the oscillatory behaviour of light and 
Helmholtz successfully extended the method to electromagnetic waves. Kay and Keller 
(1954) improved the method to include the regions in the vicinity of the caustics, the lines 
where the method yields an infinite value of the field.  The scalar acoustic case can be 
considered as a special case of the more general vector approach. 
The scattered field along the reflected ray as a function of the reflected field at the 
surface of a body due to a given incident field was given by Fock (1965) for the first time. 
 
2.2.2. Keller’s Theory or Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) 
The simple geometrical optics theory cannot explain, however, why regions that are 
not directly illuminated by the incident rays are not completely dark. In addition, in particular 
conditions also the field in the illuminated regions is not predicted correctly by this method. 
During the 1950‟s Keller proposed and developed an extension to the geometrical 
optics method, which could explain these phenomena. According to Keller‟s method, the 
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Geometrical Theory of Diffraction, a new type of rays must be introduced, which are 
generated when the incident rays are diffracted by edges, corners and vertices of the scatterer.  
Similarly, diffracted rays are also generated when the incident rays hit the surface of the 
scatterer at a grazing angle. 
The diffracted rays can penetrate the shadow region or modify the scattered field 
predicted by the geometrical optics method. The field can be calculated by multiplying the 
incident field at the point of diffraction by a diffraction coefficient. The diffraction 
coefficient depends only on the local properties of the field, the involved media and the 
boundary in the neighbourhood of the point of diffraction. 
The solution of a number of simple boundary value problems with the appropriate 
local properties, the so-called canonical problems, conveys the amplitude of the diffracted 
field. 
This method has been extended by Keller and others to several important cases, such 
as reflection, transmission and diffraction in homogeneous and inhomogeneous media (Keller 
1962); diffraction by thin screens and objects with edges (Keller and Hansen 1965); 
diffraction by smooth convex objects (Levy and Keller 1959).  In recent years, the model has 
been improved to include non-linear effects (Coulouvrat 1997). 
 
2.2.3. Uniform Asymptotic Theories (UTD, EUTD) 
Although GTD is a significant improvement to GO, it still has some shortcomings. It 
can predict the diffracted fields in regions away from the shadow boundaries, but it become 
singular in the transition regions surrounding these boundaries. 
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Kouyoumjian and Pathak (1974) presented a new theory, whose solutions remained 
bounded within the transition regions. This theory, which is valid everywhere in the space 
surrounding the scatterer, is called Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD). 
The method is essentially based on a new set of diffraction coefficients obtained by 
multiplication of the GTD coefficients by diffraction functions that approach zero at the same 
rate as that at which the GTD coefficients become singular. 
A general description of the method and its applications can be found for example in 
Mc Namare et al. (1990). 
The UTD has been further improved to take into account non-local phenomena or 
non-optical incident fields (EUTD). 
 
2.2.4. Luneburg-Kline Expansion 
This asymptotic method can be used to find the high-frequency scattered field from 
objects of arbitrary shape. In its scalar form was introduced by Luneburg in 1944 (Luneburg 
1965) as a means to solve the wave equation   02  Vk for the velocity potential V. 
The method expresses the velocity potential V as an asymptotic expansion of the form: 
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nik                
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  (2.1.) 
 
where vn is a function of the observation point only and  is an unknown phase function. 
If we now insert the expansion (2.1) in the wave equation and equate to zero the 
coefficient of each power of k, we obtain: 
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Eq. (2.2) is called the eiconal equation. It determines the phase function.  The 
functions vn are found by iteration from eq. (2.3).  If s is the arc length along an optical ray 
from the source to the observation point, the solution for the vn proposed by Luneburg takes 
the form: 
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For a given scattering object, it‟s now possible to express the optical path s in terms of 
the scatterer surface and build the system of optical rays associated with the phase function 
satisfying the eiconal equation. 
 
2.2.5. Physical Optics and Physical Diffraction Theory (PTD) 
This method is an extension of the geometrical optics method, whereby the starting 
point for calculation is an explicit definition of the distribution of the scattered field on the 
surface of the scatterer. 
The form of the surface field is assumed equal to the geometrical optics surface field: 
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Substitution of these surface fields (or a linear combination for surfaces with acoustic 
impedance) in the integral equations for the scattered field yields a representation of the far 
field. Since the integral equation can be solved by quadratures, this method is well suited to 
numerical calculation. 
This method has two serious drawbacks. It cannot be used to predict the field in the 
shadow regions and has an inherent non-physical discontinuity of the field where illuminated 
and shadowed regions meet. However, the accuracy of the method in the direction of specular 
reflection is often very high. 
 
2.2.6. Fock’s Theory 
Fock‟s theory (Fock 1946) is based on the principle of locality of the field in 
penumbra regions. The main postulate of the method is that the surface field in the transition 
regions between light and shadow depends only on the local curvature of the surface in the 
plane of incidence and on the locally plane incident wave. 
Fock also estimated the width of the penumbra regions as a function of the wavelength 
 and the local principal radius of curvature 20R : 
 

 20Rd   
 
(2.6.) 
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Because of the local nature of the transition region, it is therefore possible to find a set 
of universal solutions that can be applied to all bodies having the same local curvature near 
the transition region. Fock‟s surface field outside the transition region is equivalent to the 
physical optics field in the illuminated region and to a creeping wave field in the shadow 
region (the type of field predicted by the geometrical theory of diffraction).  
The method was later extended by Weston (1965) to include transition regions with 
discontinuity in the local curvature (edges, corners and vertices). 
 
2.2.7. Variational Techniques 
It is known since the early work of Volterra that an integral equation can be expressed 
as a variational principle. This equivalence has been often exploited in many problems of 
mechanics, acoustic and electro-magnetic wave propagation, optimisation. 
The scattered acoustic field can always be expressed as a surface integral involving 
the value of the field at the surface of the scatterer. The integral equations can be solved 
directly by means of approximation or numerical techniques (see §2.2.10) or it can be 
transformed into a variational principle. 
The first important variational principle applied to wave scattering was developed in 
1948 by Schwinger (Levine and Schwinger 1948). We can consider the inhomogenous 
equation: 
 
fg L  (2.7.) 
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where L is a linear symmetric operator. If  22 kL , f is a known function determined by 
the incident field and g is the pressure or the velocity potential, eq. (2.7) represent the wave 
equation. 
The far field solution (for example for the velocity potential) can be written as: 
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where V
s
 is the scattered potential in the point x, f0 is the incident field and S is the surface of 
the scatterer. If g0 is a velocity potential distribution compatible with the incident field, such 
as: 
00 fg L  (2.9.) 
 
it is possible to write a reciprocity theorem (reciprocity theorems will be dealt with in more 
depth in Chapter 5) as: 
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from which it follows that: 
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Schwinger principle states that necessary and sufficient condition for eq. (2.7) and 
(2.9) to be satisfied is that  xsV  as expressed by eq. (2.11) be stationary with respect to the 
virtual variations of g and g0, g and g0 respectively. 
Variational techniques for solving various boundary value and energy transfer 
problems have been proposed by many researches. Examples can be found in Levine (1950), 
Goblick and Bevensee (1960), Zhe (1995). 
 
2.2.8. Function-Theoretic Methods: Wiener-Hopf Method 
An alternative method to the analysis of scattering and diffraction problems by direct 
solution of integral equations is the application of the functional theory and analytic functions 
theory. This method can be successfully applied to certain classes of diffraction problems to 
yield a solution in closed form. 
The most important method based on this principle is known as the Wiener-Hopf 
method (Amerio 1986). An integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf type has the general form: 
 
        0        d
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xxxxKxxfxa   
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where f(x) and K(x) are known functions and (x) is unknown. 
This type of equation can usually describe diffraction problems with boundary 
conditions on semi-infinite bodies, such as semi-infinite planes or cylinders. The Wiener-
Hopf method first extends the domain of integration of eq. (2.12) from - to  by changing 
the definition of the function. Application of the Fourier transformation to this new extended 
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equation allows obtaining a relationship between two unknown transform functions, which 
can then be found in closed form by function-theoretic principles. 
This method has been successfully applied to many scattering, diffraction and 
propagation problems. Recent examples can be found in Norris and Wickham (1995), 
Abrahams (1996), Tamura and Nakayama (1996), Cutzach and Luneville (1998),  
 
2.2.9. Integral Equations Methods and Numerical Methods 
Integral equation methods can be derived from the integral form of the acoustic field 
induced on the surface of a scatterer. Equations of this kind can be derived from the 
reciprocity theorem and can yield approximate closed-form solutions or constitute the base 
for the implementation of numerical methods. 
A far-field scattering solution from simple shapes was provided in analytic form by 
Bowman et al. (1969), using a method based on the complex frequency-domain integral 
equations. Where the shapes present a more complex structure, two approaches have been 
followed. 
If the shapes can be decomposed in simpler parts, a linear approximation of the 
integral equations can be employed to develop analytic solutions by superposition. This 
method has been for example applied by De Hoop (Quak et al. 1986; De Hoop 1991) to find 
the far-field plane wave scattering for canonical shapes and their combinations. Both time-
domain and complex frequency-domain integral equations based on reciprocity theorems 
were linearised by taking the first term of the Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation, which is 
additive in the geometrical domains of the scatterers. 
This approach will be used in this research work. The complex frequency-domain 
reciprocity theorems for the acoustic wave will be used in Chapter 5 to develop closed-form 
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solutions for the rectangular plate, the finite-height cone and their superposition in the first-
order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation. 
The second approach consists in the application of numerical quadrature methods to 
the integral equations of the far-field scattering.  Poggio and Miller (1973) provide an 
extensive review of methods suitable for the solution of three-dimensional scattering 
problems. Fokkema and Van der Berg (1993) have successfully applied the method to low-
frequency seismic applications and diffraction from submerged elastic bodies has been 
recently analysed by Belov et al. (1994). 
The numerical analysis based on finite-element and boundary element techniques of 
the scattered acoustic field from the hard-backed viscoelastic anechoic screen will be 
developed in Chapters 6 and 7 and represent the second objective of this work. 
2.3. The Finite-Element and Boundary Element Methods 
The modern origins of the Boundary Element Method have their beginning in the use 
of integral equation methods roughly between 1960 and 1975 by researchers such as Jaswon, 
Hess, Symm, Massonnet, Shaw, Rizzo, Cruse and others.  Nonetheless, the deep foundations 
of the method can be found in the research work about integral equations carried on during 
1800s and early 1900s by Poisson, Betti, Kirchoff, Somigliana, Fredholm, Kellog, Kupradze, 
Lauricella and others. 
During the period from 1960 to 1975, integral equation methods were used to find 
solutions for two major mechanics problems: 
 
potential theory applied to perfect fluid flow research in the aerospace industry 
acoustics research, mainly related to underwater scattering and radiation 
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The methods initially used in this two cases under the common name of Boundary 
Integral Methods (BIM) can generally be subdivided in two classes, even though the 
distinctions effectively disappear as the equivalence and commonality of the methods are 
recognised (Cruse and Rizzo 1975): 
 
 indirect methods, whereby the physical boundaries of a system are replaced by 
a surface of sources or sinks, adjusting the intensity to give the same physical 
results as in the original problem 
 direct methods, whereby a fundamental solution (Green‟s function) of the 
governing partial differential equation is used to satisfy the physics of the 
system without boundary conditions and the resulting integral equation is then 
solved restoring the given boundary conditions 
 
In 1975, the first conference on the method was held at the Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institution by Cruse and Rizzo (1975). The first text on the use of boundary integral equation 
methods was published the following year by Jaswon and Symm with the title ‘Integral 
Equation Methods in Potential Theory and Elastostatics’ (1977). 
It was only in 1977 that the name Boundary Element Method (BEM) was used for the 
first time in a conference organised by Brebbia in Southampton, UK.  It is since then used to 
address a method of solution characterised by the element subdivision of a physical system.  
Under this name, a number of formulations can be found, from the classical direct and 
indirect methods to the „null-field‟ or the embedded integral methods. 
The usefulness of boundary integral methods was at first recognised in the late 1950s 
for the solution of all those classes of problems involving infinite boundaries.  For these 
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problems, the classical technique based on finite differences, and even the contemporarily 
developing finite element method based on variational principles, were ill suited. 
The validity of the method in the solution of transient acoustic scattering and time 
harmonic acoustic scattering was rapidly established in the early 1960s by Friedmann, Shaw, 
Banaugh and others. The shortcoming of nonuniqueness of the solution at certain 
characteristic frequencies for exterior boundary problems was recognised and studied from 
the late 1960s by Copley, Schenck, Burton and Miller and more recently by Piaszczyk, 
Klosner, Cunefare, Francis and others.  Methods to overcome the problem such as CHIEF 
(Combined Helmholtz Integral Equation Formulation, Schenck 1968) and HGF (Helmholtz 
Gradient Formulation, Burton and Miller 1971) were established.  
The modern use of BIM for elastostatic problems was introduced in 1967 by Rizzo by 
taking to the boundary the fundamental Somigliana integral approach to elasticity and was 
extended to elastodynamics the following year by Cruse and Rizzo (1968a 1968b). 
Finally, the ever-increasing importance of stress and acoustic analysis of complex 
structures immersed in fluid media led the mechanical engineering community to recognise 
the importance of boundary integral methods. This recognition gave rise to a convergence of 
techniques and to the development of combined Finite-Element, Boundary-Element methods. 
The method was initially applied in the early work by Schenck (1968) and has lead to modern 
mechanical-acoustical analysis software packages, such as NASTRAN, ANSYS and the 
WinFEBE software presented in this research. 
Integral equation methods and the Boundary Element method have been successfully 
used to solve several different classes of scattering problems. One of the first examples can be 
found in the application of retarded potentials to acoustic scattering from rigid obstacles of 
arbitrary shapes by Shaw (1968). 
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Colton and Kress (1983) published the treatise „Integral Equation Methods in 
Scattering Theory‟. Seybert et al. (1985) developed an improved method based on the 
boundary integral equation approach for radiation and scattering of acoustic waves in three 
dimensions. More recently, new formulations of the boundary element method based on 
hypersingular integrals (Rêgo Silva et al. 1992) and mixed continuous and discontinuous 
elements (Rêgo Silva et al. 1993) have been presented. 
The effect of unknown or statistically uncertain parameters in radiation and scattering 
problems has also been considered by application of the so-called Probabilistic Boundary 
Element method (PBEM). The application of PBEM to acoustic scattering from a submerged 
rigid sphere can be found in Daddazio and Ettouney (1991). 
The coupled FE-BE method has so far been used to solve structural-acoustical 
interaction problems in many areas. General structural-acoustic coupling problems have been 
studied by Tanaka and Masuda, who have presented their results in more than one paper (see 
for example Tanaka and Masuda 1987). Analysis of composite panels can be found in Pates, 
Shirahatti and Mei (1995). Noise control has been studied by Soenarko and Seybert (1991). 
Kobayashi and Kawakami have applied this method to the study of the dynamic interactions 
between structures and viscoelastic soil (1985).  
This method suffers of the same nonuniqueness problem as shown by the exterior 
boundary problem. The same techniques can be applied to overcome this shortcoming and the 
CHIEF method has often been used to this effect. In particular, the Partial HGF method 
developed by Harris and Amini (1990) and extended by Francis to isoparametric elements 
(1993) will be applied in the FE-BE schema developed in the present work for the analysis of 
sound scattering from viscoelastic anechoic plates (Chapter 6). 
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2.4. Analysis of Underwater Sound Scattering from Absorbing, Periodic and 
Finite-Sized Surfaces 
Theoretical analysis of sound scattering from submerged shapes and gratings can be 
and has been performed using the methods outlined in the previous paragraph. Many 
examples can be found in the literature. 
A most cited and used book about wave propagation covering a number of different 
asymptotic methods for the analysis of sound reflection and diffraction was published in 1960 
by Brekhovskikh (1980). In particular Geometrical Optics, Wave Theory and Ray Theory are 
applied to the study of reflection and refraction of spherical waves at the interface between 
fluid and elastic half-spaces. 
The Physical Optics method and the Kirchhoff approximation were recently applied 
by Thorsos (1988) and Milder (1991) to the problem of sound scattering from rough surfaces. 
The analysis of sound scattering from viscoelastically coated bodies has been performed by 
Partridge combining Physical Optics with the Deformed Cylinder Method (DCM) to obtain 
stable solutions at high frequencies (Partridge 1996). 
Folacci et al. (1997) have applied the GTD theory to the study of acoustic scattering 
from a system of two immersed spheres, showing the effect on the scattered field due to 
various types of surface waves (the Stoneley wave, the Rayleigh wave and one particular 
Brekhovskikh wave). 
The UTD model has been used by Badanin (1997) to investigate the problem of 
diffraction of hydroacoustic waves at the junction between two elastic plates, one of which is 
reinforced with a periodic set of uniform stiffeners. A general canonical problem of fluid-
solid interfacial wave coupling has been investigated by Craster (1996), who proposed a 
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uniform asymptotic solution in the presence of mixed boundary conditions (loaded and 
unloaded regions, partial displacements, etc). Resonance scattering from submerged elastic 
spheroids has been studied by Werby and Gaunaurd (1990) using a special series expansion 
called the Watson method. 
Experimental investigation and high-frequency numerical techniques have received 
less attention until recent years. The reasons of this lies probably in the difficulty of 
performing tank scattering experiments on one hand and the need for fast computers and the 
large data storage requirements on the other hand. 
Early experimental work on underwater sound scattering was conducted in 1956 by 
LaCasce and Tamarkin (1956) using a sine wave surface. This work was followed in 1957 by 
Proud et al. (1957), who produced results about scattering from a wedge surface, and later by 
Barnard et al. (1966), who again investigated the sine wave grating. 
In 1970, R. J. Bobber published a report titled Underwater Electroacoustic 
Measurements (Bobber 1970), where the principles of underwater panel measurements was 
investigated in details. Panel measurements have now become a standard method for 
determining the properties of passive acoustical materials and for measuring edge diffraction 
and scattering from rough and periodic surfaces. However most of the works published until 
mid 1980‟s were dealing with acoustically hard materials and limited frequency ranges. 
In 1985, Piquette presented a method to determine the complex dynamic modulus of 
elastomers by inversion of acoustic scattering data obtained in water (Piquette 1985). In the 
same year, V. F. Humphrey applied a technique called the „parametric source‟ to produce 
narrow-beam low-frequency pulses for in-tank panel measurements (Humphrey 1985). This 
technique was successfully applied to the experimental investigation of scattering (Humphrey 
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and Beckett 1990), edge diffraction (Humphrey and Hui 1992), wedge surfaces (Humphrey et 
al. 1993). 
In 1992, backscattering from periodic surfaces was measured experimentally by Suiter 
using a variety of polystyrene foam gratings and compared to a Huygens-Fresnel-Kirchoff 
Physical Optics solution (Suiter 1992). Direct measurements of edge diffraction from soft 
underwater panels were conducted by Piquette (1993, 1996). Finally, measurements of 
acoustic backscattering from elastic cubes and irregular polyhedra were performed by Thorne 
et al. in 1997 using broadband electroacoustical transducers (Thorne et al. 1997). 
From the numerical point of view, the Combined Finite Element-Boundary Element 
method (FE-BE) has been used in the past to solve the problem of acoustic scattering from 
submerged shapes and gratings. Acoustic radiation and scattering problems from submerged 
and fluid-filled objects have been recently analysed for example by Francis using the Partial 
HGF method (1991, 1993, 1997). 
Boundary-Element analysis of the dynamics of viscoelastic materials has been 
conducted using fractional calculus (Xie et al. 1988). However, to the knowledge of this 
author no or very scarce results have been so far published about acoustic scattering from 
targets showings viscoelastic rather than elastic behaviour. Only recently, Macey et al. have 
shown the availability of some results concerning baffles constructed of PVC tubes embedded 
in polyurethane using the coupled FE-BE method (Macey et al. 1993). The preliminary work 
about the research presented here has been published at the OCEANS „97 Conference (Di 
Meglio et al. 1997). 
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2.5. Object-Oriented Analysis and Design and its Application to FE-BE 
Computer Programs 
The Object-Oriented programming paradigm is an evolution of the standard 
procedural programming methods, whereby the focus is shifted from the code to the objects 
that the code is written to represent. The objects (or classes) are essentially an abstract 
collection of methods (functions) and properties with a close mapping to functional objects 
taken from the real world. 
The objects encapsulate the code necessary to perform all the tasks typical of real 
objects (the methods) and contain attributes to describe their typical appearance (the 
properties). New objects can be derived from existing objects using mechanisms such as 
inheritance and polymorphism. 
It‟s not our goal to include here an in-depth review of the method, which is only a tool 
and not the target of this research work. However, it is certainly useful to outline the 
milestones of the object-oriented approach and to show how it has been applied to the FE and 
BE methods. 
The concept of object-oriented programming has not always been easily understood 
and was very slow in gaining popularity. The first appearance of the concept of class is found 
in Simula 67 to give the language the capability for concurrency of objects rather than of 
tasks. Since Simula 67 also allowed a form of inheritance, it is considered the first object-
oriented language.  
Later, Alan Kay took the class concept of Simula 67 and made it the central concept 
of the Smalltalk programming language, first released in 1972 (Kay 1996). In Smalltalk, all 
data is contained in objects. The language was slow to catch on. However, Kay already 
envisioned that Smalltalk would work best on a small but very powerful desktop computer. 
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This type of computer finally began to emerge in the early 1980's. It was for this reason, and 
the fact that abstract data types had recently emerged in Ada and Modula-2, that attention 
started to be given to component reuse in terms of objects, rather than procedures.  
As the popularity of the object-oriented paradigm continued to increase, designers 
started to add object-oriented features to existing procedural languages. In some cases, such 
as Turbo Pascal, the extensions were limited to a particular compiler. However, in the cases 
of C++ (Stroustrup 1991) and Ada 95, the new hybrid languages have gained universal 
acceptance. Finally, truly object-oriented programming languages started to appear, namely 
Object Pascal (later called Delphi) and Java. Delphi in particular is the language used to 
develop the WinFEBE program presented in this research (Borland 1997). 
As software engineering became increasingly accepted as a true branch of 
engineering, the object-oriented method started to be applied not only to programming, but 
also to the analysis and design phases of software development. Identifiable object-oriented 
modelling languages began to appear between mid-1970 and the late 1980s as various 
methodologists experimented with different approaches to object-oriented analysis and 
design. The number of identified modelling languages increased from less than 10 to more 
than 50 during the period between 1989-1994. By the mid-1990s, these methods began to 
incorporate each other‟s techniques, and a few clearly prominent methods emerged, including 
the OOSE, OMT-2, and Booch ‟93 methods.  
Finally, the development of UML began in October of 1994 when Grady Booch and 
Jim Rumbaugh of Rational Software Corporation began their work on unifying the Booch and 
OMT (Object Modelling Technique) methods. 
The UML method is currently considered the de facto modelling language for 
complex software projects  (Fowler and Scott 1997). 
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The usefulness of the object-oriented method in structural analysis programs based on 
the Finite Element and Boundary Element methods was acknowledged only recently.  
Ohtsubo et al. (1993) developed the first object-oriented, finite-element modelling 
system (MODIFY) in 1993. Henrotte et al. (1996) have proposed a possible decomposition of 
the Finite Element method in terms of a library of classes designed to fit the mathematical 
structure of the element. Haussler Combe (1996) has applied this approach to the coupling of 
Finite Elements and Boundary Elements. Non-linear Finite Element classes have been 
developed by Dubois Pelerin and Pegon (1998). 
However, none of the cited works presents a standard design approach based on the 
UML. Such a description of a coupled Finite Element – Boundary Element algorithm is 
presented in this research work as the basis for the development of the PHOEBE analysis 
program developed within the Acoustics and Sonar Group of the University of Birmingham. 
Some preliminary work based on this research has been presented at the 3
rd
 European 
Conference on Underwater Acoustics (Di Meglio et al. 1996) 
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Chapter 3  
 
The Linear Theory of Viscoelasticity 
 
 
 
3.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the fundamental properties of linear hereditary operators are outlined 
and the stress-strain constitutive equations for viscoelastic materials are derived.  The 
attention is drawn on the class of homogeneous, isotropic materials, for which special forms 
of the hereditary operators can be written.  The viscoelastic dynamic problem is then defined 
on these classes of operators and materials and the solution of initial value and initial past 
history problems are built for the case of oscillatory processes.  All the physical quantities 
defined in this chapter serve as foundations of the experimental and numerical analysis 
performed in the following chapters. 
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3.2. Notations and Definitions 
3.2.1. Points, vectors, tensors and linear transformations 
The notation used throughout this chapter follows the classic notation as outlined by 
Gurtin (1984) and Leitman and Fisher (1984). 
Let E be the three-dimensional Euclidean point space and V the underlying three-
dimensional inner product translation space.  Elements of E are called points and elements of 
V are called vectors. 
Let T be the set of all linear transformations of V into V. T is a nine-dimensional inner 
product space, whose elements are called tensors.  Tsym and Tskw are respectively the 
symmetric and skew-symmetric tensor spaces. 
The space generated by all linear transformations of a space X into a space Y is 
indicated by square brackets operator, [X, Y].  The space generated by all linear 
transformations of a space X into itself is indicated simply by [X].  By this notation, we also 
have that  [V]  T is the second-order tensor space generated by V and [T] is the fourth-order 
tensor space generated by T. 
 
3.2.2. Processes and histories 
Let  be the real line,  0  the non-negative real line and 
  the positive real line. 
Let X denote a point or vector space.  The following definitions (as introduced by 
Coleman and Mizel (1966) and Noll (1958)) apply: 
 
 (X)-process (or process): a function defined on   with values in X. If  is an 
(X)-process and t    then (t)  X is called the value of  at time t. 
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 (X)-history (or history): a function defined on  0  with values in X. 
 (X)-past history (or past history): a function defined on   with values in X. 
 
Given a process  and a time t   , two additional restrictions are defined: 
 
   X, t   0 :  )()( sts
t   is the history of  up to time t 
   X, t   :  )()( ststr   is the past history of  up to time t 
 
We distinguish the following classes of processes.  A normed vector space X is said to 
have: 
 
 finite histories: if, and only if, some (and hence every) history of  has 
bounded support; that is the set  0)(:0   ss t  is bounded for some (and 
hence every) time t. 
 infinite histories: if, and only if, it does not have finite histories. 
 bounded histories: if, and only if, every history of  is bounded; that is, for 
each time t there is an 0)( tM , such that   )(:)(sup 0 tMsst   . 
 integrable histories: if, and only if, every history of  is integrable on  0 ; that 
is, for each time t 
 


0
)( dsst  (3.1)
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In addition an X-process can be: 
 
 restricted: if, and only if, some (and hence every) history of  vanishes at 
infinity; that is, for some (and hence every) time t: 0)(lim 

st
s
  
 continuous at infinity: if, and only if, there exists an element 

  in X, such 
that: 


 )(lim tt
t
 
 of Heaviside type: if, and only if, the past history of  up to time t = 0 
vanishes; that is: (t) = 0 for t < 0 
 locally integrable: if, and only if,  is integrable on every bounded subset of 
  
 
For processes of the Heaviside type it is convenient to define a set of Heaviside 
classes.  Let  be a process of Heaviside type and let N be a non-negative integer.  Then  is 
said to be in class H
N
 if, and only if,  is N times continuously differentiable on 0 .  We 
write H for H
0
. If  is in class HN for every N, then  is said to be in class H .  In addition, a 
process  is said to be in class Hac if, and only if,  is absolutely continuous on 0 .  The 
following characterisation of class H
ac
 is considered: 
 
An (X)-process  of Heaviside type is in class Hac if, and only if, there is an element 
X

 and a locally integrable function X 0:
 , such that 
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  0
0
           ,)()( tdt
t
 

 (3.2) 
 
The element 

  and the function   are uniquely determined (the latter up to a set of 
Lebesgue measure zero) through: 
 
)(lim
0
t
t




 (3.3) 
)()( t
dt
d
t    (3.4) 
 
for almost every t in 0 . 
A process  in class Hac is called strong if, and only if,   is integrable on 0 .  It then 
follows that: 
 
A process  in class Hac is continuous at infinity if (but not only if) it is strong 
and its value at infinity is 
 



0
)( dss 

 
(3.5) 
 
The Heaviside unit step process h is the scalar process defined by: 
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








0:1
0:0
)(
t
t
th
 
(3.6) 
 
Finally, let D be a domain (open set) in E with closure (close set) D  and let X be a 
point or vector space.  We define an (X)-field as a function  which maps the domain D into 
the space X, XD: .  The field is defined as a scalar field if X , a vector field if X = V, 
a tensor field if X = T. 
A function on D  with values in X is called an (X)-field process for D. Given a 
function XD : , we can define the following two subsidiary processes: 
 
),()( tt  , the (X)-field value of the process  at time t (3.7) 
),(  xx  ,  the (X)-process at the position x  D (3.8) 
 
3.2.3. Convolutions 
Let  and  be scalar processes.  We define formally a process   , and call it the 
convolution of  with , by 
 
 











 0:)()(
0:0
)(
0
tdssts
t
t
t

 
(3.9) 
 
The convolution (3.9) has the following properties: 
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1. If  and  are in class H (or in class C on 0 ), then (3.9) defines a scalar process 
   in class H. 
2. If  is in class HN‟ (or in class CN‟ on 0 ) and  is in class H
N‟‟
 (or in class C
N‟‟
 on 
0 ), where N‟ and N‟‟ are non-negative integers, then (3.9) defines a process 
   in class HN, where  'N',N'minN  . 
3. If  and  are locally integrable and of Heaviside type (or processes which are 
locally integrable on 0 ), then (3.9) defines a scalar process    which is 
locally integrable and of Heaviside type.  In addition, if either  or  is of class H 
(or in class C on 0 ), then    is of class H. 
 
If  and  are field processes for a domain D, the previous definition and properties 
still hold.  Thus    is the scalar field process for D of class H as defined by (3.9) and with 
the position x in D held fixed: 
 
     D),(        ),(),( ttt xx xx   (3.10) 
 
The definition and properties of convolution are extended to processes with values in 
 , V, T, [T] by formal substitution of the corresponding expressions. 
 
3.2.4. The Boltzmann operator 
Let  be a scalar process in class Hac.  It can be represented by (3.2) as 
 
  0
0
           ,)()( tdt
t
 

 (3.2) 
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Let  be a scalar process and formally define the a new scalar process    by 
 
   

tdsststt            ,)()()()(
0
 

 (3.11) 
 
Thus, the Boltzmann operator   with kernel  represents the map that assigns the 
process   to the process . 
An operator in the form of   was originally used by Boltzmann in the study of what 
he called “elastic aftereffects” (Boltzmann 1870).  In modern mathematical terms, the 
operator   defines a Volterra integral operator with kernel  for functions in the class of 
Heaviside processes (Volterra 1909; Burton 1983). 
The Boltzmann operator has the following properties (Leitman and Fischer 1984): 
 
Let  be a process in class Hac.  Then the Boltzmann operator   with kernel  is a 
linear map in: 
 
 The space of continuous processes with finite histories 
 The space of locally integrable processes of Heaviside type 
 The processes of class H 
 
If, in addition, the process  is strong, then the Boltzmann operator   with kernel  
is a linear map in: 
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 The space of restricted continuos processes 
 The space of processes with bounded histories 
 The space of processes with integrable histories 
 
Finally: 
 
If   is the zero map in any of the previously listed spaces , then the kernel  is 
the zero process in H
ac
; that is the Boltzmann operator   is uniquely determined 
by its kernel  in Hac 
 
The definition and properties of the Boltzmann operator are formally extended to 
fields and field processes by substitution of the corresponding expressions. 
 
 
3.3. Linear theory of viscoelasticity with integral hereditary laws 
3.3.1. Linear hereditary laws 
The concept of linear hereditary laws is fundamental to the development of a linear 
theory of viscoelasticity.  The most important consequence of this approach is that the stress 
depends linearly and continuously not only upon the present state of strain as in the purely 
elastic case, but also upon all past values of the strain (the strain history). 
Let E be an (X)-process and S be a (Y)-process, where X and Y are finite-dimensional, 
inner product spaces.  By a linear hereditary law L we mean a relation }[ES L  between 
ordered pairs of processes (E, S) defined as follows: 
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There exists a continuous linear functional   YXC  ;: 00L , called the response 
functional for L, such that ][ES L  if, and only if, E is a continuous restricted (X)-process 
and 
 
 tEtS t         ],[)( L  (3.12) 
 
Linear hereditary laws have the following properties: 
 
Linearity or superposition property: if ][ 11 ES L  and ][ 22 ES L , then for any 
pair of real numbers 1 and 2, ][ 22112211 EESS   L  
Time-translation invariance: let ][ES L ; for any real number  define the 
translated processes E and S by 
 
 ttStStEtE         ),()(        ,)()(    (3.13) 
 
Then, for all real numbers , ][  ES L  
Determinism or causality: if ][ 11 ES L  and ][ 22 ES L  and 
tt EE 21   for some time 
t, then S1(t) = S2(t) 
Continuity: Let ][ES L .  For each time t and  > 0, there exists a  > 0 such that  
tE  implies 
Y
)(tS  
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3.3.2. Definition of Boltzmann laws 
Boltzmann laws are a special class of linear hereditary relations, which is specially 
suited for the study of linear viscoelastic response. 
Let X and Y be two finite-dimensional inner product spaces (in what follows these 
spaces will essentially be stress and strain tensor spaces) and let [X, Y] be the set of the linear 
maps of X into Y. 
We define by response function an ([X, Y])-process K in class Hac.  If K is a response 
function, it follows from the definition of class H
ac
 that there are an element  YX,

K  and a 
function ],[: 0 YX
K  such that 
 
  0
0
        ,)()( tdsst
t
KKK 

 (3.14)
 
 
The element  YX,

K  is the initial response.  If K is continuos at infinity, the 
element  YX,

K , given by 
 
)(lim t
t
KK


  (3.15)
 
 
is called the equilibrium response. 
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A response function K is a strong response function only if K is a strong process in 
class H
ac
. If K is strong, it always admits the equilibrium response 

K , but the converse is not 
true, since the condition is necessary, but not sufficient. 
Let now K be a strong response function and define a map   YXC  ;: 00KL  by 
 



0
)]()[()]0([][ dssHsHH KKK


L  (3.16)
 
 
A linear hereditary law LK whose response functional LK is given by (3.16), for some 
strong response function K, is called a Boltzmann law with (strong) response function K. 
From the definition (3.11) of Boltzmann operator, it follows that the hereditary law LK 
is a Boltzmann operator with strong kernel K: 
 
EES  KK ][L  (3.17) 
 
or 
 
))((][)( tEEtS t  KKL  (3.18) 
 
for every restricted continuous (X)-process E. 
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3.3.3. Constitutive relations for linearly viscoelastic materials 
Consider a bounded domain B in E, called a body, and let x  B be a material point in 
B. Let u be a displacement field process for B, E a strain field process and S a stress field 
process.  From the definitions introduced in [§3.1] it follows that for each B t),(x  we 
can assume that V),( txu , T)t,(xE  and T),( txS . 
The behaviour of the body B is said to be linearly viscoelastic of relaxation type at a 
material point x if, and only if, there is a linear hereditary law L
x
 such that the stress process 
Sx and the displacement process ux, at the material point x, are related through L
x
 by 
 
B         xuS x
x
x ],[L  (3.19) 
 
or equivalently by 
 
 B(        ),)],,([),( ttt t xxuLxS x  (3.20) 
 
where   is the gradient operator. If (3.19) or (3.20) hold at every point x  B, the body B is 
called a viscoelastic body (of relaxation type). 
A fundamental postulate (analogous to the purely elastic case) is the postulate on 
rigid motions: 
 
An (infinitesimal) rigid motion of the body B up to time t results in zero stress at time t 
at every material point x in B 
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The displacement gradient field process u can be univocally decomposed as 
 
WEu   (3.21) 
 
where symTE  is the (infinitesimal) symmetric strain field process and skwTW  is the 
(infinitesimal) skew-symmetric rotation field process. As a consequence of the postulate of 
rigid motions we have therefore: 
 
][][ x
x
x
x
x EuS LL   (3.22) 
 
since the hereditary law L
x
 vanishes on the class of (Tskw)-processes, which are independent of 
the material point x. 
If, and only if, the relaxation law L
x
 is independent of the material point x  B the 
viscoelastic body B is said to be homogeneous and it is possible to write simply L for the 
relaxation law L
x
 and L for the corresponding response functional L
x
. Otherwise B is said to 
be inhomogeneous. 
 
3.3.4. Constitutive equations and stress relaxation 
At this point we have enough elements to characterise mathematically some of the 
fundamental quantities describing a viscoelastic material. 
Let B be a linearly viscoelastic body of relaxation type (conditions 3.19 or 3.20) with 
relaxation law L
x
 satisfying the definition of Boltzmann law (3.14).  It follows that there is a 
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response function ),(  xGGX  for each x  B, called the relaxation function at x  B, such 
that, for each B),( tx ,  sym,),( TTtxG  and  
 
  0
0
),(,),()(),( B        tdsst
t
xxxx GGG 

 (3.23) 
 
The map )(x

G  in  sym,TT  is the initial elasticity at x  B and it governs the response 
to instantaneous changes in strain.  The map )(x

G  in  sym,TT , given by 
 
B        


xxx ),,(lim)( t
t
GG  (3.24) 
 
is the equilibrium modulus at x  B and governs the material response at equilibrium. If, in 
addition, the process ),(  xGGX  is a strong response function, then it follows from (3.16), 
(3.18) and (3.22) 
 
   

B),(  ),,(),(),(),()(
0
ttdsststt xxExExxExxS GGG),( 

 
(3.25) 
 
Under the hypothesis of homogeneous viscoelastic body, all quantities are 
independent of the material point x  B and (3.25) becomes 
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       

ttdsststt         ),()()()(
0
EEES GGG)( 

 (3.26) 
 
It is easy to show that the expressions developed so far simply reduce to the elastic 
case if the hereditary response vanishes.  Indeed, if 

GG h  is a constant response function 
on  0 , then (3.26) reduces to 
 
   ttt         ,)(ES

G)(  (3.27) 
 
The relaxation function G(t) can be used to describe a phenomenon know as stress 
relaxation, which has important experimental applications.  Let G be a strong relaxation 
function with equilibrium modulus 

G .  Let 1hE  be the unit Heaviside strain process.  It 
follows from the properties of the Boltzmann operator [§3.2.4] that S is the Heaviside stress 
process 
 
)())(()( ttt GG  ES  (3.28) 
 
with equilibrium value 
 



 GG )(lim)(lim tt
tt
SS  (3.29) 
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Therefore, the relaxation function G has the physical meaning of the stress resulting 
from a unit Heaviside strain process, which provides a direct way for its experimental 
evaluation. 
 
3.3.5. Constitutive equations and creep laws: the inversion theorem 
If B is a viscoelastic body, it is formally possible to define a new linear hereditary law 

L  for B such that the strain process E is determined by the knowledge of the stress process S 
through the dependence 
 
][SE

 L  (3.30) 
 
In this case the body B is called a linearly viscoelastic body of creep type and 

L  is 
called a creep law for B. 
In the following paragraph, we define the necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
viscoelastic body of relaxation type to be also of creep type. 
Let B be a viscoelastic body of relaxation type with relaxation law L; then the 
hereditary law 

L  is a creep law for the same B if, and only if, the strain process E given by 
][SE

 L  satisfies ][ES L .  It therefore follows that the composition 

LL  must be the 
identity map in the class of restricted continuous processes and 

L  must be the right inverse 
of L.  In addition, if, and only if, the map L is bi-univocal, that is if, and only if, 0][ EL  
implies E = 0, then the relationship is symmetric and 1-LL 

 is the inverse of L. 
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Under proper conditions (Leitman and Fischer 1984), the right inverse 

L  of L can be 
derived from L. Let LG be a Boltzmann relaxation law for B as defined in (3.26) 
 
       

ttdsststt         ),()()()(
0
EEES GGG)( 

 (3.31) 
 
Let then LJ be a Boltzmann creep law for B with strong response function J, called 
the creep compliance 
 
       

ttdsststt         ),()()()(
0
SSSE JJJ)( 

 (3.32) 
 
LJ is the creep law corresponding to the relaxation law LG if, and only if, the 
following two conditions are verified (Leitman and Fischer 1984) 
 
1

JG  (3.33) 
 0..,0))(()( seass(s)           JGJGJG


 (3.34) 
 
The system (3.33) is satisfied if, and only if, the initial elasticity 

G  is invertible in 
[Tsym]. Its inverse 

J  is called the initial elastic compliance 
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In addition, if G satisfies the stronger hypothesis of Gurtin and Sternberg‟s Inversion 
Theorem (Gurtin and Sternberg 1962), then the entire law LG is invertible and we have 
1-
GJ LL   and J = G
-1
. 
The results obtained so far will be of fundamental importance in the determination of 
the stress-strain response of viscoelastic materials from experimental data, as will be detailed 
in Chapter 4 of this work 
 
3.3.6. Response functions for isotropic materials 
An orthogonal tensor Q is said to be a symmetry transformation at x if, and only if 
 
][][ TT QHQLQHQL xx   
(3.35)
 
 
for every field history H (Amerio 1985a).  The collection of all orthogonal tensors that satisfy 
(3.35) is called the symmetry group at x for B, Gx.  The group Gx is generated by the set {1, -
1} plus a number of  proper orthogonal tensors or rotations.  A body B is said to be isotropic 
at x  B if, and only if, its symmetry group Gx is the full orthogonal group; otherwise B is said 
to be anisotropic at x  B.  The materials subject of this investigation will always be 
considered homogeneous and isotropic at every point x  B. 
The symmetry restriction on the response function L can be seen equivalently as a 
restriction on the relaxation function G, since the hereditary law LG is uniquely determined 
by G, and it is possible to write 
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  symTT ttt T           TQTQQTQ ,,)(])[( GG  
(3.36)
 
 
If the body B is isotropic, it follows (Leitman and Fischer 1984) that there are scalar 
response functions  and  such that 
 
symttrttt T           TTTT ,,))(()(2])[( 1G  
(3.37) 
 
This result is a direct extension of the elastic case and the response function  and  
are the equivalent of the elastic Lamé moduli.  The Boltzmann law (3.26) becomes 
 
   
  
 

ttr
dssttrsttrdssts(t)t
                                                         ,2         
)()()()()(22
00
1
11
EE
EEEES

 

)(
 
(3.38) 
 
The stress tensor S and strain tensor E have the unique decomposition: 
 
0tr,tr
3
1
00 





 SSSS         1  (3.39) 
0tr,tr
3
1
00 





 EEEE         1  (3.40) 
 
The traceless tensors S0 and E0 are the deviatoric stress and strain tensors.  We can 
give relation (3.38) a more physically meaningful form by introducing the scalar response 
functions 
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21 G  (3.41) 
 322 G  (3.42) 
 
Using (3.31) and (3.42) the stress tensor equation (3.38) can be rewritten as 
 
   1EES tr
3
1
121 





 GGG  (3.43) 
 
or, equivalently 
 
01 ES G0  
(3.44) 
ES tr2 Gtr  
(3.45) 
 
The scalar response function G1 characterises the behaviour of the material in pure 
shear and takes the name of shear modulus, whereas the response function G2 characterises 
the behaviour of the material in compression and takes the name of compression modulus. 
The extension of the previous results to creep laws follows directly from [§3.3.5] 
under the proper conditions established by the inversion theorem.  The creep relations for the 
relaxation expressions (3.43-3.45) are therefore 
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   1SSE tr
3
1
121 





 JJJ  (3.46) 
 
and 
01 SE  J0  (3.47) 
SE tr2  Jtr  (3.48) 
 
3.3.7. The fading memory hypothesis 
The fading memory hypothesis was first introduced by Volterra in his study of the 
predator-prey relationship (Volterra 1913; Volterra 1931) and later extended to other types of 
hereditary relations (Leitman and Mizel 1974; Fabrizio et al. 1995). 
Physically this assumption states that the more recent past has more influence on the 
present value of the stress than the more distant past does.  It is the expression of a continuity 
property at infinity for hereditary relations and has profound implications on the regular 
limiting behaviour of the type of Boltzmann relationships considered so far.  An immediate 
consequence of the assumption is that, for strain histories whose present values are the same 
and whose past values are close (in the sense of some suitable norm), the present values of the 
stress are also close, even though the values of the past histories may be quite different. 
Although there are different ways of including the fading memory assumption into an 
hereditary relationship, the approach followed here has the most direct application to the type 
of numerical solution introduced in Chapters 4 and 6. 
Let G be a strong relaxation function with equilibrium modulus 

G . We say that a 
strong relaxation function has the stress relaxation property over a space of strain processes 
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if, and only if, for each strain process E which is continuous at infinity, the stress process 
ES G  is also continuous at infinity and 
 
 )(lim)(lim tt
tt
ES



G  (3.49) 
 
A strong relaxation function G has the relaxation property over the space of strain 
processes with bounded histories, which includes the piecewise continuous processes with 
bounded histories and therefore the Heaviside type processes.  This is a sufficient condition 
for the validity of (3.49). 
However, a more restricting condition must be employed to extend the relaxation 
property to the class of processes with integrable histories.  A strong relaxation function G 
has the relaxation property over the space of strain processes with integrable history if G  is 
eventually monotone1 with 
 
0lim 

G
t
 (3.50) 
 
If in particular G is a scalar relaxation function (as for example the scalar functions 
G1 and G2 of [§3.3.6]) decreasing from 

G  to 

G , then the condition that G  be monotone 
                                                 
1
 A positive function ƒ on  is eventually monotone if, and only if, it is monotone on some interval of the form 
 ,T . 
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decreasing means that 

GG 

.  Therefore, the stress corresponding to a unit Heaviside step 
strain relaxes from 

G  to 

G . 
Let now G have the relaxation property over a space of strain processes and let E1 and 
E2 be a pair of strain processes in that space, which approach each other asymptotically: 
 
  0)()(lim 21 

tt
t
EE  
(3.51) 
 
Then if 11 ES G  and 22 ES G  it follows from (3.49) and the linearity of the 
relaxation function G that S1 and S2 also approach each other asymptotically: 
 
  0)()(lim 21 

tt
t
SS  (3.52) 
 
If, in addition, we have the further restrictions 0

GG

 and 0G  , then the 
relaxation function G is invertible with strong inverse J = G
-1
 (Graffi 1982). 
These results prove our initial statement about the regular behaviour at infinity of 
Boltzmann laws expressed by the fading memory assumption. 
 
3.3.8. Periodic harmonic processes and mechanical forcing 
We shall now examine the stress-strain hereditary relations for the case in which the 
strain vanishes for t < 0 and is periodic with time period T  0 for t  0.  Only simple 
harmonic dependence will be considered, since the general problem can be solved by Fourier 
analysis (Achenbach 1973). 
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Let E be a periodic strain process with amplitude sym
ˆ TE  and circular frequency 
0
2

T

 : 
 ttt         ),sin(ˆ)( EE  (3.53) 
 
The stress process ES G  is also a periodic process with circular frequency  and 
it is given by (Leitman and Fischer 1984) 
 
   EES ˆ)(ˆ)cos(ˆ)(ˆ)sin()(







  sc ttt GGG


 
(3.54)
 
 
where cG
ˆ  and sG
ˆ  are the half-range Fourier cosine and sine transforms of G  defined by: 
 



0
)cos()()(
ˆ
dsss  GGc
  (3.55) 



0
)sin()()(
ˆ
dsss  GGs
  (3.56) 
 
The function cG
ˆ  is called the dynamic modulus, s-G
ˆ  is the loss modulus, the sum 
cGG
ˆ

  the storage modulus and the function )(
ˆ1
)( 

 sG
  the dynamic viscosity. 
Consider now a scalar relaxation function G, such that ES G .  We define the 
phase lag () and the loss factor  tan , for each circular frequency , as 
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 
 
 


c
s
GG
G
ˆ
ˆ
tan




  (3.57)
 
 
and the stress process S can be rewritten as 
 
   


















t
ttt sc
                                                                                                          
  ,)(sinˆˆ)(sin)(
ˆ
)(
ˆ
)(
2
1
22
 SES GGG 

 
(3.58) 
 
The phase lag is a direct consequence of the hereditary properties of viscoelastic 
materials.  In addition, it vanishes in the high frequency limit and, in this sense, viscoelastic 
materials behave elastically at high frequencies. 
Indeed, from the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma (Amerio 1985b), it follows that 
 

 GGG c 





)(
ˆ
lim 

 (3.59) 
0)(
ˆ
lim 







sG
  
(3.60) 
 
and therefore 
 
    







ttt         ,0sinˆ)(lim 

ES

G  (3.61) 
  0lim 



 
(3.62) 
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Let now S be the periodic stress tensor 
 
 tsinSˆS   
(3.63) 
 
and consider the strong relaxation function G to be invertible with strong inverse J. The 
corresponding strain process E is also periodic with circular frequency  and is given by 
 
 
            















tdss(s)tdss(s)t
tt
  ,ˆsincosˆcossin         
)()(
00
SS
SE
 JJJ
J

  
(3.64) 
 
If we now consider the scalar Heaviside unit step process h and form the new stress 
process 
 
 th sinˆ' SS   (3.65) 
 
the corresponding strain process is written as 
 
 
            













 0
00
  ,ˆsincosˆcossin         
)(')('
tdss(s)tdss(s)t
tt
tt
SS
SE
 JJJ
J

  
(3.66)
 
 
Therefore 
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 
            


























 0   ,0ˆsincosˆcossinlim   
)(')(lim
tdss(s)tdss(s)t
tt
tt
t
t
SS
EE
 JJ 
 
(3.67) 
 
This result, known as the Theorem of asymptotic behaviour (Leitman and Fischer 
1984), has a fundamental application in the experimental analysis of periodic stress-strain 
processes, since it allows neglecting the effect of the initial step in the forcing stress process 
over the entire duration of the experiment. 
Finally, we see that, applying the Fourier integral theorem, it is possible to recover the 
relaxation function G from experimental measurements of the stress and strain processes.  
Indeed, provided that the initial elasticity 

G  and the dynamic and loss moduli, cG
ˆ  and sG-
ˆ , 
are know, it follows, since G is strong, that 
 
  

  0
0
,)(
ˆsin2
)( td
t
t c       



GGG 

 (3.68)
 
 
or, alternatively 
 
  



  0
0
,)(
ˆ1cos2
)( td
t
t s       



GGG 

 (3.69) 
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3.4. Dynamic linear viscoelasticity 
3.4.1. Dynamic viscoelastic processes 
Let B be a viscoelastic body with relaxation function G and density , subjected to the 
body force b. We define the dynamic viscoelastic process for B corresponding to G, b and  
or DVP(G, b, ), as an admissible process [u, E, S] for B, such that: 
 
 the values of u, E and S are continuous fields of class C on the closure B  
 the displacement u is a process of class C2, whose values are vector fields of 
class C
2
 on B  
 on B , the processes u, E and S satisfy the linear system 
 
ubS div                      (equation of motion) 
(3.70)
 
 TuuE 
2
1
               (strain-displacement relation) (3.71)
 
  EES  GGL            (Boltzmann relaxation law) 
(3.72)
 
 
Similar relationships hold for a viscoelastic body B with creep compliance J. 
A process [u, E, S] is said to be a solution for DVP(G, b, ), or DVP(J, b, ), 
corresponding to the boundary data  su ˆ,ˆ  on B  if, and only if, it satisfies the boundary 
conditions on B : 
 
uuu ˆon,ˆ B         (3.73) 
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ssnS ˆon,ˆ B         (3.74) 
 
where uˆB  and sˆB  are the portions of boundary where Neumann and Dirichlet conditions 
are respectively applied. 
A process [v,R,T] is said to be an initial past history up to time t0 for B consistent with 
 su ˆ,ˆ , b,  and either G or J if, and only if the following conditions hold (Leitman and 
Fischer 1984): 
 
vbT  0div r                                            on B 
(3.75)
 
 TvvR 
2
1
                                        on B (3.76)
 
    
    














0
0
)()()(
or
)()()(


dsss
dsss
TTR
RRT
JJ
GG




           on B, s  
(3.77)
 
(3.78)
 
0ˆ t
r uv                                                           uˆon B   
(3.79)
 
0ˆ t
r snT                                                        sˆon B   
(3.80)
 
 
3.4.2. Power and energy balance 
The rate at which work is done for any dynamic process on a body B by the surface 
forces s and body forces b equals the stress power plus the time rate of change of the kinetic 
energy.  For a dynamic viscoelastic process, this statement can be written as: 
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    
 BBBB
dV
dt
d
dVdVdA
2
2
1
uEEubus  GL  (3.81) 
 
which, after substitution of the complete expression for LG, becomes: 
 




 



tdVt
dt
d
dVdtttdVtt
dVttdAtt
                
        
B
BB
BB
,)(),(
2
1
),(),(),()(),(),(
)(),(),()(),(),(
2
0
xxu
xExxExxExE
xxuxbxxuxs





GG  
 
(3.82) 
 
The dependence of G upon the point x can be removed for homogeneous materials. 
A viscoelastic materials is dissipative if the first term in the right-end-side member of 
(3.81) is always non-negative: 
 
    0        ,0)(),(),()(),(),(),( tdVttdVttt
BB
xxExSxxExEx GL  
(3.83)
 
 
In particular, it is strongly dissipative if it is zero only for 0E . 
The Theorem of displacement boundary data, due to Edelstein and Gurtin, shows 
that relation (3.83) is a sufficient condition for the uniqueness of the solution of the dynamic 
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viscoelastic problem (Carbonaro 1995).  This statement stems from the fact that in this case 
the initial elasticity 

G  can be proved to be symmetric and strongly elliptic2 (Dallasta 1995). 
 
3.4.3. Oscillatory displacement processes 
From this section onward, we restrict our attention to oscillatory displacement 
processes.  The interest in this kind of processes derives from a number of facts.  The 
availability of analytical expressions for simple problems and the direct correlation with 
experimental data have lead to extensive research in this area.  In particular, the single 
frequency response of viscoelastic materials is of paramount importance in underwater 
communications problems, through the application of Fourier analysis. 
We consider an oscillatory displacement process over the viscoelastic body B at the 
real frequency : 
 
   B        tet ti ,,)(),( xxaxu   (3.84) 
 
The constitutive relation for strong response functions G becomes3: 
 
 













B                     ),(),,(),(
)()(
2
1
),()(),(
tt
edett tiTi
xxEx
xaxaxxxS

 
C
GG
0


 
(3.85) 
 
                                                 
2
 A tensor T is said to be strongly elliptic if 0)(  yxyTx T , for each pair of vectors x and y. 
3
 Cf. §3.3.8  
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The term ),( xC  is called complex modulus.  It is a complex valued, frequency 
dependent, fourth-order tensor.  Dropping the dependence upon the point x, it can be 
rewritten in terms of its real and imaginary parts as )()()( 21  CCC i
 , where 
 
cGGGGC
ˆ
)(Re)(
0
1


 

  de i  (3.86) 
sGGC
ˆ
)(Im)(
0
2
  

  de i  (3.87) 
 
In the case of plane travelling waves propagating in the direction n, we have: 
 
B          xpxa nx ,)( )(ike  (3.88) 
 
and 
 
  B        ),(,),( )]([ tet kti xpxu nx  (3.89) 
 
The term p = p1+ip2 is a complex polarisation vector and k is a complex wave 
number defined as 
 


i
c
k   (3.90)
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where c() is the frequency dependent phase velocity and () is the frequency dependent 
attenuation. 
We now look for solutions of the dynamic problem with the form of relation (3.89).  
The equation of motion for the oscillatory displacement field (3.84) becomes: 
 
   aaa 22div  TC  (3.91) 
 
which yields, by substitution of (3.89), the complex propagation condition: 
 
   0
2
2
 pnpn
k
T C  (3.92)
 
 
We define the frequency dependent operator Q*(n), called the complex acoustic 
tensor, on the complex three-dimensional Euclidean vector space V* for each unit vector n 
as: 
 
  V        ananan ,)()( TCQ  (3.93) 
 
Condition (3.92) becomes therefore: 
 
0)(  ppn Q  (3.94) 
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where 
2
2
k

   is a frequency dependent function, which can assume up to three different 
forms (given by the eigenfunctions of the matrix equation (3.94) and depending on the 
direction n). 
The analysis is from now on restricted to the case of viscoelastic isotropic materials 
defined in §3.3.6.  Recalling the definitions of shear and compression moduli, G1 and G2, the 
complex acoustic tensor is rewritten as: 
       
     















 

V                                        ,1                
1
23
2)(
21
112
aannann
annann
nanan
TT
TT
T
KK
GGG

CQ
 
(3.95)
 
 
where K
*
1 and K
*
2 are the reduced longitudinal bulk modulus and the reduced shear 
modulus respectively. The star notation means that the terms have the special complex form 
used in (3.86) and (3.87). 
For the isotropic case, equation (3.94) has two distinct eigenfunctions: 
 
 
 
2
1 


G
                          for transverse waves for which 0np  (3.96)
 
         12 2
3
1
GG       for longitudinal waves for which 0np  (3.13.)
 
 
Attenuation () and phase velocity dispersion c() can therefore be calculated from 
the knowledge of the shear and compression moduli or alternatively the reduced longitudinal 
bulk and shear moduli, provided density is known as well. The two complex polarisation 
vectors corresponding to the eigenfunctions (3.94) and (3.95) provide the solution to the 
dynamic viscoelastic problem.  
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Chapter 4
Viscoelastic Properties of Hard Polymers: 
Characterisation and Experimental Measurements
4.1. Introduction
This chapter is devoted to the characterisation of the viscoelastic materials used to 
manufacture the anechoic baffle for the VERTLINK project.
A description of the physical characteristics of hard polymers is first given and the 
steps followed during the production of the special rubbers used are then described and 
justified.
In order to characterise completely the mechanical properties of polymers, a variety of 
experimental measurements is necessary. Moreover, experimental methods depend greatly on 
the characteristics of the substances to be studied and a large number of techniques have been 
devised. The two experimental set-ups chosen to test the materials used in this research are 
detailed: namely, the forced vibration method and the pulse-echo immersion method, the latter 
with parametric sound sources.
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The remaining sections are dedicated to the problem of material properties 
identification from the experimental data. A numerical technique based on the transfer matrix 
approach and a set of approximated viscoelastic functions has been devised and implemented 
in the MATLAB macro language to solve this problem. The resulting frequency-dependent 
responses for the compounded butyl rubber panels are given together with an estimate of the 
errors involved in the procedure.
4.2. Physical Properties of Hard Polymers
When any of the dynamic functions for a particular polymer is plotted against time or 
frequency, it usually spans an enormous range of magnitudes with changes that can vary from 
very smooth to abrupt.
Inspection of the different typical zones reveals a pattern in the frequency (or time) 
dependence and leads to the identification of a number of behaviours characterised by 
different shapes (usually on a logarithmic scale).
In addition, it is found experimentally that, when measuring the values of storage and 
loss moduli and loss factors at a fixed frequency, they change widely with temperature. The 
peaks in storage modulus and loss factor can be related to particular molecular motions in the 
polymer structure occurring at defined temperatures for a given frequency. The peaks can be 
regarded as 'damping' effects due to the changes in free volume, molecular structure and 
characteristic molecular resonances.
It can be noticed that the effects of temperature and frequency on the viscoelastic 
behaviour act in opposing ways. At a fixed temperature the material will appear stiffer at high 
frequencies, since the molecular motion is slower than the changes in the forcing pressure,
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whereas it will appear softer at lower frequencies, since the molecular chains have the time to 
reorganise themselves to follow the external load. On the other hand for a fixed frequency, 
high temperature will allow greater freedom in the molecular motion and vice versa.
From fig. 4.1, four different regions can be recognised (Ferry 1980; Read 1978):
the glassy region: this region can be observed at low temperature or high 
frequency and is characterised by rigidly networked polymer chains. The 
elastic moduli have high values, whereas loss is low, even though it can show 
one or more secondary transitions revealed by small peaks in the curve 
the glass-rubber transition region: this transition marks the polymer chain 
undergoing long-range motions. Usually a transition frequency Fg or 
temperature Tg can be identified. This region is characterised by a sudden drop 
in the elastic moduli value and a high peak in the loss factor. This is the 
preferred operating region for bulk sound absorbers.
the rubbery region: in this region the long molecular chains are cross-linked in 
a 'coil-shaped' structure. The elastic moduli stay appreciably constant, while 
the loss factor curve experiences a minimum
the flow region: when the temperature or the frequency reach a new transition 
value Tf or F/9 the chains start undergoing translational motions relative to each 
other, breaking the cross-links. The material experiences a fall-off in the elastic 
moduli and an increase in the value of the loss factor
The simultaneous occurrence of a drop in the elastic modulus and a peak in the loss 
factor is a typical behaviour in all viscoelastic materials. This property is known as the
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Kmmer-Kronig dispersion relationship and is a consequence of the integral, Hilbert-type 
relationship between the real and imaginary parts of the modulus outlined in §3.1.3 (Ferry 
1980).
a, 
j 8
CD
Glassy region Glass-rubber
transition
region
i^
Rubbery
plateau
Flow 
region
Frequency Temperature »
Figure 4.1: Typical frequency and temperature pattern for hard polymers (M.W. = Molecular Weight) 
(reproduced from (Read 1978))
The frequency range of occurrence of the transition region depends on a number of 
factors, among which chemical composition and temperature are the most important. In 
particular the higher the molecular weight, the higher the frequency. The rubber compounds 
here have been chosen among the class of low molecular weight memacrylate polymers 
(ethylene and «-butyl methacrylates). For these substances, the transition region falls in the 
operating frequency range used during this research (10 to 100 kHz) (cfr. (Ferry 1980), Table
12.1). This effect has been fine-tuned by modifying the standard behaviour with proper
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amounts of heavy fillers, according to the compounding and processing factors outlined in 
Appendix B.
4.3. Composition and Processing of the Test Rubber Compounds
The multi-layered tile analysed in this work has been manufactured from two different 
rubber compounds. The first layer has the purpose of absorbing and dissipating the energy 
carried by the acoustic signal and it is made of loaded butyl rubber. The second layer provides 
a matching surface with water and it is made of loaded polyurethane rubber moulded into a 
grid of steep-angled cones.
The butyl rubber compound has been chosen because of its high loss factor, but it's 
difficult to mould into complex shapes, must be carefully compounded and vulcanised and 
can only be calendered into flat panels up to 1-1.5 cm thick. On the other hand, the 
polyurethane rubber used for the matching layer provides a lower loss factor, but has the 
advantage of being easily cast into complex shapes from cold-curing liquid components.
4.3.1. The Absorbing Layer: Loaded Butyl Rubber
The base butyl rubber was supplied by Exxon Chemicals Ltd as a white, uncured
rubber bale (Exxon Chemical 1996). The rubber has been compounded in a low-speed 
milling machine, adding a number of suitable fillers to modify its mechanical properties 
(Suma et al. 1993). Finally, it's been calendered and vulcanised to form a set of black plane 
panels of density ranging from 1200 to 2200 kgm"3 in 200 kgm"3 increments. The chemical 
formulation and standard mechanical properties can be found in tables 3.1 and 3.2 (Exxon 
Chemical 1996; Piquette 1985).
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Unvulcanised butyl rubber
Butyl
IRB6
Zinc Oxide (NBS 370)
Stearic Acid (NBS 372)
Sulphur (NBS 371)
TMTDSQRM 1)
ISO 2302 
ASTMD3188
100
50
1.75
1
Table 4.1: Chemical formulation of uncured butyl rubber base (phr)
^1 Vulcanised butyl rubbe'§BHHI
Butyl 365
Stearic acid
Silica (Hard clay)
Calcium carbonate
Zinc oxide
Polyethylene
Paraffin wax
S-315 carbon black
DMF (p. quinanedioxime)
Red lead (Pb3O4)
Sulphur
100.00
0.50
variable proportion to obtain 
desired density
40.00
5.00
6.00
4.00
10.00
6.00
9.00
0.80
Table 4.2: Chemical formulation of vulcanised butyl rubber sheets (phr)
4.3.2. The Matching Layer: Loaded Polyurethane Rubber
The polyurethane rubber base was supplied by PolyMed Ltd as a two-component
liquid rubber. The components are Hyperlast 200 Polyol Curative and a Hyperlast 200 
Isocyanate catalyst (Polymed 1996). The base compound has been mixed with varying 
amounts of heavy fillers, both inert (glass microspheres) and chemically reactive substances
(carbon black powder , lead oxide and tungsten oxide), to vary the mechanical properties and
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increase the density (Maazouz et al. 1993). The mixture can easily be cold-cured at 80°C for 
15 min and left to set for 60 min.
Four sets of sample bars have been produced, one for each main filler, with increasing 
percentage of the filler itself (Fig. 4.2). The composition can be found in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.2: Loaded polyurethane samples (from left to right: glass microspheres, lead oxide in varying 
percentages, tungsten oxide
KB^K Compounded polyurethane rubber
Hyperlast 200 Curative
Hyperlast 200 Isocyanate
S-3 15 Carbon Black
Lead Oxide (Pb3O4)
Tungsten Oxide
Glass Beads
100
30
6.5-13-26-39
6.5-13-26-39
6.5-13-26-39
6.5-13-26-39
Table 4.3: Chemical formulation of loaded polyurethane rubber (phr)
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4.4. Polyurethane Rubber Characterisation
4.4.1. The Vibrating Reed Measurement Method
The characterisation of the loaded polyurethane rubber used in the absorbent baffle 
under investigation has been realised with the collaboration of the Italian Whitehead Alenia 
Sistemi Subacquei.
Accelerometers
Signal 
Generator
Amplifier
Sample
Amplifier J^^
Vibrating Platform
I PC Digital Analyser
Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the longitudinal vibrating reed test method
A suitable number of rubber samples of varying composition and size have been 
manufactured using the method described in §4.3 (fig. 4.2). The Young's and shear moduli 
have been measured separately by means of two forced non-resonant methods.
The tests consist in the excitation of longitudinal and shear vibrations along a 
cylindrical sample of material by a vibrating head at frequencies between 1 kHz and 50 kHz.
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The amplitude of the vibration is measured at the platform and at the sample top end by means 
of two calibrated accelerometers. The block diagram of the system is shown in fig. 4.3
A B&K 1027 signal generator transmits a continuous sinusoidal signal of given 
frequency to the vibrating platform. The first B&K 4374 accelerometer at the platform end of 
the sample is used as stress gauge, whereas the second accelerometer on the sample top end is 
used as strain gauge. The two signals are amplified and transmitted to a digital analyser type 
HP 4194A. All operations have been performed in a temperature-controlled room at 14°C.
The phase lag and complex modulus can be worked out from the two signals, either 
directly using the dynamic equation for long samples or from a more sophisticated multi-layer 
analysis, as described later in this chapter, for short samples. Indeed, in the latter case the 
accelerometer influences the measured values and it must be therefore taken into account as 
an additional layer in the system.
4.4.2. Experimental Measurements
A number of measurements have been carried out on the series of samples described in
§4.2.8.2. In particular four series have been considered:
Glass microspheres (5 to 500 um) 
Carbon Black (S315) (300 to 400 A) 
Lead Oxide (300 to 400 A) 
Tungsten Oxide (300 to 400 A)
Five 120-mm long samples for each filler material have been produced with 
percentages of the primary substance ranging from 10% to 50% phr by weight.
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The measurement system was initially tested using a sample bar made of unloaded 
polyurethane. The results are well in agreement with the values found in the scientific 
literature for cross-linked polyurethane rubber in the specified frequency range. Fig. 4.4 and 
4.5 show a comparison with the experimental curves reported by Capps (1993) for unloaded 
polyurethane (type PR 1590) of the same hardness and chemical composition.
Storage Young's Modulus vs. Frequency
Unloaded
1.E+10
1.E+09
"n
Si 1.E+08
UJ
1.E+07
1.E+06
•*- Base Hyperlast
— Capps data (1993)
1.E+00 1.E+01 1.E+02 1.E+03 1.E+04 1.E+05 1.E+06 1.E+07
f[Hz]
Figure 4.4: Plot of storage Young's modulus vs. frequency for unloaded polyurethane rubber reduced 
to 25°C
1.E+01
1.E+00
1.E-01
IE-02
Loss factor vs. Frequency
Unloaded
•*- Base Hyperlast
— Capps Data (1993)
10 100 1000 10000 100000 100000 1E+07
0
Figure 4.5: Plot of Young's modulus loss factor vs. frequency for unloaded polyurethane rubber 
reduced to 25°C
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The storage Young's modulus EI experiences an increase by about one order of 
magnitude in the prescribed frequency range (1 Hz to 50 kHz). The maximum in the loss 
factor curve (or loss maximum) occurs at 14 kHz. On the left side, the storage Young's 
modulus conforms to the Rouse slope of !/2 (on a doubly logarithmic plot (Ferry 1980)), 
whereas on the right side it flattens towards the glassy plateau.
The added fillers can be split into two categories: chemically inert and chemically 
reactive fillers. The glass microspheres don't interact strongly with the polymer and their 
principal effect in the transition zone arises from the presence of rigid and immobile masses 
within the polymer matrix.
On the contrary, the carbon powder and metal oxides interact with the polymer chains 
and chemical bonds are formed between polymer molecules and filler particles.
Storage Young's modulus and loss factor for polyurethane rubber loaded with different 
proportions of glass microspheres are shown in figs. 4.6 and 4.7. As observed for example by 
Maazouz et al (1993) and Landel (1958; 1961), the glass particles are large and heavy enough 
so that the average distance between any two microspheres is large compared to the root- 
mean-square separation of the polymer molecules.
The curves fall close together at low filler concentrations, especially in the higher 
frequency range, and move farther apart for increasing proportions.
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Storage Young Modulus vs. Frequency
Series I - Glass Microspheres
1.E+09
1.E+07
-*-Unloaded
-•-10% g.m.
-*-20%g.m.
-•-30% g.m.
-•-40% g.m.
-*-50%g.m.
1000 10000 
f[Hz]
100000
Figure 4.6: Plot of storage Young's modulus vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series I: 
glass microspheres (logarithmic scale)
Loss factor vs. Frequency
Series I - Glass Microspheres
1.E+00
1.E-01
1000 10000 
f[Hz]
-•-Unloaded
20% g.m. 
30% g.m. 
40% g.m. 
50% g.m.
100000
Figure 4.7 - Plot of Young's modulus loss factor vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series I: 
glass microspheres (logarithmic scale)
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A slight shift towards higher frequencies can be seen in the loss maxima as the filler 
volume fraction increases. This is a known effect, which is due to an increase in the loss 
maxima transition temperature and disappears if the curves are plotted using the reduced 
variables method (Ferry 1980). In addition, the curvature around the point of loss maximum 
reduces, because of the increasing sharpness of the transition zone.
When the rubber is filled with metal oxides, the behaviour is somewhat different. As 
already observed, the filler particles form chemical bonds with the polymer molecules. The 
average distance between particles is of the order of 100 A, which is the same order of 
magnitude of the distance between cross-links. Segments of polymer chains form bridges 
between filler particles and act as additional multiple cross-links, which add to the increased 
rigidity of the matrix.
Both moduli and especially the loss modulus are substantially increased by the 
addition of the fillers. The effect increases with the increasing density of carbon powder or 
metal oxide. Fig. 4.8 to 4.13 show storage Young's modulus and loss factor for series II 
(carbon black), III (lead oxide) and IV (tungsten oxide) for different proportions of the filler 
substances.
While the general behaviour is the same for all three series, it is apparent that the 
higher the molecular weight of the filler, the higher the values of the storage modulus and loss 
factor. The curvature around the loss maxima isn't substantially changed, but the value of the 
maximum experiences a strong increase.
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Storage Young's Modulus vs. Frequency
Series II - Carbon Black
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100000
Figure 4.8: Plot of storage Young's modulus vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series 
carbon black (logarithmic scale)
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Figure 4.9: Plot of Young's modulus loss factor vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series II: 
carbon black (logarithmic scale)
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Storage Young's Modulus vs. Frequency
Series III - Lead Oxide
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Figure 4.10: Plot of storage Young's modulus vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series 
lead oxide (logarithmic scale)
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Figure 4.11: Plot of Young's modulus loss factor vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series 
III: lead oxide (logarithmic scale)
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Storage Young's Modulus vs. Frequency
Series IV - Tungsten Oxide
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Figure 4.12: Plot of storage Young's modulus vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series IV: 
tungsten oxide (logarithmic scale)
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Figure 4.13: Plot of Young's modulus loss factor vs. frequency for loaded polyurethane rubber. Series 
IV: tungsten oxide (logarithmic scale)
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Fig. 4.14 shows the variation of the loss tangent maxima for increasing proportions of 
the four filler substances. The increase trend in the studied range at the plot scale is close to 
linear for the inert glass microspheres and more decidedly non-linear for the three chemically 
active fillers. It can be seen that the energy dissipating effects due to chemical bonds and 
added rigidity increase not only with filler concentration, but also with molecular weight.
Loss Maxima
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•Carbon black
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•Tungsten oxide
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60
Figure 4.14: Variation of loss tangent maxima with filler proportion for loaded polyurethane
4.5. Butyl Rubber Characterisation
4.5.1. Measurements of Acoustic Properties of Limited Size Panels with Parametric 
Sources
One limitation of the ultrasonic immersion method (cf. Appendix B) is that high
frequency sources must be used to limit the beam width of the source and avoid edge
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diffraction effects from limited size panels. In addition, a large number of transducers must 
be employed if useful frequency range has to be covered. A method of overcoming both these 
limitations is the use of a parametric array.
As proposed firstly by Westervelt (1963), two high frequency primary sound waves 
can be used to produce a low frequency secondary sound wave as an effect of non-linearity in 
the propagation. The low frequency secondary source is the difference between the two main 
primaries and its -3dB beam width is of the same order of magnitude of the -3dB beam width 
of the high frequency primary sources (Smith 1992). In addition, by varying the two primary 
sources inside the range of useful bandwidth of the transducer, a large frequency bandwidth 
can be produced as a difference without the need of using a complete set of different 
transducers (Humphrey 1992).
The two primary frequencies can be mixed either electronically in the transmitting 
apparatus before the transducer or acoustically in the water using two different transducers. 
The pressure source level of the secondary source increases as the total primary power 
increases and as the square of the difference frequency itself increases. In addition, it 
increases with a decreasing primary frequency (Smith 1992). Consequently, the transducer 
used as primary source must have resonance frequency around 0.8 to 3 MHz and a fairly low 
Q factor to have a useful bandwidth, usually of the order of 6. It must be capable to deliver 
sufficient power in the water, which typically means efficiency of more than 40% with peak 
output electrical power of the order of 200 W (Humphrey 1992). Efficient set-up of a material 
testing environment has been discussed in details by Humphrey (1985) and Humphrey and 
Berktay(1985).
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4.5.2. Experimental set-up
The described method has been used to test longitudinal and shear wave propagation 
and material properties of planar panels of butyl rubber. A suitable transducer has been built 
as described in Appendix B. The transducer is composed of four quarter-circle PZT4 ceramic 
crystals. The two opposing crystals are joined in parallel so to have two transducers with 
resonance frequency of about 1.08 MHz and Q = 4.2 after tuning and matching them to the 
power source. The two transducers can either be connected to two different channels to 
generate the secondary frequency acoustically or be connected to the same channel with the 
two primary frequencies electrically mixed. The power source is supplied by a unit capable to 
deliver a peak output electrical power of 200W. The schematic block diagram is shown in fig. 
4.15.
The source level of the secondary signal is high enough to guarantee a good signal in 
the tested range between 30 to 150 kHz. The relative on-axis signal-to-noise ratio is at least 
15 dB at 30 kHz and more than 35 at 150 kHz. The power spectrum output from a Lecroy 
digital oscilloscope for a secondary frequency f2 = 151 kHz at a distance d = 1 m from the 
transducer is given in fig. 4.16. Fig. 4.17 shows the beam pattern forf2 = 97 kHz and^ = 151 
kHz at the same distance d = 1 m.
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Figure 4.15: Transmitter electronics and transducer set-up
Parametric Transducer Power Spectrum
f2 = 151 kHz at d = 1 m on axis
0 2000
Figure 4.16: Power spectrum of the received signal at a distance d = 1 m from the transducer for a 
secondary frequency f2 = 151 kHz and primary frequencies f1L = 999 kHz and f1H = 1150 kHz
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Figure 4.17: Virtual array beam pattern at a distance d = 1 m from the transducer for the secondary 
frequencies f2 = 97 kHz (f1L = 1030 kHz and f1H = 1127 kHz) and f2 = 151 kHz (f1L = 999 kHz 
andf1H = 1150kHz)
4.5.3. System calibration
The system has been calibrated using a 600x600x5 mm aluminium reflector (photos of 
the test rig are shown in Chapter 7). Measurements of the reflected and transmitted pulses 
have been carried out using the Transmit-Time method. A B&K model 8103 hydrophone 
calibrated over the frequency range of interest was used. The number of cycles per pulse was 
set to 200 with a 20 ms repetition rate.
The reference, transmitted and reflected signals were processed by means of a Lecroy 
digital spectrum analyser to find the power frequency spectrum over the range of interest. The 
reflection and transmission coefficients were then calculated as the ratio of the Fourier
spectra:
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T(a>) = ^ (4.1)
The experimental measurements are in good agreement with the analytical solution 
given by the transfer matrix method in the frequency range considered, for both normal (figs. 
4.18, 4.19) and oblique incidence (figs. 4.20, 4.21). The behaviour of the experimental curve 
compared to the analytical curve is smoother in correspondence of the critical angle of total 
internal reflection of the longitudinal wave (see figs. 4.20, 4.21). This can be explained as the 
effect of the wave generated by the transducer, which cannot produce a proper plane wave 
(Humphrey 1985; Humphrey and Berktay 1985; Humphrey 1986). Edge diffraction effects 
have been reduced as much as possible by using large panels and by placing them in an 
asymmetrical position with respect to line of sight between the source and the receiver.
The full details of the used matrix method are given in Appendix D.
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Figure 4.18: Power transmission loss for a 5 mm thick aluminium plate at normal incidence
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Figure 4.19: Power reflection loss for a 5 mm thick aluminium plate at normal incidence
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Figure 4.20: Power transmission loss for a 5 mm thick aluminium plate at 80 kHz as a function of 
incidence
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Figure 4.21: Power reflection loss for a 5 mm thick aluminium plate at 80 kHz as a function of incidence
4.5.4. Experimental Measurements
After calibration with the standard reflector, a set of measurements has been carried
out on a number of 600x600x 10 mm butyl rubber panels having varying density from 1200 to
-3 -32200 kgm in 200 kgm~ increments. Measurements of the reflected and transmitted signal 
have been obtained for both normal and oblique incidence in the frequency range 30 kHz to 
130 kHz in 2 kHz steps.
The typical experimental curves are shown in figs. 4.22 to 4.30. The plots have been 
constructed by averaging each measurement up to 1000 times by using a Lecroy digital
oscilloscope.
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Figure 4.22: Power reflection loss as a function of frequency for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber panel at 
three different density values
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Figure 4.23: Power transmission loss as a function of frequency for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber panel at 
three different density values
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Figure 4.24: Power absorption loss as a function of frequency for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber panel at 
three different density values
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Figure 4.25: Power reflection loss as a function of angle of incidence for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber 
panel at 40 kHz for three different density values
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Transmission Loss Vs. Incidence at 40 kHz
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Figure 4.26: Power transmission loss as a function of angle of incidence for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber 
panel at 40 kHz for three different density values
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Figure 4.27: Power reflection loss as a function of angle of incidence for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber 
panel at 60 kHz for three different density values
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Transmission Loss Vs. Incidence at 60 kHz
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Figure 4.28: Power transmission loss as a function of angle of incidence for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber 
panel at 60 kHz for three different density values
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Figure 4.29: Power reflection loss as a function of angle of incidence for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber 
panel at 80 kHz for three different density values
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Figure 4.30: Power transmission loss as a function of angle of incidence for a 10 mm thick butyl rubber 
panel at 80 kHz for three different density values
The reflection and transmission losses and material absorption in terms of power as a 
function of frequency are plotted in figs. 4.22 to 4.24.
A first but expected conclusion is that reflection losses are higher at lower density and 
transmission losses are generally lower. The absorption plots in fig. 4.24 show that the 
increasing density leads also to increasing internal energy losses, because of friction and 
inertia in the molecular chains. However, these absorption mechanisms fail to work as 
frequency increases and as the behaviour of the material becomes more 'rigid'.
It is possible to see from fig. 4.22 that the reflection loss curve has two local minima in 
the plotted range around 45 kHz and 80 kHz. The minima are more evident at lower density 
levels. They tend to disappear, as the material becomes more rigid because of the higher
content of heavy hard clay. This behaviour, which is typical of viscoelastic materials, is
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normally due to mechanical resonance phenomena in the molecular chains, triggered by 
different levels of energy in the forcing signal.
As the frequency of the signal increases the behaviour of the material moves towards 
the glassy region and the curves show a more decidedly increasing trend toward higher 
reflection values.
The transmission loss curves follow a decreasing trend, whose shape doesn't depend 
on the density.
The reflection and transmission losses as a function of angle of incidence are shown at 
three different frequency values in figs. 4.25 to 4.30. The chosen frequency sample values are 
40 kHz, 60 kHz and 80 kHz, which are in the range of interest for the diffraction analysis to 
be carried out.
The plots are generally smooth and, as expected, there is no clear sign of the presence 
of critical angles for longitudinal and shear waves. The density has a clear effect on 
transmission losses, which are higher at higher values of rubber filler contents. The effect on 
reflection losses is less straightforward. The lower density material is less reflecting at 
incidence values up to about 28° to 30° and more reflecting beyond this point at all sample 
frequencies.
Finally, it can be seen that the reflection and the transmission curves flatten down with 
increasing density, showing that by increasing filler content the material becomes more locally 
reacting, that is independent of the angle of incidence.
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4.6. Determination of Butyl Rubber Properties by Parametric Optimisation
The method used to reconstruct the physical properties of the loaded butyl rubber is an 
optimisation method based on the Hamilton Principle. The method was developed by the 
author of this research during the work for his Master Degree in Aerospace Engineering. It 
was originally applied to the optimisation of the dynamics of a flexible continuous system 
subject to an optimisation goal. A complete description of the method is given in the paper 
annexed in Appendix E (Di Meglio and Finzi 1997).
In the present case, the optimisation goal is that of seeking a suitable set of functional 
complex parameters. These parameters must be such that they minimise the difference 
between the measured reflection and transmission losses and the analytical values calculated 
from the transmission matrix schema given in Appendix D.
We assume the properties of water, the thickness of the panel and the geometry of the 
experiment to be known with enough precision to be considered noiseless quantities.
The function to be minimised can be derived by the propagation equation expressed in 
terms of the transmission matrix. Consider the complex-valued equation:
V —TV A ~ L B (42)
where A and B are two points in the fluid surrounding the test panel, respectively 1 m in front 
of and 1 m behind the panel along the line-of-sight between the acoustic source and a 
reference point on the panel (for example its barycentre). The panel is tilted at an arbitrary 
angle 9. The total transmission matrix T is given by a transformation of the solid layer 
transmission matrix by application of two interface matrices (fluid-panel and panel-fluid) as 
defined in Appendix D:
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(4.3)
where the index/refers to a fluid layer and the index s refers to a solid layer.
The vectors VA and VB are expressed in terms of the reflection and transmission 
coefficients as:
VA =
VD =
cos<9
(4.4)
B
B Z^
whereas the matrix T can be expressed as a function of the circular frequency o>, the angle of
incidence 0 and the complex elastic moduli Gj(0) and (me complete form of the
matrix elements is given in Appendix D):
(4.5)
where the * notation implies the special complex form given by relations (3.84) and (3.85). 
Eq. 4.2 can be rewritten in a more compact form by forming the column vector
v = M2 (4.6)
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where IVh is a point on the output face of the panel. Rearranging the elements of the matrix T 
to form the augmented matrix Ta, we get
T V = (4.7)
Equation 4.7 cannot be inverted to find the viscoelastic parameters from the 
knowledge of the reflection and transmission coefficients, hi fact, even in the simplest one- 
dimensional model there are four complex unknowns, the two stress components <J\T> (the 
shear stress) and 033 (the longitudinal stress) and the two velocity components vi and vs. There 
are therefore eight unknowns, only seven of which are independent because of the secular 
equation det(T) = 0. The number of known values for each frequency sample in this case is 
only four, namely the complex reflection and transmission loss parameters expressed as 
amplitude and phase with respect to the reference value.
We can overcome this problem by applying the method of parametric identification to 
find a best-fit solution.
If we substitute in eq. 4.7 the experimental values of the reflection and transmission 
coefficients, we have the approximate residual form:
a (G; (4 G; (4 *>, (4.8)
where R would be zero if GJ (ft>) and G^ (co) were the exact pair of functions of the material 
and the given experimental values of the reflection and transmission coefficients were exact 
noiseless quantities.
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The set of optimisation parameters can be provided directly by the two response 
functions G,(a>) and G*2 (co). Alternatively, it's more convenient to use a set of functions of
the frequency co that can be directly used in the expression of the elements of T as defined in 
Appendix D. Such a set is for example given by the two eigenfunctions defined in §3.4.3 for 
oscillatory displacement processes:
2 1 / ,, v */ \\ , Longitudinal bulk modulus
_ -*• I ^^ / V O^^ I II "W
»" ^
L
p<y2 G*(<y) * Tangential (shear) modulus
Ir ^/
/V'T" ^tf
For a given angle of incidence, we can write:
(4.9)
where A* is the vector whose elements are /l*i and A V
In order to minimise the value of equation 4.9, we can now build a scalar performance 
functional for the optimisation process in the given frequency range as (the superscript * is 
understood):
(4.10)
Q
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where q is an unknown vector of weighing coefficients and F(y(cob )) is scalar function of 
boundary conditions:
If we now define a new set of complex-valued Lagrange multipliers /?, we can 
introduce the experimental values as an explicit constraint in the minimisation process. We 
have:
(4.12)
where Ve (o>) is a vector of interpolation functions over the value of V(co) in each interval. 
Finally, we define the Hamilton optimisation function, H, as
(4.13)
If we introduce the Hamilton function (4.13) in the performance functional and take 
(4.12) into account, we obtain:
(4.14)
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The optimisation problem becomes then one of finding the optimisation functions 
that minimise the performance functional J(/l) over a class A of admissible functions:
AeA (4.15)
where the class A of admissible functions for the minimisation problem is equivalent to the 
class of strong response functions for Boltzmann laws, as defined in §3.3.2 and following 
paragraphs.
We consider now the variation of the optimisation functions:
(4
and the corresponding variations of the propagation vectors and the performance functional:
(4
and
(4.18)
variation
The necessary condition for A to be the desired optimal functions is that the Ist-order 
of the difference AJ(/l)= j(/l + 8k}- j(/l) be zero. We can therefore write
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the following optimisation condition for the residual equation (4.8) (the functional 
dependence on the variables inside round brackets has been dropped for brevity and is
implicitly understood):
dH
dV
Q
dp
Sp OH 
dq
Sq an dco-
\do) (4.19)
where we have taken into account that the virtual variation Sco is zero, since the experiment 
configuration is fixed.
Since the virtual variations of the independent variables are by definition independent 
and different from zero, condition 4.19 represents a system of four vector equations in the four 
unknown vectors V (system state),/?, q (system co-state) and A (optimisation parameters):
J
Q
J•r
Q
\Taq + pfic
\y-v^o)
favda
Q
I
Q
T O*-a T/q — -V
dl
o = 0
= 0
= 0
dco - 0
(4.20)
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The system of equations 4.20 can now be solved numerically in the given frequency 
range. In this case, the system has been solved by applying an algorithm written using the 
Matlab macro-language based on the non-linear Newton-Raphson method.
4.7. Determination of the viscoelastic response functions
The viscoelastic parameters obtained from the optimisation process are given in figs.
-34.31 to 4.34 for the panel of density p= 1800 kg m' . As could be expected, it has been found 
that the viscoelastic moduli are independent from the angle of incidence, since the material is 
isotropic.
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Figure 4.31: Longitudinal bulk modulus £L(co). Loaded butyl rubber compound
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Figure 4.33: Longitudinal bulk and shear loss factors. Loaded butyl rubber compound
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Figure 4.34: Viscoelastic Poisson ratio. Loaded butyl rubber compound
It is now possible to compute the viscoelastic response functions from the knowledge 
of the viscoelastic parameters using once more eqs. 3.94 and 3.95. The viscoelastic shear 
modulus G* and the viscoelastic compression modulus G^ are shown in figs. 4.35 and 4.36
respectively.
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4.8. Conclusions
In this chapter, a thorough analysis of the compounded viscoelastic materials used for 
the manufacturing of the scattering targets has been performed. Two different types of 
materials have been considered, notably a loaded polyurethane rubber, easy to compound and 
cast, and a loaded butyl rubber, showing marked viscoelastic properties.
The different methods used to characterise the material properties of the rubbers have 
been presented with particular attention to the immersion method with parametric acoustic 
sources, especially suited for the experimental analysis of panels and baffles.
A novel algorithm has been presented to reconstruct the viscoelastic properties of the 
material under investigation from limited experimental data and the complete viscoelastic 
response functions of the loaded butyl rubber have been computed within the frequency range 
of interest.
This data will be provide the basis for the determination of the viscoelastic constitutive 
relations used in Chapters 6 and 7 to produce the viscoelastic finite element schema.
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Chapter 5
Acoustic Reciprocity Theorems and their 
Application to Plane Wave Scattering by Penetrable 
Objects
5.1 Introduction
The acoustic reciprocity theorems and the systems of dynamic equations that can be 
derived from their application are the starting point for the computation of acoustic fields by 
means of numerical or integral equation approach. The understanding of the structure of the 
theorems, especially the time convolution form, is therefore paramount in the development of 
the finite element - boundary element method outlined in this research.
In this chapter, the linear equations of acoustics are introduced. The time-domain form 
of the equations is first presented and then their complex frequency domain form is derived.
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The general principles of acoustic radiation from sources in unbounded, homogenous 
and isotropic fluids are presented and the special case of plane acoustic waves is then dealt 
with.
Building on the basic wave equations in the complex frequency form, the acoustic 
reciprocity theorems are derived with particular attention to the time convolution form. This 
theorem is then applied to the direct scattering problem from penetrable objects in an 
unbounded, homogenous and isotropic fluid embedding.
Finally, an analytic approximate solution to the scattering problem is derived for the 
geometrical configuration of interest in this research, namely the anechoic baffle.
5.2 The Linear Wave Equations
5.2.1 The Acoustic Wave Equations in the Time Domain
We consider the linear form of the dynamics of a fluid subjected to small-amplitude
variations of the distribution of pressure around an equilibrium position and of the mass flow 
density in a stationary flow.
Under these assumptions, the equations of acoustics in the time domain have the form:
(5-D
d0 divv —— -
dt
where, for a lossless, instantaneously reactive fluid:
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p = p(x,t) pressure
v = v(x, t) velocity
0 = 0(x, t) = p(x)v(x, t) mass flow density
p = p(x) density tensor
0 = 0(x, t) = -K (x)p(x, t) cubic dilatation
K=K(X) compressibility
f=f(x,t) volume force distribution
q = q(x,t) source distribution
5.2.2 Acoustic Scalar and Vector Potentials in the Time Domain
We consider now two special cases of equations (5.1.). In the first case, a lossless,
locally reacting fluid is subjected to a source distribution q=q(x,t) in the absence of volume 
forces, which produces the wave motion {p,v}= \p q ,v q \. In the second case, the same fluid is 
subjected to a volume force distribution f =f(x,t) in the absence of injection sources, which 
produces the wave motion {/?, v} = \pf , vf ).
The equations of acoustics for the first case have the form:
A . div v
dt
The system of simultaneous equations (5.2.) can be solved for the pressure pq and 
velocity vq as:
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_ dcp
dt
v q = - (5.3)
where (p = (p(x,i) is the acoustic scalar potential, solution of the second-order difTerential 
equation:
(5.4)
The equations of acoustics for the second case have the form:
dvf
dt
.&_
dt
(5.5)
The system of simultaneous equations (5.5.) can be solved for the pressure // and
velocity/as:
pj = —K~ div if/
r dwv = ——a (5.6)
where y/ = y(x,\) is the acoustic vector potential, solution of the second-order differential 
equation:
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(5.7)
The total acoustic field is obtained from superposition of the two fields. The total 
pressure and velocity distributions have therefore the form:
-ij-p = —!- - K div
dt
5.2.3 Acoustic Wave Equations in the Complex Frequency Domain (Laplace- 
Transform Domain)
If the configuration of interest is linear and time-invariant, it is often preferable to 
express the corresponding equations in the frequency domain, rather than in the time domain.
By carrying out the Laplace transformation (Amerio 1985) of the equations of 
acoustics, it is possible to eliminate the time / and derive a set of equations in the space x and 
the Laplace parameter s. The parameter s is in general a complex parameter. However, by 
taking s =ja> the class of steady-state, sinusoidally varying wave fields with angular frequency 
CD can be described.
If we apply the Laplace transformation to the equations (5.1.), we obtain the following 
form of the complex frequency-domain acoustic wave equations:
(59)
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where 00 and Bo represent the contribution of a non-vanishing acoustic field at / = t0, which 
can be taken to be zero for our purposes.
For a lossless, instantaneously reactive fluid, we have:
0 = 0(x, s) = p(x)v(x, s) (51 o) 
= 0(x, s) = -rc(x)p(x, s)
Equations (5.9.) can be therefore rewritten as:
so00 (5.11)
_ ef f\°
or
s »0Q (5.12)
—Stn /I°
/%
where the terms ^ and r\ are given by:
sv*' 5/ 5PW (longitudinal acoustic impedance per length)
._./ \ n (5-13)r\ - rf(x,s) SK\X) (transverse acoustic admittance per length)
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5.2.4 Acoustic Scalar and Vector Potentials in the Complex Frequency Domain
The complex frequency-domain acoustic potential can be derived in the same way as 
their time-domain counterparts. In the following, we assume the acoustic field to be zero at t =
to.
We consider again the two special cases of the equations of acoustics (5.12.). In the 
first case, a lossless, locally reacting fluid is subjected to a source distribution q = q(x,s) in the
absence of volume forces, which produces the wave motion {p,v}= \pq ,vq ]. In the second
,/\ y\case, the same fluid is subjected to a volume force distribution / = f(x,s) in the absence of 
injection sources, which produces the wave motion {p,v}= \pf ,vf ]. 
The equations of acoustics for the first case have the form:
div v-
The system of simultaneous equations (5.14.) can be solved for the pressure pq and 
velocity v q as:
pq = s(p
v q = -
(5.15)
where fi = <p(x,s) is the acoustic scalar potential, solution of the second-order differential 
acoustic scalar Helmholtz equation.
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The equations of acoustics for the second case have the form:
(5.17) 
div vf +ipf = 0
The system of simultaneous equations (5.17.) can be solved for the pressure pf and 
velocity v 7 as:
pj =-*/;-div ^  (5.18)
where y = y(x,s) is the acoustic vector potential, solution of the second-order differential 
acoustic vector Helmholtz equation.
(5-19)
The total acoustic field is obtained from superposition of the two fields. The total 
pressure and velocity distributions have therefore the form:
1 «—7 ^V(p
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5.2.5 Point Source Solutions and Green's Functions
/\
The two volume source distributions / (force sources) and q (injection sources) that 
produce the acoustic field can be expressed in a useful form if we consider them as the 
continuous superposition of point sources located in each point x e <2), where <2) is the spatial 
support domain of the distributed sources.
We make use of the property of the Dirac delta function to 'pick up' the value of a 
given function in a given point (sifting property) and write:
q(x, s) = \x,^(x - x')q(x', s)dV (5.21)
We now consider the scalar and vector (tensorial) Helmholtz equations (5.16.) and 
(5.19.) for a unit injection point source and a unit force point source respectively:
(5-22)
If the scalar function G*(x,x\s) and the tensor function G¥ (x,x',s) are solutions of 
equations (5.22.) and (5.23) respectively, then equations (5.16.) and (5.19.) are satisfied by:
(5.24)
and
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J
The functions G9 ^G'p (x,x',s) and function G* = Gw (x,x',s) are the complex 
frequency-domain scalar and tensorial Green's function.
5.3 Acoustic Radiation in Homogenous, Lossless, Isotropic Fluids
To solve the acoustic radiation problem, we need at this point to find the expression of 
the two acoustic field quantities, the acoustic pressure p and the particle velocity v. We 
consider the case of a field generated by sources in a homogenous, lossless, isotropic fluid.
For a homogenous, isotropic fluid, the constitutive relationships (5.13.) take the form:
4 - s \s) - sp (longitudinal acoustic impedance per length)
(5-26)==rj rj\s) SK ^ransverse acoustic admittance per length)
and the equations of acoustics can be written as:
(527)
| • S\div v
To solve the system of equations (5.27) we can apply the Fourier transform in the 
spatial support $ of x This step allows us to transform the spatial derivatives of pressure and 
velocity into algebraic products.
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The Fourier transforms of the acoustic field quantities are:
(5.28) 
v(jk, s) = J v(jc, s)e jk xdV
where
k=k,L + k,L+k.L (5.29)
is the acoustic wave number vector.
Equations (5.27.) are transformed to the £-space form:
(5.30)
where / and q are the Fourier transforms of / and q respectively.
The algebraic system of equations (5.30.) can now be solved for p and v and gives:
(531)
where
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We can now inverse transform the function G(jk,s) to obtain the Green's function of 
the scalar Helmholtz equation in the complex frequency domain:
(5-33)
Equation (5.33.) can be evaluated by transforming the Cartesian co-ordinates into 
spherical co-ordinates in £-space with centre at k = 0 and the polar axis along x (see for 
example De Hoop 1995). The application of this co-ordinate transformation yields after 
integration with respect to the spherical co-ordinates cp and #
47i 2y x +
(5.34)
where k = ±(k •
The integral in the right-hand side member can be evaluated by analytic continuation of 
the integrand in the complex plane and application of the method of residues (Amerio 1985). 
We obtain the following form of the Green's function:
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G(x,s) =
(5.35)
By carrying out the inverse Fourier transform of equations (5.31.) and taking into 
account function (5.35.), we finally obtain the integral-differential form of the complex 
frequency-domain acoustic field quantities:
p = £J G(x - *', s)q(x\s)dV - div([, G(X - jc', s)f(xr,
v(j^ G(x - x', s)q(x\ s)dv}+ £ ~l v(div G(X - xr, s)f(x',
(5-36)
Equation (5.36.) can be rewritten in a more compact form by introducing the volume 
injection source scalar potential 0=<I\x,s) and the force source vector potential V = ^(jt,s):
S\ ,A ^
(5.37)
where
*, s) = | G(x - x\ 
, s) = G(x - x\ x\ s)d¥
(5.38)
The final form of the solution to the acoustic radiation problem in a homogeneous,
isotropic fluid in the complex frequency domain can be in principle found by carrying out the
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integrals and differentials terms in equations (5.38.). For all but the simplest configurations, a 
closed-form solution cannot be easily found and these operations are performed by means of 
numerical methods (see for example Chadli et al 1994).
5.3.7 Plane Acoustic Waves in a Homogeneous, Lossless, Isotropic Fluid
If the fluid medium under investigation is source free, the equations of acoustics (5.27.)
can be written as:
(5.39)
The non-trivial solutions of this system of homogeneous equations take the name of 
plane waves.
We look for a particular solution of system (5.39.) of the form:
(5.40)
v -
/\ /\
where P and V are the plane wave amplitudes and y is the propagation vector. By 
substitution of (5.40.) in (5.39.) we therefore obtain the algebraic system of equations:
(541)
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For equations (5.41.) to have a non-trivial solution, we have to find the particular value 
of the propagation vector y that satisfies the system secular equation:
*. ^--7 C
/\ *.rj -y
(5.42)
Equation (5.42.) is called the wave dispersion equation. For all arbitrary values of y 
satisfying the dispersion equation, the corresponding solutions {A J^j, of equations (5.39.) and
(5.41.) constitute the general class of non-uniform plane waves. 
If in addition the propagation vector can be expressed as:
(5.43)
/ ~u/ 
where f = \f}() is a scalar propagation coefficient and £ is a unit vector along the direction
of propagation of the wave, then we have the class of uniform plane waves.
In this latter case, we can write the analytic form of the uniform plane wave equation
as:
(5.44)
where
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'~\hn
$.
scalar acoustic impedance
scalar acoustic admittance
(5.45)
Finally, we can use the isotropic lossless of form (5.26.) of the constitutive relations to 
derive two important physical parameters of the fluid medium:
(5.46)
where
c-
scalar acoustic slowness 
scalar acoustic wave speed
(5.47)
The complete form of the acoustic field quantities together with their asymptotic far-
field representation is given in Appendix F.
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5.4 The Acoustic Reciprocity Theorem of the Time-Convolution Type in the 
Complex Frequency Domain and its Application to the Direct Source and 
Direct Scattering Problems
5.4.1 Definition of reciprocity theorem
We now consider two admissible states A and B of a linear fluid. Each state is 
characterised by its own set of physical parameters and source distributions. Both states refer 
to the same support domain 0e<R3 . The domain 3) can be bounded with boundary d® or 
unbounded with d® —> oo .
A reciprocity theorem is defined as a specific relationship interrelating the acoustic 
wave field quantities in the two states A and B described below. This reciprocity relationship 
can be described in different forms, according to the type of domain and operator used (De 
Hoop 1995). In particular, the theorem can be expressed in the time domain or the complex 
frequency domain and can be of the time-convolution type or the time-correlation type.
In this section the complex frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the time- 
convolution type will be derived and discussed. The other forms of the theorem can be derived 
by application of the inverse Laplace transform and a time inversion operation.
We consider the equations of acoustics for the two states A and B:
(5.48) 
divvA +fjApA =qA
and
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(5.49)
div vB rjB pB = qB
Equations (5.48.) and (5.49.) can be complemented by suitable boundary conditions if 
discontinuities or impenetrable boundaries are present in the support domain 0.
If the domain 3) is unbounded, the acoustic field quantities outside an arbitrarily large 
sphere are taken to be of the form (see Appendix F):
x\
x\ (5.50)
and
,s)
X
x\ (5.51)
where the asymptotic quantities p* and v 00 satisfy the plane wave equations (5.41.).
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5.4.2 The local and global forms of the complex frequency-domain reciprocity 
theorem of the time-convolution type
We consider now a special quantity called the local interaction quantity built upon the 
time convolution in the complex frequency domain of the acoustic field quantities of states A 
and B in the form:
div [p*(X, Sy(X, S)-p'(X, S)t'(X, s)\ (5.52)
The name of the theorem stems from the fact that the time-convolution operator in the 
complex frequency domain is the product operator of the transforms.
We can further expand quantity (5.52.) by carrying out the divergence of the products:
(5 53)
VpA (x,s)- vB (x,s)+pA (x,s)div VB (X,S)+ 
-VpB (x,s)-vA (x,s)-pB (x,s)divvA (x, S)
Incorporating equations (5.48.) and (5.49.) in expression (5.53.) we finally have:
div \pA (x,S)VB (x, s)- pB (x,S)VA (x,s)\=
, _~B v C\_^A(V ^ nA(v ^B(^ ^ ,_ ^^
Equation (5.54.) is the local form of the complex frequency-domain acoustic 
reciprocity theorem of the time-convolution type. The terms in the RHS can be given a
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physical interpretation. The first two terms represents the physical differences in the media for 
state A and state B. This contribution vanishes if Ct B (x,s) = Ct A (x,s) and ?J B (X,S)=JJA (X,S)
for all frequencies 5 in the support of equation (5.54.). In this case, the two fluids in state A 
and B are called adjoint. The last four terms represent the effect of the sources and vanishes if 
the media are source free.
Equation (5.54.) relates quantities in the same point x of space. We can integrate the 
equation over its support 3) to obtain a global form of the reciprocity theorem. By enforcing 
appropriate continuity conditions in the domain %> and applying Gauss' divergence theorem to 
the LHS, we obtain:
+
(5.55)
where n is a unit vector normal to the boundary d®. This form of the reciprocity theorem 
holds in the whole of domain 2? even in the presence of acoustically impenetrable parts or other 
penetrable objects by virtue of explicit or implicit continuity conditions on the field quantities 
along the boundaries. In addition the LHS vanishes when the boundary d%> coincides with the 
boundary of an acoustically impenetrable object or the domain <D is unbounded and the 
radiation conditions at infinity are satisfied.
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5.4.3 The Direct Source Problem
The reciprocity theorem expressed in equation (5.55.) can be applied to the problem of
determining the acoustic field quantities in a medium of given physical properties 
,s), tj(x, s)f produced by a given source distribution $,//= y(x, s\f(x, s)} This
problem is generally referred to as the direct source problem.
We consider a domain 0, unbounded or bounded with acoustically impenetrable
boundary d@ as defined in section §5.4.1. The source distribution has support in a subdomain
cf
We set the state A as the state generated by the source distribution
(5.56)
The state B is calculated from the application of equation (5.55.). If we choose the fluid 
B to be the adjoint of the fluid in state A, only the last four terms in the RHS of the equation 
are relevant. In addition, we can separate the calculation of the field quantities in state B by 
choosing an appropriate source distribution.
We start by choosing:
(5.57)
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where qB (x,x\s)=a(s)S(x-x') is a point source of volume injection in the point x' acting 
on the point x and a(s) is an arbitrary scalar function of s.
Inserting relations (5.56.) and (5.57.) in equation (5.55.) and rearranging the terms to 
isolate the pressure distribution p we obtain.
(5-58)
Now, remembering the definition of Green's functions (5.24.) and (5.25.) and inserting 
them into equation (5.55.), we obtain (see Appendix F for the details):
p(x\ s) = j^ [G * (x', x, s)q(x, s) +G* (x1, x, s)- f(x, s)\IV x'z® (5 • 59)
The two Green's function Gw and G* py are respectively the acoustic pressure 
generated in the point x' by a point source of volume injection at the point x and the acoustic 
pressure generated in the point A;' by a point source of volume force at the point x.
In the same way, we choose now:
a ,/"}={>,*(*)*(*-*')} (5.60)
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where fB (x,x',s) = b(s)d(x-x') is a point source of volume force in the point x' acting on
the point x and b(s) is an arbitrary vector function of s.
Inserting relations (5.56.) and (5.60.) in equation (5.55.) and rearranging the terms to 
isolate the fluid velocity v we obtain:
Now, remembering the definition of Green's functions (5.24.) and (5.25.) and inserting 
them into equation (5.55.), we obtain (see Appendix F for the details):
(5 - 62)
The two Green's function Gvq and Gv/ are respectively the particle velocity generated 
in the point x' by a point source of volume injection at the point x and the acoustic pressure 
generated in the point x' by a point source of volume force at the point x.
5.4.4 The Direct Scattering Problem
The reciprocity theorem expressed in equation (5.55.) is now applied to the problem of 
determining the acoustic field quantities in a medium of given physical properties 
{£,/;}= ^(x,s\r/(x,s)^ called the embedding, produced by a given source distribution
{?,/}= y(x,s\f(x,s)} when an acoustically penetrable object, called the scatterer, is present. 
This problem is generally referred to as the direct scattering problem.
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We consider a bounded or unbounded domain 0 with boundary d® as defined in 
section §5.4.1. The source distribution has support in a subdomain & ^3) , whereas the
scatterer occupies a subdomain t with $ n & = 0 .
We can express the total acoustic field present in this configuration as the superposition 
of an incident field generated by the given source distribution in the absence of the scatterer 
and a scattered field generated by the presence of the scatterer:
(5.63)
}={pl (x,s)+ps (x,s\v i (x,s)+vs (x,s)}
The scatterer shows a finite contrast in the physical properties with respect to the fluid 
medium in the subdomain $, whereas the contrast is zero outside the subdomain £B:
-£17'-4= {0,0} (5.64)
The incident acoustic field is calculated by application of equations (5.59.) and (5.62) 
to the given source distribution and it's considered known. Since there are no sources in the 
subdomain & occupied by the scatterer and the total and incident acoustic fields are generated 
only by the sources in the subdomain cT we can write the following relationships:
(5.65)
1 • ^div v
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and
(5.66)
i * ^ i /\ /\ j -.div v + tff> = 0
Inserting equations (5.65.) and (5.66.) in the expression of the total acoustic field 
equation (5.63.), we obtain the following expression for the scattered acoustic field:
(5.67)
I" ^ $ /\ /\ c i * S ^ 1 /\ /\ cdiv v + rfp = -\rj - rj)p = q
Equations (5.67.) can be given a physical meaning by observing that the scattered
/\
acoustic field is generated by injection sources </*and force sources /* produced by the 
contrast of physical properties. In addition, since both the incident field and the total field are 
generated by the source distribution in the subdomain <£ the scattered field is necessarily 
source free in this subdomain. It follows:
(5.68)
1 • /\ P ^^C1 /\div v +///?= q
where
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= 0
Finally, by using sources (5.69.) to find the generated scattered field by application of 
equations (5.59.) and (5.62.) for the direct source problem, we arrive at the system of integral 
equations:
(5.70)
^System (5.70.) can be solved for the four unknowns ps ,v\fs and</*, generally by 
application of numerical methods. An approximate analytical solution for a geometrical 
configuration similar to the one analysed in this research will be investigated in the next 
section.
5.4.5 The Equivalent Surface Source Representation
We consider now the same case as for the direct source problem, but applied to a 
subdomain (B in the domain <2) (eventually coincident with the whole of the Euclidean space 
9? 3 . The subdomain £B has the acoustically penetrable surface boundary d@>. In this case, the 
contribution from the LHS of eq. (5.55) doesn't vanish.
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If we repeat the same steps as for the direct source problem and retain the contribution 
from the surface integral in eq. (5.55), we are lead to the following expressions for the acoustic 
wave field in the domain £B (De Hoop 1995):
(5.71)
and
^ (5.72) 
(*', Jt, s\v(x, *)•«]+ G* (*', x, s)p(x, s)n\lA x'z®
where n is the normal to the boundary d®> pointing outside SB, 
ZB (x') = >~ '^r for jc' e {(B, 5(B, (B'} is the characteristic function of the set (B and
SB' = ® - (SB u d$>) is the complement of the set SB.
Finally, if we apply this reciprocity theorem to the subdomain SB' when the sources that 
generate the acoustic field are in SB, we have the expressions:
(5.73)
and
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Eqs. (5.73) and (5.74) are the equivalent surface source representations of the direct 
source problem in the complex frequency-domain. These equations are equivalent to eqs. 
(5.59) and (5.62) respectively. They are the starting point for the derivation of the boundary- 
element formulation of the Helmholtz equation for radiation and scattering problems. In 
particular eq. (5.73) will be used in Chapter 6 to derive the numerical solution to the direct 
scattering problem from the viscoelastic anechoic tile.
5.5 Plane Wave Scattering from a Penetrable, Wedged, Bounded Baffle in a 
Fluid Embedding
5.5. 1 Problem Configuration
We consider a lossless, isotropic, homogenous embedding in the domain 2> = 9?3 . The 
material properties of the embedding are represented by its density p and its compressibility K. 
A penetrable scatterer is immersed in the embedding and occupies the domain & a <2> with 
boundary surface d£B and material properties ^7,77*}= ^S (X,S),TJS (X,S)^.
The total acoustic field is given by the superposition of the scattered field and the 
incident field. The incident field is given by an acoustic plane wave (see equation (5.41.) and 
(5.46.)) travelling in the direction of the unit vector « with normalised pulse shape a(s)
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s——0.-X* = Pa(s)e~c (5.75)
The scattered field is given by the contrast source representation equation (5.70.):
*'(*'.<)=L
(5.76)
where the corresponding contrast source distributions in the domain are given by
equations (5.69.) by substitution of the material properties of the fluid embedding.
Finally, in the far-field region equations (5.76.) can be approximated by their far-field 
expansions (see Appendix F), which give:
— x
X =
e
47CJC
(5.77)
with
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r s<x>
(5.78)
5.5.2 Far-Field Plane Wave Scattering from an Anechoic Tile by Rayleigh-Gans-Born 
Approximation
The scattering configuration outlined in the previous section can be used to find an 
approximate solution to the scattering problem from simple geometrical shapes and their 
superposition. The method presented here has been previously investigated by Quak et ol. 
(1986), but it's applied here for the first time to the anechoic tile configuration.
The method consists in finding an analytical solution to the scattering problem by an 
iterative procedure called the Neumann expansion. We start by considering the explicit form of 
the total scattered field derived from equations (5.76.):
p(x' ,s}= p\x\s)-\ ™(x\x,sfis (x,s}-
fj>
\ Jc, sfc (jc, s)- s/4^ s))*r 
jc', Jc, s)<7 (jc, 5) -
X
(5.79)
Equations (5.79.) constitute a system of linear integral equations of the second kind in
the two unknown p and v . The iterative procedure is initialised by setting:
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v [Q] (x\s)=v'(x',s) x'
(5.80)
whereas the (n+l)s recursive term of the expansion is given by
+ G * (x1, x, s)£ ' (x, s) - spblp W (x,
G JC
(5.81)
It can be shown (Quak e/ a/., 1986) that, if the series are convergent, then the solution 
to the scattering problem is given by:
n=0
(5.82)
w=0
The n* term of the Neumann expansion is called the n* Rayleigh-Gans-Born
approximation.
We derive now the explicit analytic form of the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born 
approximation of the far-field scattering solution in the case of a harmonic plane wave incident 
on an anechoic tile. The geometrical configuration of the tile is represented in Fig. 5.1. It 
consists of the superposition of a square plate with a regular grid of circular cones of finite 
height. The scatterer is assumed homogenous and isotropic. The material behaviour is
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approximated by an equivalent fluid model, whereby the isotropic inertia relaxation function 
is considered constant and equal to the mass density p and the coupling between 
compression and shear is neglected, so that the compressibility relaxation function %(s) can be 
written as the inverse of the viscoelastic bulk modulus K\s). This behaviour is of course not 
exact, but it holds for the first-order approximation case.
In the case of butyl rubber, the frequency-dependent material properties have been 
determined in Chapter 4 (§4.7) and the coefficient of compressibility %(s) is plotted in Fig. 
5.2 for s = id). The scatterer is immersed in water, whose properties are given in Table 5.1.
^mmHK Acoustic impedance and admittance per length ($=io>)
Water
£(s) = sp
77(5) = SK
p= Ie3 kgm 3
Ar=4.45e 10 Pa'1
Butyl Rubber
£(s) = sfi(s)
ti(s)= sz(s)
ju = p= 1.8e3 kgm"3
(see Fig. 5.2)
Table 5-1: Acoustic impedance and admittance per length
Viscoelastic Coefficient of Compressibility
2.E-10
2.E-10
1.E-10
5.E-11
•^ O.E+00
i -5.E-11
" -1.E-10
-2.E-10
-2.E-10
-3.E-10
-3.E-10
20
—x1=Re(x) —x2=lm(x)
60 80 
f [kHz]
100 120 140
Fig. 5.1: Butyl rubber coefficient of compressibility, z(ico) = Z\ (®) + i%2
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CXJ
Object nanei Anechoic Tile Designer; A. PI MEGLID
Units: nn Material; Butyl rubber
Revision: 2,0 Dates 08/09/1999
Fig. 5.2: Geometrical configuration of the anechoictile
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The expression for the scattered acoustic quantities in the far-field, first-order 
Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation can be derived from equations (5.78.), (5.79.) and (5.80.) 
together with the plane wave equations (5.75.) (see Appendix F for the details):
-2 A 7 I ^Ax \ —-—,5 
c c
————,5 a
cc (5.83)
where £ is the direction of observation and a is the direction of propagation of the incident 
plane wave and
-1
-1
Y(*,s) 
67(ii,5)
(5.84)
The term
Y(u,s)=(esuxaV
Jxe:*
(5.85)
is the complex frequency-domain shape factor of the domain SB occupied by the scatterer.
The anechoic tile shape factor can be calculated by adding the shape factors of the 
single constituent parts, namely the rectangular plate and the cones. By integration of equation 
(5.85.) over the appropriate domains, we obtain (see Fig. 5.1):
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Rectangular plate (2ai x 2a2 x 2a3)
7 (n , s) = %a,a2a, sinh ^ ^ ) sinh ^ 2?/2 ) si
sa2u2
(5.86)
su-d
Circular cone (r x h)
s\u^ + u\ j' V~
r(«?+«i)*c
—cos(^)
r(uj2+K| | 2 -1
d<p
(5.87)
where </ is a translation vector from the centre of the co-ordinate system to the reference 
centre of each constituent part and the integrals are evaluated at the reference centre of each
part.
The far-field scattered acoustic quantities have been calculated using the MATLAB
macro language and are plotted for various cases in Figs. 5.4 to 5.14. The incident field 
direction of propagation is « = {0,0,-l} in all graphs (which corresponds to the -90° direction)
and the field is impinging on the cone tips. Graphs of the scattered pressure amplitude and of 
the normal and tangential components of the velocity amplitude are given for a number of 
frequencies in the range of interest. If not specified, the fields quantities are given in the plane
The effect of the grid of cones can be seen from Fig. 5.6. The backward scattered
pressure amplitude is greatly reduced as compared to the simple plate configuration.
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Scattered Pressure amplitude at 50 kHz
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Fig. 5.3: Scattered pressure amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 50 kHz
Scattered tangential velocity amplitude at 50 kHz
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Fig. 5.4: Scattered tangential velocity amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 50 kHz
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Scattered normal velocity amplitude at 50 kHz
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Fig. 5.5: Scattered normal velocity amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 50 kHz
Scattered pressure amplitude at 50 kHz
120
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180
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Ps [Pa]
Fig. 5.6: Comparison of scattered pressure amplitude of the anechoic baffle (—) and a simple plate 
baffle (—) at 50 kHz
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Scattered pressure amplitude at 80 kHz
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Fig. 5.7: Scattered normal velocity amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 80 kHz
Scattered tangential velocity amplitude at 80 kHz
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Fig. 5.8: Scattered tangential velocity amplitude of the anechoic baffle at 80 kHz
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Scattered normal velocity amplitude at 80 kHz
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Fig. 5.9: Scattered normal velocity amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 80 kHz
Scattered pressure amplitude at 120 kHz
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Fig. 5.10: Scattered pressure amplitude of the anechoic baffle at 120 kHz
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Scattered tangential velocity amplitude at 120 kHz
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Fig. 5.11: Scattered tangential velocity amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 120 kHz
Scattered normal velocity amplitude at 120 kHz
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Fig. 5.12: Scattered normal velocity amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 120 kHz
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Scattered pressure amplitude at 50 kHz
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Fig. 5.13: Scattered pressure amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 50 kHz in the horizontal plane
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Fig. 5.14: Scattered pressure amplitude for the anechoic baffle at 50 kHz
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The dependence of the backward scattered field on the cone tip angle is shown in Fig. 
5.15. The curves are of course only valid in the first-order Rayleigh-Gans-Born approximation, 
but provide a qualitative insight of the relationship. Similar curves are reported for acoustic 
and electromagnetic scattering from soft and hard cones by Bowman et al. (1969). The same 
behaviour at small angles has also been reported by Babich (1996), although his results refer to 
rigid cones. These curves are analysed in more details in Chapter 7, when we discuss the 
dependence of the scattered field on the cone tip angle.
The configuration studied in this chapter has a cone tip semi-aperture of 12.5°. It can be 
seen that this configuration shows a minimum in the backward scattered pressure at a 
frequency of 47 kHz. This was indeed in the range of operating frequencies of the VERTLINK 
system for which the baffle was initially developed.
.0. "S.
Backward Scattered Pressure Amplitude
20 40 60 80 
f [kHz]
100 120 140
Fig. 5.15: Normalised backscattered pressure amplitude for the anechoic baffle - Dependence on
fcone tip angle (the values correspond to the semi-angle $ = arctg— )
h
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Chapter 6  
 
The Finite Element-Boundary Element Method for 
Sound-Structure Interaction with Viscoelastic 
Elements 
 
 
 
6.1. Introduction 
The modern origins of the Boundary Element Method have their beginning in the use 
of integral equation methods roughly between 1960 and 1975 by researchers such as Jaswon, 
Hess, Symm, Massonnet, Shaw, Rizzo, Cruse and others. Nonetheless the deep foundations of 
the method can be found in the research work about integral equations carried out during 
1800s and early 1900s by Poisson, Betti, Kirchoff, Somigliana, Fredholm, Kellog, Kupradze 
and others. 
During the period 1960 to 1975 integral equation methods were used to find solutions 
for two major mechanics problems: 
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 potential theory applied to perfect fluid flow research in the aerospace industry 
 acoustics research, mainly related to underwater scattering and radiation 
 
The methods initially used in this two cases under the common name of Boundary 
Integral Methods (BIM) can generally be subdivided in two classes, as now understood, even 
though the distinctions effectively disappear as the equivalence and commonality of the 
methods are recognised (Cruse and Rizzo 1975): 
 
 indirect methods, whereby the physical boundaries of a system are replaced by a 
surface of sources or sinks, adjusting the intensity to give the same physical results 
as in the original problem 
 direct methods, whereby a fundamental solution (Green‟s function) of the 
governing partial differential equation is used to satisfy the physics of the system 
without boundary conditions and the resulting integral equation is then solved 
restoring the given boundary conditions 
 
In 1975 the first conference on the method was held at the Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institution by Tom Cruse and Frank Rizzo (1975) and the first text on the use of boundary 
integral equation methods was published the following year by M.A. Jaswon and G.T. Symm 
with the title ‘Integral Equation Methods in Potential Theory and Elastostatics’ (1977). 
It was only in 1977 that the name Boundary Element Method (BEM) was used for the 
first time in a conference organised by C.A. Brebbia in Southampton, UK and is since then 
used to address a method of solution characterised by the element subdivision of a physical 
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system. Under this name a number of formulations can be found, from the classical direct and 
indirect methods to the „null-field‟ or the embedded integral methods. 
The usefulness of boundary integral methods was at first recognised in the late 1950s 
for the solution of all those classes of problems involving infinite boundaries, for which the 
classical technique based on finite differences and even the contemporarily developing finite 
element method based on variational principles were ill suited. 
The validity of the method in the solution of transient acoustic scattering and time 
harmonic acoustic scattering was rapidly established in the early 1960s by Friedmann, Shaw, 
Banaugh and others and the shortcoming of nonuniqueness of the solution at certain 
characteristic frequencies for exterior boundary problems was recognised and studied from 
the late 1960s by L.G. Copley, H.A. Schenck, A.J. Burton and G.F. Miller and more recently 
by C.M. Piaszczyk, J.M. Klosner, K.A. Cunefare, D.T.I. Francis and others. Methods to 
overcome the problem such as CHIEF (Combined Helmholtz Integral Equation Formulation) 
and HGF (Helmholtz Gradient Formulation) were established.  
The modern use of BIM for elastostatic problems was introduced in 1967 by F. Rizzo 
by transforming the fundamental Somigliana domain integral approach to elasticity into an 
equivalent boundary form and was extended to elastodynamics the following year by T. Cruse 
and F. Rizzo. 
Finally the ever increasing importance of stress analysis in non-conventional materials 
such as polymers and composites immersed in fluid media led the mechanical engineering 
community to recognise the importance of boundary integral methods and gave rise to a 
convergence of techniques and to the development of combined Finite-Element, Boundary-
Element methods from the early work of H.A. Schenck to the modern stress and radiation 
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analysis software packages, such as NASTRAN, ANSYS and the PHOEBE 3D software 
developed for this research. 
In this chapter the fundamentals of the boundary element method are outlined and 
then applied to the solution of the Helmholtz equation for scattering problems.  It is shown 
how the acoustic boundary element model can be coupled to a finite element model of the 
scatterer to provide the necessary boundary condition to the scattering problem. Finally, the 
viscoelastic finite element to be used in the model is derived from the viscoelastic 
constitutive relationships presented in Chapter 3 and incorporated in the complete FE-BE 
model. 
 
6.2. Fundamentals of the Boundary Element Method 
6.2.1. Basic Integral Equation 
The most general way of deducing the starting boundary integral equation required by 
the method is based on the principle of weighted residuals. We consider as a starting point the 
Laplace equation in a two or three-dimensional domain : 
 
 in      02u  (6.1) 
 
with the following boundary conditions on  (fig. 6.1): 
 
(I)   Essential (Dirichlet) conditions:      u u              on 1 (6.2) 
(II)   Natural (Neumann) conditions:      q
n
u
q 


    on 2 
(6.3) 
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where n is the outward normal to the boundary  = 1+2 and the overbars indicate known 
values. 
 
 
Figure 6.1: Geometrical definitions of the domain  with Robin (mixed) boundary conditions 
 
Instead of looking for an exact solution for the function u, we seek an approximate 
solution of the form: 
 
u u j j
j
N


 
1
 (6.4) 
 
where the j‟s are a set of linearly independent functions called interpolation or shape 
functions and the uj‟s are the nodal values of the field variable u or its derivative. 
The introduction of the approximation for u and its derivatives in the governing 
equation produces an error, unless the approximate relationships can represent the exact 
solution. The errors in the domain  and on the boundary  can be represented by error 
functions or residuals, given by: 
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R u  2 0  
R u u1 0    
R q q2 0     
 
 
(6.5) 
 
where u and q are the approximate values given by eq. (6.4.) and its derivative respectively. 
In principle the errors introduced by approximating the solution u can be minimised 
by taking the internal product of the residuals with a weighting function u
*
 and its normal 
derivative q
u
n
*
*



 on , as follows (Brebbia and Ciskowski 1991): 
 
Ru d R u d R u d* * *  
 
  2 1
2 1
 (6.6) 
 
or 
 
          
2
2 1
u u d q q u d u u u d* * *  
 
 (6.7) 
 
Integrating twice by parts yields: 
 
         
2
2 1 2 1
u u d qu d qu d uq d uq d* * * * *     
   
 (6.8) 
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The domain integral in the left-hand side must now be transformed into a boundary 
integral. This can be done using the fundamental solution of Laplace equation as a weighting 
function. The fundamental solution in this case represents the field generated by a unit source 
acting at a point xi and satisfy the following Poisson equation: 
 
  2 0u i
*   (6.9) 
 
where i is the Dirac delta function. Since the integral of the product of the delta function 
times any other function is the value of the second function in xi (sifting property) we have: 
 
        
2u u d u d ui i
*     
 
 (6.10) 
 
and eq. (6.8.) can be rewritten as: 
 
u uq d uq d qu d qu di       
* * * *   
   2 1 2 1
 (6.11) 
 
The fundamental solution for isotropic media in a three dimensional domain is: 
 
u
r
* 
1
4
 
(6.12) 
 
and in a two dimensional domain it is: 
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u
r
* ln






1
2
1

 (6.13) 
 
where r is the distance of a boundary point from the nodal point xi. 
On the boundary  eq. (6.11.) must be properly specialised. The most direct way to 
find the correct form of the equation is taking a point xi on the boundary  augmented by a 
hemisphere in a three-dimensional domain or a semicircle in a two dimensional domain, 
whose centre is the point xi itself (Fig. 6.2.). 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Boundary points specialisation of the general integral equation for a three-
dimensional domain 
 
At the limit when the radius  is taken to zero the point xi becomes a true boundary 
point and the resulting expression is the specialisation of eq. (6.11.) on . In the three 
dimensional case we have, before applying any boundary condition: 
 
u uq d qu di   
* * 
 
 (6.14) 
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Substituting expression (6.12.) in the right-hand side we have:  
 
 lim lim lim*   

 
















 0 0
1
4 0
2
4
0
2
qu d q d q   
 
 (6.15) 
 
whereas taking the limit of the left-hand side yields: 
 
 lim lim lim*   

 
















  0 0
1
4 0
2
4
1
22
2
2
uq d u d u ui   
 
 (6.16) 
 
The free term produced in eq. (6.16.) must be added to equation (6.11.) obtaining the 
boundary integral equation generally used in the boundary element method: 
 






   nodesboundary smooth 
2
1
nodes internal1
      **


 dquduqui  
 
(6.17) 
 
The two-dimensional case is analogous and yields the same results. 
 
6.2.2. The Boundary Element Method 
The boundary integral equation (6.17.) must be now discretised to find the values of 
the boundary nodes used to approximate the exact solution. We only consider the general case 
of quadratic elements for two- and three-dimensional domains. 
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The boundary  of the domain  can be discretised into N elements, each of which is 
represented in terms of a subset of the nodes used to approximate the unknown field variable 
u. For three-dimensional domains the elements used are generally of two types: triangular and 
quadrilateral and both of them can be flat or curved (Fig. 6.3). All variables (potentials, fluxes 
and co-ordinates) are approximated as a linear interpolation of the corresponding nodal values 
in terms of a set of functions defined on the elements. These functions, called shape 
functions, can be quadratic or higher order functions, such as cubic splines or Bézier curves, 
for both two- and three-dimensional domains.  
 
 
Figure 6.3: Curved (quadratic) elements for two- and three dimensional boundary element problems: 
(a) quadratic quadrilateral element; (b) quadratic triangular element; (c) quadratic two-
dimensional element 
 
In order to deal with curved element in three dimensions, it is necessary to pass from 
the global Cartesian co-ordinates x1, x2, x3 to a system of oblique co-ordinates, which can be 
defined using two curvilinear co-ordinates 1 and 2 and the local normal  (Fig. 6.3). The 
transformation of the field variables can be defined using the Jacobian J of the two sets of co-
ordinates, as follows: 
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(6.18) 
 
Differential of volume or area can now be expressed in terms of the new set of oblique 
co-ordinates by means of the Jacobian J or the reduced Jacobian G respectively (Brebbia and 
Ciskowski 1991): 
 







ddddddd 2121
21
J
rrr
 
 
(6.19) 
2121
21





ddddd G
rr
  
 
(6.20) 
 
where the reduced Jacobian G is the magnitude of the normal vector  and can be expressed 
as: 
 
















 321
321
21
,,),,(
xxx
ggg
rr
  (6.21) 
 
and 
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(6.22) 
 
For two-dimensional domains the transformation between Cartesian and oblique co-
ordinate systems is analogous, with the difference that only one oblique co-ordinate  is 
defined along the element and no normal co-ordinate is necessary. 
 
BIQUADRATIC QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT QUADRATIC ELEMENT 
  u

j
j
j
jj uuu 
8
1
21,   u u uj j
j
j
j   


1
3
 
   
   
   
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1
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Table 6.1: Interpolation functions for quadratic elements in two and three dimensions 
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Once the element topology has been defined an approximate expression for the field 
variable can be found in terms of the nodal values. The interpolation functions for a 
biquadratic quadrilateral element in three dimensions and a quadratic element in two 
dimensions are given in Tab. 6.1. 
It is now possible to discretise the boundary integral equation (6.17). We can re-write 
that equation as: 
 
c u uq d qu di i   
* * 
 
 (6.23) 
 
where the coefficient  valid for smooth boundaries or internal nodes is replaced by a 
coefficient ci, which depends on the shape of the boundary and is different from 1/2 for edges 
or corners on .  In general ci depends on the angle subtended by the corner in radians for 
two-dimensional elements and steradians for three-dimensional elements. Alternatively, the 
value of ci can be determined implicitly from the given boundary conditions. 
Now for each nodal point xi equation (6.23.) can be discretised considering the 
contribution of each element as follows: 
 
c u uq qui i
j
N
j
N
j j
  
 
* *d d 
 1 1
 
 
(6.24) 
 
The integrals over the boundary elements j can then be computed in terms of the 
interpolation functions. The resulting terms relate the node i where the fundamental solution 
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is acting to any other node j and are usually called influence coefficients (Brebbia and 
Ciskowski 1991): 
 
      
    
 
u q q
u
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 
 
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(6.25) 
 
where 
 
  
1
1-
1
1-
21
*
21 dd ,  jk
k
ij qh G  (6.26) 
 
and 
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(6.27) 
 
where 
 
  
1
1-
1
1-
21
*
21 dd ,  jk
k
ij ug G  (6.28) 
 
The influence coefficients can now be assembled after taking some assumption on the 
boundary conditions. The potential at a node can be assumed the same for each element 
sharing that node. The same however cannot be said for the flux, which does not always has a 
unique value at any one node. The general assembled equation before applying any boundary 
condition is: 
 
   



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
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
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N
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iNiii
q
q
GG
u
u
HHuc ............
1
1
1
1  
 
(6.29) 
 
In general, if the fluxes are assigned the only unknown variable is the potential at that 
node. If the potential is assigned, three cases occur (Brebbia and Dominguez 1992): 
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 the flux is considered to have a unique value for all four elements sharing the node 
 the flux is not unique, but three of the four values are assigned 
 the flux is not unique and more than one value in different elements is unknown 
 
When only one unknown exists for each node, be it potential or flux, eq. (6.29.) can be 
recast in a different form moving the unknown values with their coefficients into the left-hand 
side and the known values into the right-hand side. The resulting system of linear equation 
can therefore be solved numerically. The integrals in the coefficients hij and gij must usually 
be solved numerically using some higher order method, such as a multipoint Gauss formula. 
If more than one unknown for each element appears, then a different approach must 
be taken, such as the use of discontinuous elements with the nodes shifted inside the element 
itself (Do Rêgo Silva 1994). Once the balance between equations and unknowns is restored, 
the system can be solved as before. 
Relations (6.25.) and (6.26.) are valid for i j . For i = j it is necessary to take into 
account the term ciui. This can be done, as mentioned earlier, either by direct calculation of 
the coefficient ci from the angle subtended by the corner if the boundary is not smooth and 
adding the resulting term to the hii influence coefficient or by implicit calculation of the 
influence coefficient itself. 
In the former case the following integral equation can be used: 
 


 d 
1
4
1
1
rn
ci



 (6.30) 
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which is valid for any position of the point i. If the point i is on  the integral can still be used 
since the singularity is of the order 1/r. 
In the latter case if a constant potential over the whole boundary is assumed, the 
condition on total flux across the boundary can be written as: 
 
0I H  (6.31) 
 
where I is a vector with unit potential in all nodes. From this condition we have: 
 
Hij
j
N

 
1
0  
 
(6.32) 
 
whence 
 
H Hii ij
j
j i
N
 



1
 
 
(6.33) 
 
Eq. (6.29.) can then be cast into matrix form as: 
 
qu GH   (6.34) 
 
and then reordered in a linear system of the form: 
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fx A  (6.35) 
 
after application of a set of suitable boundary conditions on the values of the potential u and 
the flux q. 
 
6.3. Boundary Element Formulation of the Helmholtz Equation. Acoustic 
Radiation and Scattering 
The propagation of waves through an elastic medium is governed by the linear wave 
equation: 
 
 2
2
2
2
1
u
c
u
t


 (6.36) 
 
where u = u(t) represents a velocity potential. 
For the time-harmonic case a harmonic expansion can be assumed for the potential u: 
 
 u x t u x ei t, ( )   (6.37) 
 
and eq. (6.36.) becomes (Helmholtz equation): 
 
  2 2 0u k u  (6.38) 
 
where the wave number k, the angular frequency  and the sound speed c are related by: 
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(6.39) 
 
For acoustic radiation the potential u must also satisfy the Sommerfield radiation 
condition at infinity: 
0lim 
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r
u
r
r 

 (6.40) 
 
The potential function in eq. (6.38.) is a function of position only. In the absence of 
volume forces, the velocity potential u is related to the acoustic velocity and pressure by (see 
also eq. (5.15) with u0   and is  ): 
 
uip
u
0
v
 (6.41) 
 
where the equilibrium fluid density 0 is assumed to be constant. 
The integral expression equivalent to eq. (6.38.) on the boundary  can be derived 
from the explicit form of the total scattered pressure field introduced in Chapter 5 by 
application of the reciprocity theorem of the convolution type. From eq. (5.75.) applied to the 
bounded domain 3  with boundary surface  we have: 
 
          
       3                                         
  
xxvxxxG
xxxxxx
f
x
dVs,ˆss,ˆs,,ˆ
s,pˆss,ˆs,,Gˆs,pˆs,pˆ
sˆpˆ
sqˆpˆi
 

 (6.42)
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Eq. (6.42.) can be transformed into an equivalent surface source integral equation by 
applying eq. (5.73) to the source-free incident pressure field  s,pˆi x  and the scattered 
pressure field  s,pˆs x . Summing up all the terms we get: 
 
     
         3                                   

 

xnxxxGnxvxx
xxx
f ds,pˆs,,ˆs,ˆs,,Gˆ
s,pˆs,pˆ
x
ˆpˆqˆpˆ
i
 (6.43) 
 
where: 
 
   
   

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0  (6.44) 
 
and 
 
  xx
xx
xx
xx




        
4
,,ˆ

c
s
e
sG  (6.45) 
 
The vector n is the normal vector to the surface  in each point x. 
The Green‟s function  sG ,,ˆ xx  is the fundamental solution of the Helmholtz 
equation (6.38) in three dimensions. As shown in Chapter 5, the integral eq. (6.43) when 
expressed in terms of the Green‟s function (6.45) automatically satisfies the Sommerfield 
radiation condition (6.40). 
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If we take into account relations (6.39) and (6.41), set is   and drop the ^ symbol, 
we can rewrite eq. (6.43) as: 
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(6.47) 
 
Eq. (6.46) can now be discretised by taking its value in each node of the boundary 
element schema, thus obtaining the boundary method matrix form: 
 
quu GH  i  (6.48) 
 
where 
n


u
q  is the vector of nodal fluxes. 
Alternatively, eq. (6.48) can also be expressed in terms of the pressure and the 
velocity fields on the boundary  Taking into account relationships (6.41) we have: 
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vpp BA  i  (6.49) 
 
with 
 
nGB
HA
0i

 (6.50) 
 
where the influence coefficients gij  have been modified to include the normal vector n to the 
element j in each node k as: 
 
  
1
1-
1
1-
21
*
21 dd ,  Gung
k
jk
k
ij  (6.51) 
  
 
6.4. The Nonuniqueness Problem 
The main difficulty of applying BEM to acoustic external problems is the so-called 
nonuniqueness problem, whereby the solution at certain characteristic frequencies is not 
unique. The problem is a mathematical one and is related to the boundary integral 
formulation and not to the physical problem itself. 
A simple way of proving the existence of the nonuniqueness of the solution is to 
compare the boundary integral equation for an exterior Neumann problem (q assigned on ) 
with the boundary integral equation for an interior Dirichlet problem (u assigned on ) 
sharing the same boundary  (Brebbia and Ciskowski 1991): 
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i**
ii uquuquc  

d d  (6.52) 
i*
ii uqc  

d   (6.53) 
 
Both equations have the same left-hand side member, apart from a change in variable, 
which is the potential u on the boundary for the exterior problem and the jump in potential  
when taking an internal point xi to the boundary for the interior problem. 
Since the interior formulation does experience a true problem due to the structure 
eigenfrequencies (resonance frequencies), the exterior domain equation will share the same 
problem, since it has the same mathematical structure, even though the eigenfrequencies have 
no physical meaning for an exterior problem and a unique solution actually exists at all 
frequencies. 
There are two major ways of overcoming the nonuniqueness problem, the Coupled 
Helmholtz Integral Equation Formulation (CHIEF) and the Helmholtz Gradient Formulation 
(HGF): 
 
 CHIEF method: this formulation, proposed by Schenck (1968), uses the Helmholtz 
integral equation (6.47) pointing inside the body where ci = 0 as a constraint to be 
satisfied along with the usual Helmholtz equation. This formulation results in an 
overdetermined system which can be solved by a least square algorithm, such as 
the SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) method. One of the difficulties of this 
formulation is that the internal points used to implement the coupling cannot fall 
onto the boundary, otherwise the constraint imposed by the second Helmholtz 
equation leads again to a nonunique solution. The proper choice of the internal 
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points to use is currently an important research issue, addressed for example by 
Seybert and Wu (1991) 
 HGF method: this method has been proposed by Burton and Miller (1971) and 
consists of a linear combination of the integral Helmholtz equation and its normal 
derivatives equation. It can be proven that a proper choice of the multiplicative 
constant of the gradient equation leads to a unique solution at all frequencies. One 
of the major difficulties of this method is that the normal derivative of the integral 
equation involves a hypersingular integral. Burton and Miller used a double surface 
integral to regularise the singularity, but the method is computationally inefficient. 
More efficient solutions have been proposed by Meyer et al. (1978) or De Rego 
Silva (1994). A partial application of the gradient method has recently been 
proposed for the solution of structural-acoustic coupling problems, whereby the 
normal derivative of the integral Helmoltz equation is computed only at a reduced 
number of points. The method has been proved efficient for both constant (Harris 
and Amini 1990) and isoparametric (Francis 1991) elements and is used in this 
research. 
 
6.4.1. The Partial HGF Method 
The derivative of eq. (6.46) with respect to the normal direction n  in each point 
3x has the form: 
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with 
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 (6.55) 
Eq. (6.54) suffers from the same nonuniqueness problem as eq. (6.46), but the 
characteristic frequencies are different. In the standard HGF formulation, a suitable multiple 
 of eq. (6.54) is added to eq. (6.47) to build a system with unique solution at all frequencies 
under the condition that   0Im   (Terai 1980, Meyer et al. 1979). 
There are three main difficulties in this formulation: 
 
 the presence of hypersingular integrals (of order 
2
1
r
) in the derivatives 
 the presence of discontinuities in the value of the derivatives when using 
quadratic isoparametric elements 
 the  added complexity of having to calculate 2N equations for N nodes instead 
of the standard N equations derived from the boundary integral equation 
 
The hypersingular integrals can be directly evaluated in the sense of Hadamard finite 
parts (Do Rego Silva 1994) or reduced to singular integrals by applying the integral 
relationship proposed by Meyer et al. (1978): 
 
          

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uu
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G
u nnxxx 2
22
dd  (6.56) 
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The problem of discontinuities in the normal derivative across element boundaries 
when using quadratic isoparametric elements can be overcome by the use of discontinuous 
elements, whereby the nodes are moved inside the elements and away from the border. 
Finally, the problem of the additional overhead of having to calculate the n derivatives 
of the boundary integral Helmholtz equation can be eased by choosing the centre of each 
element only as a calculation point. This approach reduces the number of additional equation 
to approximately n/3, since the typical ratio between elements and nodes in a boundary 
element schema is 1:3. 
This approach, referred to as the Partial HGF method, has been proved to yield unique 
solutions to the scattering problem with quadratic isoparametric elements by D.T.I. Francis of 
the School of Electronic & Electrical Engineering of the University of Birmimgham (1991) 
and the method used in this research is based on his original code. 
Taking therefore the calculation point x  at the centre of each element and using the 
integral relationship (6.56) and the boundary conditions (6.41), the resulting normal 
derivative equation can be discretised as: 
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ij
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iijjij 
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vvDpCpCpCpC
0
111 2
1
  (6.57) 
 
where pk and vk are the vectors of nodal values of pressure and velocity in the k
th
 element, 0 
is the vector of shape functions calculated in the centre of the element and 
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(6.58) 
 
Assembling the coefficients (6.58) that correspond to the same pairs of global nodes, 
we finally have: 
 
v
p
p DC 



n
i
 (6.59) 
 
The final system is built by adding to each nodal equation in (6.49)  times the normal 
derivative equation in (6.59) calculated in the centre of the corresponding element. The 
coefficient  is taken to be equal to imik , where mi is the number of elements sharing 
node i. 
 
 
6.5. Structural-Acoustic Coupling 
6.5.1. Basic Equations 
The usual approach to solving problems involving acoustic radiation and scattering 
from elastic structures submerged in an infinite fluid medium is to use the coupling of a finite 
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element model for the elastic structure, which is computationally faster than the equivalent 
elastodynamic boundary formulation, combined with a boundary element model for the 
infinite extension of the external fluid medium. 
The finite element model is of the form (Zinkiewicz 1971 and the following section 
for the details): 
 
  dri ffu  KCM  2  (6.60) 
 
where M, C and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrix of the structure respectively, u 
is a vector of nodal displacements, f
r
 is the load vector corresponding to the external acoustic 
loading and f
d
 is the load vector corresponding to all other forces acting on the structure. 
Harmonic time dependence of the form e
it
 is understood for all functions. 
The finite element model used is based on M hexahedral element. The nodes of the 
elements are located at the corners and mid-side positions. As in the boundary element model, 
all variables are approximated as linear interpolations of their nodal values in terms of a set of 
quadratic functions in local normalised co-ordinates. The complete set of shape functions is 
given in table 6.2. 
The acoustic load vector can be expressed in terms of the acoustic pressure as 
(Brebbia and Ciskowski 1991 and next section for the details): 
 
pnf L 

d pr  (6.61) 
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BIQUADRATIC HEXAHEDRAL ELEMENT 
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Table 6.2: Interpolation functions for hexahedral quadratic elements three dimensions 
 
where  is the matrix of finite element interpolation functions, L is a coupling matrix of 
integral terms that depend on the interpolation function matrix  for both finite and boundary 
elements, p is the vector of nodal pressure and n is normal to the surface  pointing outside 
the acoustic domain. 
The two FE and BE equations can be coupled through the relationship between 
acoustic surface pressure and radiation loading (6.57). The form of the boundary element 
equation to use is the one derived in the previous section by combining the boundary element 
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equation (6.49) and its derivative equation (6.59) expressed in terms of the pressure and 
velocity fields. 
There are two main possibilities for linking the FE and BE methods, notably the 
structure-variable method and the fluid-variable method (Mathews 1986). In the former 
method, the BE equation is substituted into the FE equation; in the latter, the reverse 
substitution is undertaken. In the present case, the structure-variable method is preferred for 
two main reasons. The first reason is that at frequencies close to the natural resonance 
frequencies of the scatterer, the FE equation becomes ill conditioned and the use of the 
structure-variable method has a dampening effect that avoids this problem. The second reason 
is that it is simpler from a programming point of view to apply external boundary conditions 
and constraints to the modified FE equation rather than to the modified BE equation and the 
same code can be used to find the natural frequencies of the structure in the unloaded case. 
We can therefore invert the BE equation (6.49), modified with the derivative equation 
(6.59), with the velocity vector v replaced in terms of the displacement vector as iu: 
 
ii pup 11   ABA  (6.62) 
 
then insert eq. (6.62) in the radiation load eq. (6.61) and finally cast the resulting expression 
into the FE equation (6.60): 
 
    diii fpuLu   112 ABAKCM   (6.63) 
 
From eq. (6.63) the displacement nodal values u can finally be computed as: 
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    dii fpu   1112 LA-KBLACM   (6.64) 
 
From the solution for the displacements u, all other field variables can be worked out 
using the given constitutive relationships (see for example Francis and Coates 1996). 
 
 
6.6. Modelling of Absorbing Structures by Means of Viscoelastic Elements 
We consider now a viscoelastic body whose material properties can be described 
using the linear viscoelastic theory introduced in Chapter 3. 
Let B be a viscoelastic body with relaxation function G and density , subjected to the 
body force f. We define a dynamic viscoelastic process for B corresponding to G, f and  or 
DVP(G, f, ), with the continuity conditions set in Chapter 3 as the set of relationships: 
 
af S                                      (equation of motion) (6.65) 
  aaa sym
2
1
 TE                  (strain-displacement relation) 
(6.66) 
  EES  GGL                             (Boltzmann relaxation law) (6.67) 
 
where a = a(x,t) is a displacement vector, E is the strain tensor, S is the stress tensor, sym  is 
the symmetric divergence operator and the dot notation stands for derivation with respect to 
time.  Equation (6.65) is valid in all interior points of body B. 
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We further consider an elastodynamic problem for the body B, occupying a regular 
domain  with surface boundary  and subjected to specified body forces f and surface 
tractions t. 
We consider a class of arbitrary virtual displacements a, consistent with the external 
constraints. The virtual work done by the external forces and tractions by effect of the virtual 
displacements is written as: 
 
   dd tafa W  
(6.68) 
 
By using Cauchy‟s stress formula nt S , where n is the unit vector normal to the 
surface , and applying Gauss‟ theorem, eq. (6.68) can be rewritten as a volume integral: 
 
      dddd SSS aafaafa 
TW  (6.69) 
 
The divergence of the virtual displacement vector can be further decomposed in its 
symmetric E  asym  and deviatoric adev  components and noting that the stress tensor S 
is symmetric, the virtual work W can finally be written as: 
 
   dd SΕ aa W  
(6.70) 
 
where the stress equation of motion (6.65) has been used to replace the external actions with 
the inertia term. 
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Equating the two expressions (6.68) and (6.70), which is equivalent to equating the 
external virtual work to the internal variation of kinetic and potential energy, we obtain the 
variational equation of motion of the body B: 
 
   dddd SE aatafa   
(6.71) 
 
Finally, by incorporating the constitutive relationships (6.66) and (6.67) into the 
variational equation of motion (6.71) we obtain: 
 
Error! Objects cannot be created from editing field codes. (6.72) 
 
Eq. (6.72) can now be discretised using the shape functions defined in the previous 
section to approximate the displacements a and their virtual variations. We define therefore 
the linear interpolation ua   where u is vector of nodal displacement and rewrite eq. 
(6.72) as 
 
    uuuutufu    ddd 

sym
T
sym
TTT
n G   (6.73) 
 
or, in view of the fact that the virtual displacements are arbitrary 
 
    uuff    dd 

sym
T
sym
rd G  (6.74) 
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where we have introduced the concentrated load vector f
d
 and the radiation load f
r
 defined in 
the previous section. 
We consider now an oscillatory displacement process over the viscoelastic body B at 
the real frequency : 
 
   Btet ti ,        ,)(),( xxuxu   (6.75) 
 
The constitutive relation for strong response functions G, eq. (6.67), becomes4: 
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(6.76) 
 
where ),( xC  is the complex modulus.  Dropping the dependence upon the point x, since 
we deal with homogenous isotropic materials, ),( xC  is rewritten in terms of its real and 
imaginary parts as )()()( 21  CCC i
 , where 
 
cGGGGC
ˆ
)(Re)(
0
1


 

  de i  (6.77) 
sGGC
ˆ
)(Im)(
0
2
  

  de i  (6.78) 
 
                                                 
4
 Cf. §3.3.8  
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If we assume the external loads to have the same harmonic dependence on time as the 
displacement, the equation of motion for the oscillatory displacement field becomes: 
 
     rdsymTsym ffuu    dd
*2    C  (6.79) 
 
or 
 
   rd ffu   KM2  (6.80) 
 
where 
 
   









d
d
* 



sym
T
sym 

CK
M
 (6.81) 
 
The matrix K() is the frequency dependent viscoelastic stiffness matrix, which 
defines the viscoelastic finite element. This form of the equation can be computed in each 
element of the schema. The global form of the FE equation is then assembled by summing up 
the coefficient that refers to the same global nodes in the complete schema. The integrals are 
calculated as shown earlier by means of a local co-ordinate transformation. 
Eq. (6.80) can now be coupled with the discretised BE model of the radiation load to 
calculate the displacement of the viscoelastic structure: 
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    dii fpu   1112 LA-KBLAM   (6.82) 
 
 
6.7. Conclusions 
In this chapter, the boundary element method has been applied to the solution of the 
integral Helmholtz equation for scattering problems derived from the application of 
reciprocity theorems. A method of overcoming the nonuniqueness problem typical of this 
formulation has been presented. 
We have shown how the boundary conditions for the problem can be derived from the 
solution of the variational equation of motion of the scatterer and how to incorporate the two 
models to obtain a complete expression for the deformation of an elastic body subjected to 
the radiation loading produced by the acoustic field in the embedding medium. 
Finally, the form of the viscoelastic stiffness coefficients have been derived from the 
linear theory of viscoelasticity and incorporated in the final form of the FE-BE element 
formulation. 
In this chapter, a path started in Chapter 3 comes to its conclusion. The theoretical and 
experimental results derived and collected so far have lead us to establish a compact and 
powerful method of analysis of acoustic scattering in the presence of a viscoelastic body 
immersed in a loading fluid and subjected to a source-free acoustic plane-wave field. 
The method will now be put to work in the next chapter, where it will be used to 
provide a solution to the problem for the case of periodic anechoic tiles and baffles.  
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Chapter 7  
 
Modelling of Acoustic Scattering from Anechoic 
Viscoelastic Tiles 
 
 
 
 
7.1. Introduction 
In the previous chapters, we have been building the various components of a coupled 
Finite Element-Boundary Element method for the numerical analysis of acoustic scattering 
from viscoelastic bodies immersed in a loading fluid. 
The viscoelastic linear theory has been used to derive the equations of the dynamics of 
viscoelastic bodies in general and in the special case of oscillatory motion. Then the integral-
differential equations describing the acoustic scattering have been derived from the complex 
frequency-domain reciprocity theorem of the convolution type for both domain and surface 
problems. The Boundary Element method has been set up from the equivalent surface type 
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reciprocity equation and the details of the implementation of the numerical method have been 
discussed. The frequency-dependent boundary conditions for the problem have been 
determined by coupling the boundary element schema with a finite element schema of the 
scattering body described in terms of its viscoelastic properties.  
In this chapter, the method will be applied to the study of acoustic scattering from 
complex-shaped tiles. The shape and composition of the tile have been chosen as a natural 
consequence of the research work carried out during the EC-funded project code-named 
VERTLINK. The project is described in more details in Chapter 1 and in the annexed papers 
in Appendix G. The prototype tile is composed of a layer of aluminium, a layer of butyl 
rubber and a final layer made of a regular grid of circular polyurethane cones. The details of 
the composition and the reasons behind this choice are discussed in the numerical and 
experimental results sections. 
The simulation environment is first described and its limitations and constraints are 
discussed. Then the method is validated against a number of examples given in literature of 
from well-known exact and approximated analytical methods, such as the Rayleigh method of 
variable separation and Rayleigh-Ganz-Born method introduced in Chapter 5. 
The method is then applied to the solution of the acoustic scattering problem from the 
composite anechoic tile. The dependence of the scattered pressure field from the angle of 
incidence is investigated as well as the dependence from the cones tip aperture at various 
frequencies within the range of interest for the VERTLINK project (30-50 kHz). 
The numerical results are finally compared with in-tank measurements performed 
using the immersion method with parametric and standard sources presented in Chapter 4. 
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7.2. The Simulation Environment 
The numerical simulations have been carried out using the WinFEBE computer 
program, which is presented in details in Chapter 8. WinFEBE is a Windows distributed 
application written with the purpose of providing a complete analysis environment for finite 
element-boundary element simulations of acoustic radiation and scattering. The program 
implements a port of the original DOS program written by D.T.I Francis and others in the 
Acoustic & Sonar Group of the School of Electronic & Electrical Engineering of the 
University of Birmingham (Francis 1993). 
The original FE-BE algorithm had been modified to include the analysis of frequency-
dependent viscoelastic materials and to take advantage the extended memory management 
features and distributed computing support typical of the Win32 platform. In addition, it has 
been complemented with a display unit for the visualisation of the models and the output of 
the results of the numerical analysis in forms of graphs and animated simulations. It also 
includes a built-in database of elastic, viscoelastic and piezoelectric materials. 
The program has been tested during the past two years on several combinations of 
hardware and operating systems (Windows 95/98, Windows NT 4 and Windows 2000). In its 
most recent version, it has been implemented on a PC farm composed of five to eight Intel 
LX440G+ dual-processor machines with two Pentium III 500 MHz processors, 512 MB of 
internal RAM and an array of 2 to 5 fast SCSI hard disks of different capacity. The computers 
are remotely controlled from a central console unit that can be used to distribute different 
analysis tasks (frequency runs or models) to the various computers (nodes) and collect the 
results for further analysis. A detailed description of the system is given in Chapter 8. 
Because of the relative high frequency range investigated in this research, a number of 
hardware and time constraints must be taken into account. The FE-BE algorithm dictates that 
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the maximum linear size of all the elements used in the model must not exceed half of the 
wavelength of the signal in the material or in the surrounding fluid in case of the boundary 
elements. These constraints are plotted in fig. 7.1 for the frequency range of interest and the 
different materials used in the simulations. 
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Figure 7.1: FE-BE element size constraints as a function of frequency. The maximum linear 
dimension must not exceed half a wavelength in all materials 
 
As can be seen, the analysis of a 16x16x5 cm tile (including the grid of cones) made 
of aluminium, butyl rubber and polyurethane rubber immersed in water requires a maximum 
linear element size of about 2 cm at 30 kHz and 1 cm at 50 kHz. The number of nodes and 
elements for these two cases are reported in table 7.1. 
According the numerical precision to be used, the memory requirements for these 
cases are quite substantial. Several tests have been conducted with both single (4-byte) and 
double (8-byte) precision floating point variables, having respectively 7-8 and 15-16 
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significant digits. The memory requirements for storing a typical coefficient matrix in these 
two cases are again reported in table 7.1. 
 
 Nodes Elements Memory (single type) Memory (double type) 
f = 30 kHz FEM 2373 
BEM 2114 
FEM 256 
BEM 704 
193.3 MB 386.7 MB 
f = 50 kHz FEM 9121  
BEM 8638 
FEM 1024 
BEM 2912 
2.79 GB 5.59 GB 
Table 7.1: Memory requirements for the complete composite tile at two frequencies (FEM = Finite 
Element Model; BEM = Boundary Element Model) 
 
The matrices evaluated during the analysis, from the mass and stiffness matrices to the 
coupling L and the intermediate LA
-1
B matrices, can both be stored in RAM memory and 
storage memory (hard disk) using different methods. The latter case practically allows 
removing model size limitations. However, the time required to store and retrieve values from 
the hard disk is several orders of magnitude longer than the time required to perform the same 
operation in RAM. A model of about 500 elements and 1500 nodes would require several 
days for operations such as the LU decomposition of a corresponding 20.250.000-element 
matrix (1500 nodes, three displacement components per node). 
A compromise has been therefore sought after between model accuracy, frequency 
range and memory requirements. The largest memory space to be used should not exceed 4 
times the available RAM space. With the configuration based on the Intel LX440G+ 
computers, this amounts to about 2 GB of space, of which 512 MB are stored in RAM (minus 
the small quota used for operating system functions and loaded programs) and the rest on the 
disk. The Windows operating systems allows configuring this disk space as an extension of 
the RAM space. The complete space is called the virtual memory space and as far as the 
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program is concerned, it can be treated as real RAM memory. This additionally simplifies the 
program, since it‟s not necessary to explicitly swap the matrices to disk during their use, but 
only to store them at the end. 
All the models investigated in this research comply with these limitations. Whenever 
possible, mirror or rotational symmetries have been taken into account in the FE-BE models 
to reduce the number of elements or increase the upper frequency limit for the same number 
of elements (smaller element size). 
 
 
7.3. Validation of the Method 
The proposed FE-BE algorithm based on the partial HGF method developed by 
Francis (1993) has been successfully used in the past to analyse radiation and scattering 
problems. Several examples can be found in Jarng et al. (1990), Francis (1993), Francis 
(1996). A general review of the possible applications of the program is described in Di 
Meglio et al. (1996). 
However, this algorithm has never been used in the particular case of plates or tiles 
and in the presence of viscoelastic materials. The method has been therefore initially 
validated by solving a number of problems with known solutions, from either analytical 
methods or numerical examples reported in the literature. In particular, two cases will be 
considered, an analytical approximate solution to sound scattering from viscoelastic flat tiles 
based on the 1
st
-order Rayleigh-Ganz-Born approximation presented in Chapter 5 and a 
numerical case of acoustic transmission through epoxy-graphite plates presented by Pates et 
al. (1995). 
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7.3.1. Case 1: Comparison with the Exact Modal Shapes and with the Rayleigh-Ganz-
Born Solution of Sound Scattering for a Simply-Supported Square Plate 
We consider the case of a square plate, simply supported along all edges. The exact 
in-vacuo characteristic frequencies and corresponding modal shapes can be determined by 
applying the method of variable separation (Rayleigh method) (Leissa 1969). The modal 
shape of the plate is written as: 
 
     yYxXyxW ,  (7.1) 
 
where the functions X(x) and Y(y) are deflection functions for beams having the same 
boundary conditions at the edges x = 0 and x = a or y = 0 and y = a respectively: 
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(7.2) 
 
The characteristic frequencies mn are the solutions of the equation 
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(7.3) 
 
where: 
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Flexural rigidity 
E() = storage Young modulus, 
() = Poisson ratio, 
h = plate thickness 
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for the case of simply supported plate on the four sides 
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for the case of simply supported plate on the four sides 
 
These relationships, which are in general valid for elastic materials, hold also in the 
case of linear viscoelastic solids, although in principle eq. (7.3) may have more than one 
solution for the same values of the modal parameters m and n. The solutions of eq. (7.3) can 
be found by applying any suitable algorithm for finding the zeros of a non-linear function. In 
the present case the MATLAB fzero function has been used. 
We consider a square plate with side a = 16 cm and thickness h = 5 mm made of butyl 
rubber with density  = 1800 kg m-3. The characteristic frequencies in vacuo and their modal 
orders in the range between 30 kHz and 50 kHz are compared in table 7.2. 
 
Rayleigh Method 
(in-vacuo-simply supported) 
FEM-256/BEM-576 
(in vacuo-simply supported) 
30.614 kHz (f10,6) 31.065 kHz 
33.631 kHz (f9,8) 33.975 kHz 
35.338 kHz (f10,7) 35.725 kHz 
40.176 kHz (f9,9) 41.725 kHz 
41.110 kHz (f10,8)  41.575 kHz 
49.091 kHz (f10,9) 49.885 kHz 
Table 7.2: Comparison of characteristic frequencies (kHz) between analytical solution and coupled 
finite element-boundary element solution. Between brackets is the modal order  
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The square plate has been modelled using a mesh of 256 finite elements and 576 
boundary elements with size 1.0 x 1.0 x 0.5 cm. The values of the resonance frequencies for 
the simply supported plate in air and in the fluid-loaded case have been found by examining 
the maximum value of the averaged displacement of all nodes along the direction of the 
incoming sound wave (the z axis). The exact and FE-BE modal shapes are shown in figs. 7.2 
to 7.4 for the (9,9) mode in air. The FE-BE model shows the deformation along the edges due 
to the constraints, which the analytical model cannot reproduce. As expected the maximum 
positive deformation has a phase lag of about 90º (=-84º) with respect to the forcing pressure 
wave. 
 
 
Figure 7.2: Simply-supported square plate. Exact modal shape at 40.176 kHz in vacuum (f9,9). The 
square side is normalised to 1 
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Figure 7.3: Simply-supported square plate in air (quarter model). Maximum positive deformation along 
the z-axis (=-84 deg) 
 
 
Figure 7.4: Simply-supported square plate in air (quarter model). Maximum negative deformation 
along the z-axis (=96 deg) 
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The scattered pressure field in air around the same plate obtained by means of the 
coupled FE-BE model can be compared with the results obtained from the application of the 
Rayleigh-Ganz-Born method derived in chapter 5. The backscattered pressure fields in air are 
compared in figs. 7.5 to 7.7 at the three resonance frequencies 31.065 kHz, 41.725 kHz and 
49.885 kHz. The results are in good agreement. The difference become noticeable closer for 
angles close to the plane of the plate, since the FE-BE model incorporates the effect of the 
physical constraints on the edges. The source direction on the graphs is from 90º 
(corresponding to normal incidence). 
  
 
 
 
Figure 7.5: Normalised total backscattered pressure field at 31.065 kHz in air. Comparison between 
the 1
st
-order RGB solution and the FE-BE solution 
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Figure 7.6: Normalised total backscattered pressure field at 41.725 kHz in air. Comparison between 
the 1
st
-order RGB solution and the FE-BE solution 
 
 
Figure 7.7: Normalised total backscattered pressure field at 49.885 kHz in air. Comparison between 
the 1
st
-order RGB solution and the FE-BE solution 
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Figure 7.8: Total pressure field around the butyl rubber tile at 49.885 kHz (FE-BE solution) 
 
 
7.3.2. Case 2: Acoustic Transmission through a Clamped Epoxy-Graphite Plate 
Facing a Rigid Cavity 
In this second case, the coupled FE-BE method is used to investigate the transmission 
loss of a clamped seven-cross-ply graphite-epoxy rectangular plate facing a rigid-walled 
closed cavity. The problem is investigated in Pates et al. (1995) using their own 
implementation of the coupled FE-BE method. 
In this case, the finite element method is used to find the velocity distribution on the 
lower side of the plate, the one facing the cavity. The velocity distribution is then used as 
boundary condition to solve the boundary integral problem inside the cavity. The transmitted 
pressure is then evaluated at the far end of the cavity. The size of the plate is 30.58 x 15.54 x 
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0.16 cm. The cavity has the same cross-section as the plate and is 15.54 cm long. The 
material properties of the graphite-epoxy composite are listed in table 7.3. 
 
 
E11 15.57e10 Pa 
E12 0.807e10 Pa 
G44 0.455e10 Pa 
 0.22  
 1500 kg m
-3
 
Table 7.3: Material properties of graphite-epoxy composite (Pates et al. 1995) 
 
 
The model is made of 64 finite elements and 384 boundary elements. The analysis is 
carried out in vacuo in the frequency range between 0.05 and 1 kHz. The characteristic 
frequencies reported by Pates et al. are compared to the frequencies determined by the FE-BE 
method used in this research in table 7.4. The model of the plate an cavity and the modal 
shape at the first characteristic frequency are printed in figs. 7.9 and 7.10. The transmission 
loss curves in the proposed range are compared in figs. 7.11 and 7.12. 
 
Pates et al. 1995 FEM-64/BEM-384 
~210 207.5 
~650 655.0 
Table 7.4: Comparison of characteristic frequencies (Hz) (the values in Pates et al. (1995) are 
interpolated from the published graphs in the paper) 
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Figure 7.9: Model of the graphite-epoxy plate and acoustic cavity (quarter model) 
 
 
 
Figure 7.10: First mode shape at 207.5 Hz (f22) of the clamped graphite-epoxy plate 
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Figure 7.11: Transmission loss for clamped graphite-epoxy panel and rigid cavity reproduced from 
Pates et al. (1995) 
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Figure 7.12: Transmission loss for clamped graphite-epoxy panel and rigid acoustic cavity calculated 
with WinFEBE 
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7.4. The Anechoic Tile 
The anechoic tile was first devised during the research carried out for the VERTLINK 
project (Jones, Di Meglio, Wang and Aid 1998). The tile is composed of three different 
layers: 
 
1. A backing layer of aluminium 7075-T6 
2. A middle layer of butyl rubber, compounded using the formulation described 
in Chapter 4 
3. An anechoic layer made of a regular grid of circular cones of lead-loaded 
polyurethane rubber, compounded using the formulation described in Chapter 
4,  
 
  
Figure 7.13: Model of the anechoic tile. Left: upper view showing the polyurethane cones; right: side 
view (on a supporting base) showing the butyl rubber and aluminium layers 
 
A model of the tile is represented in figs. 7.13. The purpose of the structure was to 
serve as a prototype for an acoustic screen for underwater floating communications system. In 
the VERTLINK system, an acoustic receiver is floating below the surface of the sea and 
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pointing towards the sea-bottom. This unit receives a DPSK-modulated acoustic signal 
transmitted by a sea-bottom unit and containing environmental data. The efficiency of the 
surface receiver to detect correctly the signal depends on the surrounding acoustic noise and 
on the reflections from the near sea surface. 
The acoustic baffle is installed above the receiving head of the electro-acoustic 
transducer (fig. 7.14). The aluminium layer faces upwards and reflects the acoustic noise 
scattered from the sea surface. The anechoic layer on the other reduces the reflections from 
the baffle itself and the middle viscoelastic layer absorbs energy out of the signal before it is 
transmitted on the other side. 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.14: The VERTLINK receiver with the anechoic baffle mounted during the trial in Pilos, 
Greece in 1997. (a) On the quay with the dorsal stabiliser and the spacing buoys; (b) 
Deployment from the ship 'Neptune' 
 
The materials for the three layers have been essentially chosen according to two 
criteria: 
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1. the general physical properties 
2. the technological constraints given by manufacturing processes 
 
The choice of aluminium for the reflecting layer was quite straightforward, because of 
its high reflection coefficient, availability in form of sheets of any thickness and ease of 
processing using a standard metal cutting machine. 
The butyl rubber was chosen for the absorbing layer because of its high absorption 
coefficient, resistance to salty water and glues. The base rubber was provided by Exxon 
Chemical Ltd. in form of white uncured bales and then processed with addition of suitable 
fillers to get it in form of plane sheets. The details of the composition have been discussed in 
Chapter 4. 
Although the butyl rubber can be easily extruded in form of plane sheets, it is much 
more complex to obtain small moulded shapes. This constraint led to the choice of the 
polyurethane rubber for the anechoic grid. The polyurethane rubber can be easily found in 
form of liquid components that can be mixed, poured in a mould shape and cold-cured in an 
oven. In particular, the Hyperlast 200 Isocyanate rubber and its C200 Polyol curative were 
used. The mould shape was made at the milling machine in aluminium, coated to make it 
smooth and increase surface resilience and greased with silicon oil (Hyperlast Maxsil) to ease 
extraction of the rubber shape. The mould used to manufacture the tile is shown in fig. 7.15. 
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Figure 7.15: The anodised aluminium mould used to manufacture the anechoic cone layer 
 
The layers were finally glued together using high-adhesion, waterproof glue, 
(Chemlock).  
The purpose of the following investigation is to predict the acoustic performance of 
this kind of composite structure to validate the assumptions made about its behaviour under 
plane wave scattering conditions. 
 
 
7.5. FE-BE Analysis Results 
A number of different mesh models have been used for the numerical simulations. For 
normal incidence at 0º and 180º, only a quarter of the model needs to be discretised because 
of the mirror symmetry with respect to the two planes x-z and y-z (fig. 7.16). For oblique 
incidence, the mirror symmetry with respect to the vertical plane y-z disappears and one half 
of the model needs to be discretised (fig. 7.17).   
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Figure 7.16: Anechoic tile quarter model (h = 37.5 mm, wireframe model) 
 
 
Figure 7.17: Anechoic tile half model (h = 37.5 mm, 0 = 5º - solid model) 
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In the frequency range from 30 kHz to 37 kHz a mesh of 64 finite elements and 192 
boundary elements for the quarter model and a mesh of 128 finite elements and 376 boundary 
elements for the half model have been used. In this case, the elements have a maximum linear 
size of 20 mm. In the range from 37 kHz to 50 kHz the maximum element size has been 
reduced to 10 mm and the models have respectively 256 finite elements and 704 boundary 
elements for normal incidence and 512 finite elements and 1376 boundary elements for 
oblique incidence. 
Simulations of plane wave sound scattering have been investigated for different 
scattering geometries, namely normal incidence on the anechoic and the reflecting faces, 
oblique incidence on the anechoic face, side incidence along the rows of cones and with 
different values of the cone geometrical parameters (height, apex angle and base size). In all 
cases, the tile is clamped at the corners to reproduce the effect of the constraints due to the 
mounting bolts. 
 
7.5.1. Form Function of the Anechoic Tile 
The field scattered by the tile is expressed in the following sections in terms of a 
normalised dimensionless form using the concept of form function. Since the shape of the tile 
varies strongly with orientation, the calculation of the form function can be performed by 
inserting the average cross section of the tile into the general form function for a three-
dimensional body (Chinnery et al. 1997). 
The general form function can be written as (the geometry of the cone and the 
scattering configuration is shown in fig. 7.18): 
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where ps and pi are respectively the scattered and incident pressure amplitudes and A is the 
projected cross-sectional area of the scatterer. 
The average projected cross-sectional area for a three-dimensional body is equal to 
one quarter of the body‟s surface area. For a square tile of side l, thickness t, cone radius s and 
height h the average projected area is therefore: 
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Figure 7.18: Cone and plane wave scattering geometry 
  
In the case of a sphere of radius a, eq. 7.4 can be written as  
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It follows that eq. 7.4 for the tile and eq. 7.6 for the sphere are equivalent if 
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The equivalent radius a defined by eq. 7.7 is used in the following sections to express 
the frequency dependence of the displacement and pressure response of the anechoic tile. 
 
7.5.2. Determination of the Resonance Frequencies 
For structures with high internal damping or immersed in a loading fluid, where the 
external damping is considerable, the phase of the response with respect to the forcing action 
can be quite different from the theoretical 90º lag. In the present case, the averaged sum of 
squares of the displacements is proposed as a suitable measure of the overall deformation 
(Francis 1995): 
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where  is the phase angle during an oscillation period and ar and ai are respectively the real 
and imaginary parts of the displacement. In order to maximise the overall displacement 
component S, we look for the stationary points of eq. 7.8 with negative second order 
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derivative. Taking the first derivatives of eq. 7.8, we obtain for the principal denomination of 
the phase angle : 
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(7.9) 
 
The correct quadrant for  is given by the condition on the second derivative: 
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(7.10) 
 
For condition 7.10 to be true, 2cos  must have the same sign as  


N
n
ir aa
1
22 . 
Therefore: 
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It is necessary to calculate the overall deformation and phase angle for each 
component of the displacement, since the general motion of each node may not be purely 
oscillatory, but generically elliptical. 
Once the phase and the overall displacement components have been determined as a 
function of frequency, the resonance frequencies can be identified in correspondence of the 
peaks of the displacement response. The tile resonance frequencies for different values of the 
cone apex angle (-1) are listed in table 7.8. 
 
Anechoic tile resonance frequencies 
(in-vacuo – clamped at the corners) 
Anechoic tile resonance frequencies 
(fluid-loaded – clamped at the corners) 
15º 5º 15º 25º 35º 
-- -- 31.5 kHz 31.5 kHz 31.0 kHz 
33.06 kHz -- 34 kHz 33.0 kHz -- 
38.94 kHz 40.0 kHz 39.5 kHz 40.0 kHz 39.0 kHz 
42.06 kHz 43.5 kHz -- -- 45.0 kHz 
47.19 kHz 46.5 kHz 49.5 kHz 49.0 kHz 48.0 kHz 
Table 7.5: Anechoic tile resonance frequencies 
 
The z-component of the overall displacement for different values of the apex angle is 
shown if figs. 7.19 and 7. 20. The phase of the displacement with respect to the forcing action 
drops to a negative value in correspondence of each resonance, but is generally quite different 
from –90º as noted earlier. 
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Figure 7.19: Displacement response of the anechoic tile. Series (a): amplitude; series (b): phase 
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Figure 7.20: Displacement response of the anechoic tile. Series (a): amplitude; series (b): phase 
(continued from previous page) 
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All the curves show a number of more or less strong resonance peaks. From the 
analysis of the mode shapes, it can be observed that in the case of thin cones the deformation 
is greater next to the apex and in the plane perpendicular to the wave propagation direction. 
The behaviour for thick cones becomes more similar to a plate deformation as the rigidity in 
the x-y plane increases. 
The cones apex actually vibrates in elliptical patterns due to the effect of the plate 
vibration that changes the relative direction of application of the total force (forcing action 
and inertia). The components of the cone vibration are related to the distance from the planes 
of symmetry and the constrained corners. The patterns described by the cone tips on the 
quarter model are shown in fig. 7.21, whereas the modal shapes for some of the resonance 
frequencies listed in table 7.5 are shown in figs. 7.22 to 7.25. 
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(a)                                                                (b) 
Figure 7.21: Cone tips vibration patterns (h = 37 mm, f = 31.5 kHz, ka=1.85). (a) Tips contours (l = 1); 
(b) tile quarter model, orthogonal projection in the x-y plane (amplification factor = 
2.5e12, — undeformed model, — deformed model) 
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Figure 7.22: Modal shape at ka = 4.45, 1  = 175º (x1.25e12) 
 
 
Figure 7.23: Modal shape at ka = 1.85, 1  = 165º (x2.5e12) 
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 Figure 7.24: Modal shape at ka = 1.49, 1  = 145º (x2.5e12) 
 
 
Figure 7.25: Modal shape at ka = 2.01, 1  = 135º (x2.5e12) 
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7.5.3. Frequency and Polar Response at Normal Incidence on the Anechoic Side 
The frequency response for different cone apex angle is show in figs. 7.26 (synoptic 
view) and 7.27 (single curves). The „flat panel‟ response refers to a double-layered panel 
made of butyl rubber and aluminium. The frequency response of the tile as the cone height 
tends to zero and the cone apex angle tends to 90º (1  90º) becomes closer to the flat panel 
response. 
The different behaviour for different values of the apex angle is examined in more 
details in §7.5.5. 
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Figure 7.26: On-axis backscattered pressure of the anechoic tile for different values of the cone apex 
angle 
  
The polar response patterns of the tile for different values of the cone apex angle are 
shown in figs. 7.28 to 7.30 for some of the resonance frequencies. The scattering patterns are 
largely dependent of the cone apex angle. The number of pressure amplitude maxima varies 
with the apex angle, while their position and amplitude vary with the frequency. 
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Figure 7.27: Backscattered form function for the anechoic tile at different values of the cone apex 
angle 
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Figure 7.28: Form function polar plots at the displacement resonance frequencies (1 = 145º). Left 
side scattered form function amplitude; right side: total form function amplitude 
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Figure 7.29: Form function polar plots at the displacement resonance frequencies (1 = 165º). Left 
side: scattered form function amplitude; right side: total form function amplitude 
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Figure 7.30: Form function polar plots at the displacement resonance frequencies (1 = 175º). Left 
side: scattered form function amplitude; right side: total form function amplitude 
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The polar plots of the form function show that the scattered signal moves away from 
the normal to the tile as the cone apex angle decrease. For thin cones, the lobes with the 
highest amplitude are found in the regions between –60º and 60º and between 120º and 240º, 
whereas the opposite is true for thick cones. 
A possible explanation for this effect can be found in the increase of flexibility of the 
cones in the plane x-y as the cone apex angle decreases. As previously observed, the tips of 
the cones describe elliptical rotations with low deformation along the z direction. The 
sideways deformation is at least of the same order of magnitude if not greater than the 
deformation of the base plate and could give rise to the sideway scattering. 
In addition, as the apex angle exceeds the critical angle for back reflection (c = 30º or 
1 = 150º, see fig. 7.31), the incident rays are reflected backwards along the direction z only 
after several reflections against the cone walls, if at all (matching property of the anechoic 
layer). 
 
 
1 > 150º                                      1 = 150º                                  1 < 150º 
Figure 7.31: Definition or the critical angle of reflection 
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7.5.4. Dispersion curves 
As seen in the previous section, the maxima of the scattered form function vary in 
amplitude, position and number as frequency and geometry vary. 
By plotting the frequency values for each maxima as a function of the angular position 
and amplitude for a given tile geometry, it‟s possible to build a graph of dispersion curves that 
can be used to predict the position of each maxima at any given frequency. 
The dispersion plots of the first four maxima for 1 = 145º are shown in figs. 7.32 and 
7.33 for angular position and amplitude respectively. 
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Figure 7.32: Dispersion plots for the first four maxima of the form function: angular position              
(1 = 145º) 
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Figure 7.33: Dispersion plots for the first four maxima of the form function: pressure amplitude        (1 
= 145º) 
 
7.5.5. Frequency and Polar Response at Normal Incidence on the Reflecting Side 
The response of tile with the signal incident on the reflecting aluminium side has been 
calculated for the reference case 1 = 165º. 
The backscattered field is shown in fig. 7.34. There is a strong resonance at ka = 2.13 
(f = 34.0 kHz) and minor resonances at ka = 2.51 (f = 40.0 kHz) and  ka = 2.89 (f = 46.0 kHz). 
The polar response corresponding to the resonance at ka = 2.13 is plotted in figs. 7.35. 
It can be observed that in this configuration the scattered field is more similar to what we 
could expect using a flat panel. The spread of the field to the sides due to the cone vibration is 
much less pronounced. However, the amplitude of the backscattered field is three times the 
amplitude of the forward scattered field, which is the desired behaviour. 
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Figure 7.34: Backscattered pressure with signal incident on the reflecting side 
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Figure 7.35: Form function polar plots at the resonance frequency (1 = 165º). Left side: scattered 
form function amplitude; right side: total form function amplitude 
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7.5.6. Polar Response at the Characteristic Frequencies at Oblique Incidence on the 
Anechoic Side 
The behaviour of the tile at oblique incidence has been analysed for the reference case 
1 = 165º. The frequency response calculated for incidence 0 = 15º, 0 = 30º, 0 = 45º is 
shown in figs. 7.36 to 7.38.  
All curves show more or less strong resonance peaks around the value ka =2.0-2.5 (f = 
32.0-40.0 kHz), which was already present at normal incidence.  
The polar response at the values of ka corresponding to the main resonance peaks and 
off-resonance are shown in figs. 7.39 to 7.41. 
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Figure 7.36: Backscattered form function at incidence 0 = 15º 
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Figure 7.37: Backscattered form function at incidence 0 = 30º 
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Figure 7.38: Backscattered form function at incidence 0 = 45º 
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It can be observed that the effect of the resonance and the consequent lateral 
displacement of the cones is again to spread the scattered field laterally, increasing the 
amplitude of the secondary lobes. The off-resonance response although deformed is clearly 
mainly aligned with the normal axis of the tile. To read the plots, it must be noted that the tile 
is tilted clockwise in the simulations and therefore the incident field forms a negative angle 
with the scatterer. 
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Figure 7.39: Form function amplitude at incidence 0 = -15º. Left side: scattered field; right side: total 
field 
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Figure 7.40: Form function amplitude at incidence 0 = -30º. Left side: scattered field; right side: total 
field 
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Figure 7.41: Form function amplitude at incidence 0 = -45º. Left side: scattered field; right side: total 
field 
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A special case of oblique incidence is of course 0 = 90°. In this case the incident field 
is aligned with the rows of cones and additionally the analytical expressions of plane wave 
scattering (discussed in some more detail in the next section) predict in this case a singularity 
in the field (+0 = ). 
The frequency response plotted in fig. 7.42 shows for this case three amplitude peaks 
at ka = 2.13 and ka = 2.57 and ka = 3.01. The peak in the interval ka = 2.0-2.5 is present also 
in this case and it‟s not only the strongest of the three, but also represent the highest 
amplitude value found so far in all scattering configurations for this geometry. In addition a 
„transparent‟ point can be observed at ka = 2.79 where the backscattered field drops to a very 
low value. 
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Figure 7.42: Backscattered form function at incidence 0 = 90º 
 
The polar plots corresponding to the first peak and the transparent point are plotted in 
figs. 7.43 and 7.44. 
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Figure 7.43: Form function amplitude at incidence 0 = -90º. Left side: scattered field; right side: total 
field 
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7.5.7. Effects of Varying the Cone Apex Angle 
As seen in the previous sections, the geometry of the cone making up the anechoic 
layer has a strong effect on the scattered field and the resonance regime of the tile. In 
particular, it can be observed that the behaviour in the two regions i   (thin cones) and i 
 /2 (thick cones) is quite different. 
The different behaviour can partially be explained from considerations of the special 
form of the scattered field close to the two limit cases as indeed predicted by analytical 
expressions available in the case of infinite cones. In the case of infinite soft cones, the 
scattered field has the appearance of a spherical wave emanating from the tip. For a scalar 
plane wave and normal incidence (0 = 0), it can be expressed using the analytical form 
determined by Felsen (Bowman et al. 1988): 
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where S is a function of the angles  and  and the wave vector k, while B is the Beltrami 
operator: 
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For thin cones, the function S can be approximated as: 
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The expression for the backscattered field ( = 0) at normal incidence for thin cones 
can therefore be written as: 
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(7.14) 
 
In the case of thick cones, the backscattered field at normal incidence has also been 
determined by Felsen (Bowman et al. 1988): 
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where 
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The backscattered normalised pressure amplitude at the distance r = 0.5 m from the 
apex of the cone derived from expressions 7.14 and 7.15 are plotted in figs. 7.44 and 7.45 as a 
function of frequency in. 
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Figure 7.44: Normalised backscattered pressure Vs. frequency for 1 ~  
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Figure 7.45: Normalised backscattered pressure Vs. frequency for 1 ~ /2 
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7.6. Experimental Comparisons 
7.6.1. The Experimental Environment 
A model of the tile with apex angle 1 = 165° and a complete anechoic baffle have 
been built and tested in tank. 
The tile was suspended in water using an open test rig (see fig. 7.47 and 7.48). An 
electro-acoustic transducer was placed at one side of the rig in front of the tile. The tile was 
hanging from a thin metal stripe attached to a motion-controlled step motor and a calibrated 
hydrophone was used to take measurements of the scattered acoustic field. The general 
schema of the measurement set-up is represented in fig. 7.46. 
 
 
Figure 7.46: General schema of the experimental set up 
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Figure 7.47: Side view of the open test rig. On the left the transducers, 
on the right the step-motor harness with the tile 
 
 
Figure 7.48: The open test rig on the wooden cover of the measurement 
tank at the School of Electronic & Electrical Engineering 
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A Brüel & Kjaer hydrophone was used in the tests and calibrated in the frequency 
range between 20 and 50 kHz. The received signal was passed through a passive low-pass 
filter bank (100 kHz) and then through a signal amplifier. All data was finally recorded using 
a digital oscilloscope LeCroy 9310.  
Three different types of transducers have been used during the experimental 
measurements. The parametric transducer described in Chapter 4 and Appendix C has been 
used for most of the tests in the frequency range 30 to 50 kHz. In addition, a number of tests 
have been made using a tonpilz type transducer and a widebeam transducer provided by the 
Italian Whitehead Alenia Sistemi Subacquei. The characteristic parameters of the transducers 
are described in table 7.8. 
 
Characteristic parameters of the test electro-
acoustic transducers 
Tonpilz Widebeam 
Resonanc
e 
frequency 
50.5 kHz Resonanc
e 
frequency 
38.5 kHz 
Material PZT4 Material PZT4 
Q 4.4 Q 1.5 
Table 7.6: Transducers operative parameters (in water) 
 
The signal used for the measurements consisted of a train of pulses generated by one 
(tonpilz and widebeam transducers) or two HP waveform generators. The typical set up had a 
burst count of 10 cycles per pulse and a burst rate of 200 Hz. 
All measurements have been normalised to the reference signal of the transducer 
without the tile measured in correspondence of the centre of the tile. In addition, the 
background signal measured without the target has been subtracted to the measured scattered 
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signal at the same measurement position in order to obtain the scattered field. The scattered 
signal obtained in this way was finally used to calculate the form functions. 
 
 
Figure 7.49: The anechoic tile and the complete baffle used during the tests for the 
VERTLINK project 
 
 
7.6.2. Results Comparisons 
Two sets of test have been performed. First, the frequency response of the tile has 
been measured at normal incidence for both cases of signal incident on the anechoic side and 
signal incident on the reflecting side. A second set of tests has successively been carried out 
to measure the polar response of the tile for different inclinations with respect to the sound 
wave propagation direction at a number of fixed frquencies. 
 The agreement between calculated and measured form functions can be considered 
satisfactory, although the match is not perfect at all points. 
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The lack of close agreement is most probably due to the presence of the metal bars 
forming the open rig and the suspension harness where the tile was attached and 
misalignments or vibrations in the structure itself. It is believed that a tank with absorbing 
walls and a thinner, more rigid test rig would allow better measurements to be taken. 
Some of the calculated and measured form functions are compared in figs. 7.50 to 
7.55. 
The polar response is measured for the model tile (1 = 165°) at the calculated main 
form function amplitude peaks already shown in section 7.5.3 and 7.5.6. 
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Figure 7.50: Backscattered form function amplitude for the model tile at normal incidence.  
— FE-BE, ■ experimental 
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Figure 7.51: Scattered form function amplitude for the model tile at normal incidence, ka = 2.13.  
— FE-BE, ■ experimental 
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Figure 7.52: Scattered form function amplitude for the model tile at normal incidence, ka = 2.13.  
— FE-BE, ■ experimental 
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Figure 7.53: Scattered form function amplitude for the model tile at normal incidence, ka = 2.01.    — 
FE-BE, ■ experimental  
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Figure 7.54: Scattered form function amplitude for the model tile at normal incidence, ka = 2.32.    — 
FE-BE, ■ experimental  
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Figure 7.55: Scattered form function amplitude for the model tile at normal incidence, ka = 2.13.    — 
FE-BE, ■ experimental 
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Chapter 8  
 
Object-Oriented Analysis and Design of a Finite 
Element-Boundary Element Program 
 
 
 
8.1. Introduction 
In this final chapter, the finite element-boundary element program used during this 
research is described in details. The finite element-boundary element algorithm was initially 
developed in Pascal for the DOS 16-bit platform by Dr. T.I. Francis and others in the 
Acoustics and Sonar Group of the School of Electronic and Electrical Engineering of the 
University of Birmingham (Francis 1993). 
The program is powerful enough to carry out detailed studies of acoustic radiation and 
scattering from a variety of objects, including electro-acoustical transducers (Jarng et al. 
1990) and object with internal fluid-filled cavities (Francis 1997). However, it suffered from 
the limitations of the DOS environment, especially memory limitations, and lacked support 
for viscoelastic materials analysis. 
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The program has therefore been ported during this research from the DOS platform to 
the Windows 32-bit platform (win32) and a number of new features have been added. Among 
these we can list: 
 
 Functions have been added to handle viscoelastic materials and calculate the 
frequency-dependent stiffness matrix of the scatterer 
 The use of the win32 platform allows for better memory management and the 
possibility of overcoming the strict DOS limitations in terms of memory 
allocation 
 A graphical user interface has been developed, including a powerful set of 
tools for displaying the FE-BE models and plotting the results of the analysis 
 A database of materials has been designed to provide an easy way of selecting 
among various types of materials, including elastic, viscoelastic and 
piezoelectric materials 
 All the code has been completely revised/rewritten using an object-oriented 
approach 
 A three-tier, client-server model has been developed to allow distributing the 
load of complex calculations on a farm of computers working simultaneously 
on different parallel tasks 
 
Although several examples exist in the literature of an object-oriented approach to 
finite element method programming, as for example in Mackie (1998) and Cross et al. 
(1999), the application of this methodology to boundary elements and acoustic scattering 
analysis is almost completely unexplored territory (some work on this subject was presented 
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in 1996 by Haussler Combe as part of a project developed by IBM Germany, see Haussler 
Combe 1996). 
The following sections describe in details the program design process and the features 
of the WinFEBE program. 
 
 
Figure 8.1: WinFEBE splash screen (debug version) 
 
 
8.2. An Overview of Object-Oriented Programming and Design 
It is a fact that programming languages have evolved and are constantly evolving by 
providing explicit support for best practice. Most programming languages have been created 
by their designer with a specific purpose in mind and they usually offer specific functionality 
to solve certain tasks. In the beginning, these tasks could be writing a mathematical program 
(FORTRAN) or being easy to use for educational reasons (PASCAL) or providing special 
support for data handling (COBOL). 
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During this process, both the functions and especially the structures of the language 
are modified. Well nested gotos of good Fortran 66 become the if-then-else and for loops 
and structures with interface functions become structures with functions or classes in object-
oriented terms. 
The object-oriented programming (OOP) is often defined as a way to build reusable 
software components. A class is often represented like an interface connector (IC): 
input/output specifications, some pins to connect it to the outside world, and nothing else. 
The IC can be plugged wherever its particular functionality is required with the only need of 
knowing the I/O specification and not the actual implementation. 
OOP is also a way to structure complex programs and encourages programmers to 
make their types (classes), nouns (objects), and verbs (methods) explicit. Additionally, it 
allows programming by successive specialization, therefore it becomes possible to implement 
each behaviour once and then group together related behaviour. 
The main difference between procedural and OO programming is that using the 
former a programmer writes specific code that calls general purpose library routines, whereas 
using the latter a programmer creates objects that add case-specific intelligence to a generic 
framework. Because of this OOP behaves like an amplifier and can make good programmers 
better and bad ones worse. From here stems the need for good design and design tools.  
One of the practical benefits of OOP is that old code can use new code, which is much 
harder than writing new code that uses old code. In fact, a new version of an object can be 
implemented to provide new functionality and, provided the I/O specifications for the existing 
interfaces are not changed, old code need not to be modified. The resulting code it‟s often 
easier to read, since it is well structured and at a higher level. 
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Object-oriented programming languages must implement a well-established set of 
functionalities:  
 
 Polymorphism: similar objects can be treated in the same way. For example, it 
is possible to ask a box, a sphere, or a pixel for its colour without needing to 
know what kind of object is answering the question. This leads to property-
based algorithms: the programmer knows that the objects being manipulated 
have certain properties, and ignores everything else about them 
 Encapsulation: internals (the implementation) are hidden from the end-user 
programmer. A class is an interface with invariants, pre-conditions, and post-
conditions describing legal states and transitions. It is possible to make 
arbitrary changes to the implementation (e.g. bug fixes or performance 
optimisations) without needing to change the code that uses the class  
 Inheritance: programmers can implement the next class (child) by adding to 
(or subtracting from, or mutating) the previous one (parent), thus building on 
existing functionality and specialising the behaviour 
 Reflection: a class knows how to answer questions about its own properties 
and interfaces (sets of related methods). A caller program can query the class 
for the proper way of using its functionality, always ensuring to get the proper 
behaviour out of the class 
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8.3. The Unified Modelling Language (UML)  
Although OOP is a very powerful way of building complex software programs, proper 
analysis and design become even more important than for procedural programming. Most 
initial OOP projects were not successful, because the need for a thorough and careful 
planning that takes most of the allocated time was perceived as an overhead and not as an 
asset. 
The cause of this unbalance was actually due to the lack of design and modelling tools 
suited to object-oriented programming. Identifiable object-oriented modelling languages 
began to appear between mid-1970 and the late 1980s as various methodologists 
experimented with different approaches to object-oriented analysis and design. The number 
of identified modelling languages increased from less than 10 to more than 50 during the 
period between 1989-1994. By the mid-1990s, these methods began to incorporate each 
other‟s techniques, and a few clearly prominent methods emerged, including the OOSE, 
OMT-2, and Booch ‟93 methods.  
Finally, the development of UML began in October of 1994 when Grady Booch and 
Jim Rumbaugh of Rational Software Corporation began their work on unifying the Booch and 
OMT (Object Modelling Technique) methods. The UML method is currently considered the 
de facto modelling language for complex software projects (Booch et al. 1997). 
Object-oriented design is actually an iterative process of further refinements. However 
at least two main phases can be identified: 
  
 Analysis: to formalize the understanding of the problem domain 
focusing on what, not how: during this phase, no programming 
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structures should be used (arrays, classes, drop-down menus, etc.). The 
main techniques in this phase are the use case diagram, a story about a 
single complete interaction between the system and its users or actors 
from a static point of view, and the sequence diagram, showing the 
dynamics of the process and the time ordering of messages.  
 Design: to specify entities and interactions that implement use cases. 
During this phase, nouns become objects (classes) and verbs become 
methods. One of the main techniques in this phase is the class 
diagram, which exactly shows properties of the classes and 
relationships between classes 
 
Relationships have a very important role in the design, they are what ties classes 
together and from them the final structure of the program is shaped. The main types of 
relationships are: 
 
 Derivation: one class specializes another  
 Association: one class communicates with another  
 Aggregation: instances of one class contain instances of another  
 
All the entities defined so far (classes, cases, relationships, even comments) have an 
associated graphic symbol and modifiers or ornaments (see table 8.1). By means of these 
symbols, it‟s possible to build a detailed design of a software program, before the actual 
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implementation starts and with the purpose of knowing exactly what and how to implement. 
UML is in practice “a graphical language for visualising, specifying, constructing, and 
documenting the artefacts of a software-intensive system” (Booch et al. 1997). 
Symbol Meaning 
 
Actor 
 
Use case 
 
Class 
 Interface 
 
Component 
 
Note or comment 
0..1 *  Association (with multiplicity) 
 Dependency 
 
Generalisation 
 
Aggregation 
 Message 
Table 8.1: UML graphical symbols 
 
 
8.4. The UML Model of a FE-BE Analysis Program 
The WinFEBE UML model has been implemented using two of the main techniques 
described above, the use case and class diagrams. In this section we describe in general terms 
the UML diagrams designed during the development of the system. The implementation 
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details and the meaning of the classes and their methods and properties are discussed in the 
following sections. 
The use case diagram is represented in fig. 8.2. The main FE-BE system is based on 
four main use cases, Build abstract model, Solve equations, Display results and Store data. 
Each use case is associated to one or more actors that perform or are subjected to the use case 
actions. 
The four main use cases represented inside the FE-BE Analysis System can be in turn 
analysed in terms of use cases. We are especially interested in the Solve Equations use case 
and the Display Results use case. The two subsystems are represented in figs. 8.3 and 8.4 
respectively. 
 
Scatterer
(real object)
Engineer
Scatterer
(model)
Equations
FE Equations
BE Equations
Results
Pressure field
Displacements
Computer
Output
device
Monitor
Hard disk
FE-BE Analysis System
Build
abstract model
Solve
equations
Store
data
Display 
results
 
Figure 8.2: The main use case diagram 
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Finite Elements Boundary Elements
Assemble global
matrices
Build mass/stiffness
coefficients
Solve
for displacements
Data structure
Materials
Equations
Results
Calculate
Solid Angles
M/K Matrices
Calculate Coupling 
Matrix
A/B-C/D Matrices
Calculate Boundary 
Matrices
Multiply/Invert
Solve for
displacements
Calculate 
Acoustic fields Results
Common
Store
results
 
Figure 8.3: The Solve Equations use case diagram 
 
Data
structure
Mode shapes
Pressure/
Frequency
Displacement/
Frequency
Plots
Monitor Printer
Graphics Engine
User Interface
(GUI)
Display Subsystem
Calculate
3-D/2-D
projecton
Hide non
visible parts
Plot
graphs
Data files
 
Figure 8.4: The Display Subsystem use case diagram 
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The class diagram is then used to build a representation of the properties and 
relationships among all the objects that make up the program structure. The program is 
designed as a three-tier application, whereby the server part (the real FE-BE program) is 
remotely controlled by a user application or console and stores data on a network storage 
device (in our case this is a network-attached hard-disk box with an array of 18GB hard 
disks). 
The console class diagram is represented in fig. 8.5. The class diagrams of the FE-BE 
server components (data structure, graphics engine and FE-BE algorithm) are represented in 
figs. 8.6. to 8.8. 
 
 
 
Figure 8.5: The WinFEBE Remote Console class diagram 
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Figure 8.6: The WinFEBE data structure class diagram 
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Figure 8.7: The WinFEBE Display and Graphics Engine class diagram 
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Figure 8.8: The WinFEBE FE-BE Algorithm class diagram 
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8.5. Model Implementation and Program Structure 
8.5.1. The Programming Language 
The UML model has been implemented using Borland Delphi v.2 and v.3. Delphi is 
the object-oriented evolution of the traditional Pascal programming language (Calvert 1995). 
Although it mostly maintains the same clauses and constructs of Pascal, Delphi is based on a 
completely object oriented model called Borland Object Pascal. All of the core object-
oriented techniques are fully implemented in Delphi, such as virtual methods, encapsulation, 
polymorphism and inheritance. 
Additionally, in v.3 the use of pointers and object pointes has been made implicit and 
therefore hidden from the programmer making the language pointer-safe. This fact, together 
with a visual development environment, allows writing programs with the same scope as 
C++, but with the ease of programming of VisualBasic or Java. 
 
8.5.2. The Graphics User Interface (GUI) 
WinFEBE Graphics User Interface or GUI is based on the so-called iconic model, 
whereby the user interacts with the program by means of clickable buttons, sliding menus and 
container windows. The program has been developed for the Win32 platform. It can run on 
Windows 95/98, Windows NT 4 and Windows 2000 with modest adjustments in the memory 
management routines. 
The program is based on the Windows MDI specification or Multiple Document 
Interface. A general-purpose main window, the parent window, act as a container for all other 
windows, providing basic functionalities, such as file input/output, program termination and 
access to on-line help. All other windows, or child windows, can be started from within the 
parent container and provide specialised functionality. 
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Each child window is an object exporting a set of methods for displaying a particular 
type of information or collecting information. In the initial configuration, after opening a 
project file, three windows are automatically displayed, the undeformed model window, the 
data window and the analysis response (message) window (fig. 8.9). 
 
 
Figure 8.9: The WinFEBE main window displaying the data, message and model child windows 
 
The undeformed model window directly extracts information from the data structure 
files parsed by the underlying graphics engine to display a 3-dimensional model of the object. 
This window object exports method to manipulate the properties of the graphics engine to 
show different views of the model, including a wireframe view and a solid meshed view. 
The undeformed window object in turn is the parent object for the deformed model 
window object. The deformed model window is used to display the displacements of the 
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nodes of the model and adds new methods to animate the model or magnify/reduce the 
deformation scale. 
A set of plotting windows based on a common plotting window object is finally used 
in the post-processing part of the program to display the graphs of various physical quantities, 
such as displacement Vs. frequency or pressure Vs. frequency at a reference node (fig. 8.10). 
 
 
Figure 8.10: The WinFEBE model and graph windows 
 
The material database window is used to browse the material database containing the 
physical parameter of a number of elastic, viscoelastic and piezo-electric materials to be used 
in the model. The window can be also used to insert new materials or modify existing ones 
(fig. 8.11). 
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Figure 8.11: The WinFEBE material database dialog 
 
8.5.3. The Graphics Engine 
The set of data describing the geometry of an object is usually referred to as the data 
structure of the object. The most common methods used to describe the geometry are 
(Gardan and Lucas 1985): 
 
 the boundary representation method: this is the method most commonly used in 
the CAD systems. The objects are represented as portions of space closed by a 
series of surfaces, usually called facets. The single facets are given as a list of their 
constitutive edges and corners. The data structure has the form of a graph, which 
starts with the topological information and has the metrical information at its base 
 the constructive geometry method: in this method the objects are defined applying 
a series of Boolean operators (union, intersection, difference, etc.) to a predefined 
collection of simple solid objects called primitives. The resulting code is more 
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concise than using the boundary method, but requires frequent re-evaluations of the 
data to modify or display the objects. The data structure has the form of a Boolean 
tree, whose branches are the primitives or their descendants and the nodes are the 
Boolean operators 
 
The data structure used by WinFEBE is implemented using the boundary 
representation, which is well adapted to the graphic display of simple objects and groups of 
objects and allows to write simple algorithms to identify points, lines and facets. Additionally, 
the object-oriented concept of collection is straightforwardly adapted to the graph-like 
structure of the boundary representation (fig. 8.12). 
 
WinFEBE Data Structure
Metric Level
Topological Levels
Vertex 1 Middle Point Vertex 2
Edge 1 Edge 2 Edge N
Face 1 Face 2 Face M
Block 1 Block 2 Block K
Regions
(Different materials)
 
Figure 8.12: WinFEBE Data Structure 
 
 Each element of the graph is associated with particular topological or metrical 
information, but not both of them. The main entities of the representation are: 
 
A. Regions: the whole space is ideally subdivided in regions. Each region can be identified 
with a particular structure or physical medium (for example a transducer with the head in 
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water and the tail in air can be described as the union of three different regions). However 
this difference has no consequence on the data structure in itself, but only on the graphic 
display (different regions are displayed with different patterns or colours) 
B. Blocks: each region can be identified with a single block (object) or a group of blocks 
(structure). A single blocks must have a unique description of the physical properties. In 
general the blocks can be primitives (PRISMS, CYLINDERS, CONES, ELLIPSES, etc.) 
or user-defined entities. WinFEBE implements only rectangular 20-node bricks, which 
can be directly identified with elements of the finite-element isoparametric schema 
C. Surfaces: the blocks are described as collections of surfaces (or facets). Each surface can 
be a front or a back surface, depending on the direction of its average normal or, which is 
the same, on the orientation of its edges. Conventionally a front surface has its normal 
coming out of the screen towards the observer and the edges oriented according to the 
right-hand or the corkscrew rule. WinFEBE implements 8-node facets, which can be 
directly identified with element of the boundary element schema. 
 
 
Figure 8.13: The Front/Back Surface Convention 
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D. Edges: a surface is in turn a collection of edges. The edges are stored in the data structure 
in the proper order to identify front or back facets. Each edge has two properties, 
VISIBLE and CLIPFLAG. These Boolean properties are used by the surface clipping and 
filling algorithms. WinFEBE implements three-node edges. 
E. Points: the entities seen so far are all associated with topological (shape, degree of 
connectivity, etc.) or geometrical information (degrees of freedom or number of nodes). 
The point is the only entity of the data structure to be associated with metrical information 
(position in space). Typically the edges are described by means of two points (straight 
edges) or a series of points (called nodes) used by the parametric equation to describe the 
shape of the edge 
The model is implemented using a series of nested collection objects. A collection is a 
standard object-oriented way of creating dynamic arrays of other objects. 
The complete model is therefore defined as a collection of region objects. Each region 
is a collection of 20-node block objects. Each block is a collection of surface objects. Each 
surface is a collection of edge objects. Finally, each edge object simply contains the array of 
the co-ordinates of its nodes. Each node is given as an index in a general array of co-
ordinates, so that each node is only listed once and there are no duplicates. 
Each object has a number of properties that can be set at creation time or at run-time 
to modify the behaviour of the object. For example, the region contains a COLOUR or 
TEXTURE property, the facet contains a VISIBLE property, and the edge contains a 
LINETYPE property. 
Once the data structure of the object has been defined, it must be presented to the 
graphics user interface. The computer screen or a printed-paper sheet are 2-dimensional 
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spaces and therefore the graphics engine must include a way of projecting the 3-dimensional 
objects on a plane. WinFEBE implements a camera-view axonometric projection (fig. 8.14). 
 
 
Figure 8.14: Projection methods: orthogonal (left) and axonometric (right) 
 
The camera-view method allows selecting the desired view of the object, front, side, 
back or any intermediate position. This is done by means of a co-ordinate transformation that 
maps the 3-D world on a reference plane. The reference plane can be moved around the 
object and the projection parameters and view reference point can be changed as desired (fig. 
8.15). 
 
Figure 8.15: Viewing Parameters 
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Finally, the reference plane is mapped to the screen co-ordinate system. The 
transformation that maps the two different co-ordinate systems is represented by a roto-
translational matrix.   
The problem of removing the hidden portions of the drawn objects is not at all a trivial 
one from a computational point of view. Many algorithms exist to remove or at least conceal 
the parts of the object that an observer could not see in real life. 
The simplest idea is based on the consideration that back faces cannot be seen. 
Therefore, it is possible to classify each facet in the data structure according to the direction 
of its normal as projected along the viewing direction (that is perpendicularly to the screen). 
This can be achieved by calculating the normal vector components in the xyz co-ordinate 
system and checking the value of the z-component. If this component is not positive, the facet 
cannot be seen. A useful way to calculate the normal vector components is averaging the 
values of the facet vertices co-ordinates, using a method proposed by Newell (Newell et al. 
1972), that gives at the same time an estimate of the projected area of the facet on the three 
co-ordinate planes: 
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(8.1) 
 
If the c  0 the facet is skipped by the graphic engine when displaying the model. 
Although this approach is very simple and easy to code, it is not sufficient by itself to display 
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the 3-D objects on the screen, since we must take into account how the front (that is visible) 
faces overlap and hide each other.  
 There are four main approaches to the hidden faces removal problem, namely the line 
approach, the area approach, the scan-line approach and the painter approach. Without going 
into the details of each method, it suffices here to say that the scan-line method, which 
examines the rendered scene pixel by pixels to built the final image is certainly the most 
accurate, but also the most expensive one in computational terms. 
The method implemented in the WinFEBE graphic engine is the so-called „painter‟ 
method, which is presently considered one of the best compromises between image quality 
and programming complexity. The basic idea behind the algorithm is that from the observer 
point of view there is a priority order in the way the facets in the structure hide each other and 
this order can be used to sort the facets and to display them starting from the farthest one to 
the one closest to the observer. Each time a new facet is hiding one or more of the previous 
ones the display is simply painted with the new colour with no need of explicitly calculating 
the geometry or erasing the hidden areas (fig. 8.16). This approach is named „painter‟ 
algorithm because it works in the manner an artist paints an oil picture with different layers of 
colours. 
The idea is credited again to Newell  (Newell et al. 1972) and has been implemented 
in many different ways, using frame buffers, geometric data buffers, more or less efficient 
sorting algorithms and so on. It is very popular because it has average programming 
complexity (in theory of the order of Nlog N, where N is the number of facets) and the good 
results achievable. 
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Figure 8.16: The painter algorithm 
 
A drawback of the method is that the facet sorting can start only when all the facets 
have been stored in memory and it‟s therefore necessary to completely recalculate and redraw 
the scene each time even just one of the element is changed, while other algorithm can simply 
redraw the changed portions and/or screen areas. A bubble-sort type algorithm has been 
implemented in WinFEBE for the sorting operations (). 
 
8.5.4. The Finite Element and Boundary Element Objects 
The Finite Element and the Boundary Element objects are a direct consequence of the 
boundary representation method used for the data structure. Each 20-node block in the data 
structure is identified as a Finite Element object and each 8-node surface is in principle 
identified as a Boundary Element object. 
The Finite Element object has a MATERIAL property storing a reference to a material 
object. The material object in turn exports a set of properties and method to store the physical 
parameters, such as density and stress tensor components, retrieved from the WinFEBE 
material database. In case of viscoelastic materials, the material object is exporting a method 
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to calculate the values of the stress tensor components at any given frequency using a cubic 
spline algorithm from an array of frequency-value pairs. 
The collection of all blocks in the data structure forms the Finite Element Schema 
object. Additionally, the six surfaces making up each isoparametric finite element have an 
additional property called the ACTIVE property. The property is set to TRUE if the surface is 
on the boundary of the domain and to FALSE otherwise. Only the surfaces marked as active 
are collected in the Boundary Element Schema object. 
A special collection of surfaces can be directly linked to a region object to account for 
the presence of rigid surfaces in the model (housings or rigid cavities). 
The data files used by the FE-BE algorithm are built from the FE Schema and the BE 
Schema objects by parsing the data structure and retrieving the array of common FE-BE 
nodes and the two sets of FE internal nodes and BE rigid nodes. The common FE-BE nodes 
are called the active nodes, since they are on the boundary and in contact with the embedding 
medium and are listed first in the sequence of co-ordinate for both the FE and the BE model. 
This approach allows easy modifications of the two schemas. If a new region must be 
added to the model, the new data structure can be automatically merged with the existing one 
by identifying and removing the duplicate nodes, extending the existing co-ordinate array 
with the new nodes and then recalculating the FE and BE schemas. 
WinFEBE doesn‟t contain any means of building the data structure from an arbitrary 
model, what would be called a meshing tool. It is however possible to obtain a finer model 
from an existing one by splitting each block in a set of eight blocks and recalculating the 
schemas from the new co-ordinate array. 
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8.5.5. The ‘Worker’ Objects and the Implementation of the FE-BE Algorithm 
The FE-BE algorithm is implemented by means of a set of „worker‟ objects. Each 
object can be actually identified as a particular step of the entire algorithm. The advantage of 
using objects in this case is in the possibility of having the different steps to run as separate 
processes or threads on the same computer to perform different tasks. 
This not only means that the different steps can be performed independently at 
different times, but also independently at the same time. For example, the Finite Element 
Analysis object can calculate the global mass and stiffness matrices for a frequency value in 
the given range, while the Boundary Element Analysis object can work on existing data from 
the previous calculation. 
The latter case has of course really an edge if the program is running on a SMP 
computer with more than one processor, so that each different thread can be assigned to a 
different processor. 
The structure of the Finite Element and Boundary Element Analysis objects comes 
directly from the original implementation of the DOS version of the program. The Windows 
object-oriented version of the algorithm is a port of this original FE-BE algorithm. The latter 
was already well structured in independent modules contained each one in a different 
executable file. The worker objects have been therefore modelled on the existing task 
hierarchy. 
 The main program is calling the worker objects according to a specified schedule 
providing the necessary synchronisation. A typical case is, as previously mentioned, a 
complete run of the FE-BE program for a specified model in a given range of frequencies. 
The sequence of operations is represented in fig. 8.17 and fig. 8.18. 
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Figure 8.17: The Finite Element algorithm activity diagram 
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Figure 8.18: The Boundary Element algorithm activity diagram 
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The inbound and outbound communication messages received and sent by the console 
and by main program are the glue of the distributed infrastructure used by the program and 
described in the next section. 
 
 
8.6. The Supercomputer Model 
8.6.1. Client-Server Applications and Distributed Computing 
The client-server computing model is currently one of the most dominant paradigms 
in IT. It has developed during the past 10 years as the computer industry moved from a 
centralised shared-logic based system to a network of servers and workstation. 
In its most recent form a client-server infrastructure can be made of three separate 
tiers: 
 
1. The Presentation Logic tier 
2. The Business Logic tier 
3. The Data Access Logic tier 
 
The Presentation logic sits at the user end and allows them to access and manipulate 
data and information by sending instructions to and receiving results from the business logic 
tier. The business logic tier receives the instructions, performs a number of specified tasks on 
the data stored in the data access tier and finally sends back the results of this manipulation 
(from new information to a simple task execution confirmation). 
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The client-server model is extremely well suited to distributed computing. A number 
of tasks can be initiated and controlled from a console application on the client, executed on 
one or more servers and finally the data stored in a third dedicated device. 
 
 
Figure 8.19: The WinFEBE computer farm (hosted by the CERN NICE Computing Infrastructure) 
 
In the past few years, this idea has developed in what is currently called the 
„commodity supercomputer‟. Farms of several tens (or even hundreds) of CPUs running on 
out-of-the-shelf commodity PCs can be used to perform complex calculations by distributing 
simpler independent tasks to each CPU and then collecting and assembling the resulting data. 
This model is successfully used for example in particle physics to perform lengthy 
Montecarlo simulations of particle collisions in accelerators (see for example Chen et al. 
1997 and Joshi et al. 1999). 
A scaled-down version of this model has been implemented in the WinFEBE program. 
A task is identified as a single FE or BE calculation at a given frequency on a given model. 
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The tasks are coordinated by a central console application that can be used to start/stop the 
task on each individual computer (node); upload/download definition files to/from each node; 
upgrade the software, etc.  
 
8.6.2. The WinFEBE Console 
The WinFEBE console is a Windows applications used to centrally manage the 
various nodes of the distributed infrastructure. The nodes are displayed as a hierarchical tree 
(figs. 8.20 and 8.21). For each node it is possible to display information such as name of the 
node, activity status, start and elapsed time of the current task, task definition file. 
 
 
Figure 8.20: The WinFEBE console at start up 
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Figure 8.21: The WinFEBE console connected to the nodes 
 
New tasks can be created and uploaded to specified node. In addition, nodes can be 
added or removed from the structure using the console interface. To add a new node, it‟s only 
required to specify the name and/or the IP address of the computer in the local network (fig. 
8.22). The necessary server software is automatically downloaded upon the first successful 
connection and registered in the Windows registry database. 
The server program is registered as a DCOM object (Component Object Model) 
according to the Windows DCOM specification (Grimes 1997). The console can start and 
stop the object remotely by using standard component instantiation messages. 
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Figure 8.22: The WinFEBE console options dialog to add a new node 
 
8.6.3. The WinFEBE Nodes 
The model can include in principle and unlimited number of nodes. A maximum 
number of seven nodes have been used in this research. The server software runs the given 
task in automatic mode and periodically listens on a given UDP (User Datagram Protocol) 
port for incoming messages from the console. At the same time, each server sends periodic 
messages to the console to notify its status. 
The server software is the same as described in the previous sections for the FE-BE 
algorithm. The process listening on the UDP port runs as a separate thread and doesn‟t slow 
down the calculations. 
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Figure 8.23: The server program communication settings 
 
8.6.4. The Communication Infrastructure 
The communication between the console and the nodes is based upon the exchange of 
UDP packets. Both the client and the server program listen on a default configurable UDP 
port. Since UDP is a connectionless protocol, there is no protocol-level acknowledgment of 
reception of a packet. This works well enough on a local network. The client software can 
resend failed packets after a configurable time-out if no status change packet is received from 
the target node. The additional advantage is that the console needs not to be running while the 
nodes send status notification packets. The packets are simply lost and ignored. 
There are two types of messages, action messages and status messages. Typically, 
action messages are sent by the console to the nodes, whereas status messages are sent by the 
nodes to the console. Some of the possible messages are listed in table 8.2. Messages 
enclosed in angular brackets are place holders for a specific value such as the time elapsed 
since start or the bytes of allocated memory. 
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Message Category Message Category 
Start task Action Program started Status 
End task Action Task started Status 
Suspend task Action Task finished Status 
Exit program Action <Running time> Status 
Refresh running time Action <Allocated memory> Status 
  <Current frequency> Status 
  <Trapped run-time error> Status 
Table 8.2: The client-server UDP messages 
 
 
8.7. Conclusions 
The WinFEBE program presented in this chapter has proved to be a powerful tool for 
the analysis of acoustic radiation and scattering with a user graphical interface for easy use in 
Windows. The program is versatile and can be used in many different scenarios, from the 
study of radiation from electro-acoustical piezoelectric transducers to the investigation of 
scattering from complex objects. 
The use of the distributed client-server infrastructure has helped in reducing one of the 
most severe drawback of this kind of analysis packages, notably the long time needed to 
perform high frequency simulations over a wide frequency range, where the number of nodes 
and elements of the model becomes inevitably larger as the frequency increases. 
Some further improvements can be suggested: 
 
 Several low order routines for storing to and retrieving data from disk and a 
number of mathematical routines (especially for performing complex-valued 
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operations) are repeated in more than one class as private methods. It would be 
better to have separate shared libraries 
 There is no automated way of generating the data structure from a general 
description of the obejcts. The addition of an automatic meshing tool or an 
import function to retrieve the data structure from industry-standard CAD 
packages such as AutoCAD would considerably improve the program 
 The port of the program to a 64-bit platform system, such as Digital Alpha or 
the forthcoming Intel Merced processor would further improve floating-point 
performance and reduce calculation time 
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Chapter 9  
 
Summary and Further Work 
 
The work carried out in this research study was first suggested during the preliminary 
phases of the project VERTLINK. The work has made original contributions in the two main 
research areas it had to deal with, namely the determination of the physical properties of 
viscoelastic materials and the analysis, simulation and prediction of the behaviour of complex 
tiles made of such materials for underwater sound control applications. 
The main goal set at the beginning of the work was to find the most efficient way to 
reduce interference to the signal receiver used in the VERTLINK underwater communication 
system. 
The receiver had to operate in quite harsh conditions since it was deployed near the 
sea surface where there are two main components of interference. 
Two main components of the noise were considered to be of interest: 
 
1) The inevitable background noise due to various kind of activities taking 
place in the marine environment. The effect of this noise could only be overcome 
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by improving the signal to noise ratio of system by means of a suitable level of 
transmission power 
2) The reverberation of the transmitted signal itself on the sea surface 
bouncing back towards the receiver. It increases with the increase of the 
transmission power and therefore has to be reduced in a different way 
 
It was therefore decided to investigate the use of a special anechoic baffle to be placed 
on top of the acoustic receiver. The baffle should have an anechoic side facing the receiver to 
limit as much as possible to reflection of the incoming signal, a sound absorbing layer and 
finally a reflecting layer facing the sea surface with the task of reflecting back the 
reverberation. 
Once the project was started, two main areas of investigation were identified: 
 
1. The determination of a suitable material for the sound absorbing layer 
2. The numerical analysis of the performance of the structure using a suitable 
method 
 
Chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis deal with the first identified research area. The choice of 
some kind of viscoelastic material was thought to be the most cost-effective. The linear 
theory of viscoelastic was therefore studied and applied to determine the important material 
parameters to take into account and their special dependency on frequency and temperature. 
General expressions for the response functions of a generic viscoelastic material were 
determined with particular attention to the case of vibrational motion. 
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Once the general analytic expressions for the material parameter were determined, a 
number of options were investigated to manufacture one or more suitable materials. The 
technological constraints and the goal to be achieved as described in Chapters 4 and 7 lead to 
the choice of loaded polyurethane rubber and loaded butyl rubber as the two candidates for 
the anechoic layer and the absorbing layer. 
At this point, it was necessary to measure the effective physical properties of the 
materials in order to take the appropriate decisions about their final composition. Part of these 
tests was conducted in collaboration with the Italian Whitehead Alenia Sistemi Subacquei 
that provided the equipment for testing the samples of loaded polyurethane rubber. 
The butyl rubber was tested using the immersion method with parametric transducers. 
The rubber was moulded in a number of large panels of different density and measurements 
of the transmission and reflection coefficients were carried out. 
The recorded data was finally processed to recover the values of the response 
functions whose analytic expression as a function of frequency had been determined by 
means of the linear theory of viscoelasticity. 
A novel method was proposed to this effect. The method is based on an adapted form 
of an optimisation method making use of the analogy between the Hamilton Principle and the 
form of a functional where the constraints are incorporated using Laplace multipliers (the 
details are reported in Chapter 4 and Appendix E). The method proved to be efficient and 
allowed the determination of the complex-valued physical properties of the loaded butyl 
rubber in the frequency range of the measurements. A paper has been written on this subject 
and has been submitted to the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America (see Appendix 
G). 
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The method can of course be improved. A limitation of the current implementation is 
the strong dependency on the initial data. If the data used to start the optimisation method (the 
boundary values) is not a close guess of the real values, the method may fail to converge or 
converge on a wrong set of values. This could be improved with the addition of some kind of 
adaptive algorithm to change the boundary values if the method doesn‟t converge. More 
investigations are needed about this problem. 
After the physical properties of the materials were determined, a suitable method of 
analysing the proposed structure and predicting its performance had to be chosen. The logical 
choice was the use of the coupled boundary element/finite element method. There were two 
main reasons behind this choice. First, the method is now well established as a powerful tool 
for analysis of sound scattering with fluid loading, thanks to the possibility of calculating the 
field quantities in the fluid domain by means of the discretisation of the body domain and its 
border only. Second, a solid expertise already existed inside the Acoustic & Sonar Group and 
a computer program had been produced and tested before. 
However, two main obstacles were left: 
 
1. The FE-BE code didn‟t include treatment of viscoelastic materials 
2. The program was DOS based and as a consequence had memory limitations 
that had to be overcome to be able to work at the relatively high frequencies 
specified by the project 
 
Both limitations have been solved during this work. Treatment of viscoelastic 
materials has been included by means of a special viscoelastic element that recalculates its 
own material properties as a function of frequency given an analytic expression of the stress 
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coefficients (for example a spline representation based on the values determined by the 
Hamilton optimisation method). 
The memory limitations have been overcome or at least reduced by porting the 
program to the Windows environment using an object-oriented programming approach and 
using a distributed architecture that allows sharing the calculation load on several computers 
controlled from a central distribution point as described in Chapter 8. 
More can be done on this subject, though. The program still has limitations because of 
the procedural programming style of the original algorithm. A more extensive 
componentisation of the algorithms and the use of the industry standard DCOM (Distributed 
Component Object Model) object broker inside the program itself could lead to even faster 
performance. 
Finally, once the material properties had been determined, the analysis tools created 
and the acoustic baffle geometry decided, the detailed investigation of its performance could 
be started as fully described in Chapter 7. 
The simulations have been carried out on the prototype tile making the complete 
baffle. The tile behaviour has been studied in details in various scattering configurations and 
for different values of the geometrical parameters. In addition, a number of experimental 
measurements have been performed on some of the studied configurations to confirm the 
quality of the results. 
We can therefore draw some conclusions on the results obtained. The tile is behaving 
as desired in the frequency range of interest. It is possible to identify an optimal range of 
values for the cones apex angle to get low backscatter and good absorption or matching with 
the water, in the region beyond the reflection critical angle for the cone, but not too small to 
avoid the strong lateral spread of the diffracted waves. 
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The reflecting side is actually able to protect the other side from most of the incoming 
signal as desired and the performance of the tile doesn‟t substantially degrade when inclined 
with respect to the incoming signal. The results are presently being formatted for submission 
as a journal paper. 
The numerical calculation is good agreement with the experimental measurements. It 
confirms that the coupled FE-BE method is actually capable of predicting the scattered field 
in complex configurations. 
However, more work can still be done on this subject. Not all the data produced 
during the simulations has been organised and presented. Most of the interest has been 
focused on the normal incidence case and a more detailed analysis of the dependence of the 
tile on the angle of incidence of the signal would provide even more insight into the problem. 
Additionally, the tile has been always analysed as a whole, but more work could be carried 
out to try to separate the different components of the scattered field (cone tips, tile lateral 
edges and so on). 
Finally, the experimental results are not (but were not meant to be) exhaustive. More 
tests can be performed on a wider range of configurations and especially on a broader 
frequency range. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix A 
 
Relationships among Complex Viscoelastic 
Parameters for Isotropic Materials 
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Appendix B 
 
Polymer Compounding and Processing Techniques 
 
 
The mechanical properties of polymeric materials depend heavily on the additional 
ingredients used during the manufacturing and processing stages and on the manufacturing 
itself.  The choice of the right material to use for a given application is dictated by a number 
of parameters (Capps 1993): 
 
 dynamic mechanical and/or physical requirements 
 environmental resistance 
 service lifetime 
 processability and ease of fabrication 
 cost 
 
For underwater applications, the choice of the base material, the gum stock is usually 
dependent on static non-acoustical engineering properties, such as bondability, environmental 
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resistance or electrical characteristics.  The desired acoustical properties can then be attained 
through the use of specific additives and curing strategies.  Since there are no exact ways of 
determining a priori the results of the combination of the many factors occurring in polymer 
processing, some experience and sometimes a trial and error process are necessary. 
 
 
9.1.  Elastomeric polymers classes 
Each base material class usually exhibits a characteristic range of glass transition 
temperatures (description of polymer states), maxima and bandwidth of the loss factor and 
slope and bandwidth of the glassy storage modulus.  The first step is therefore the choice of 
the appropriate class of polymers.  The most widely used elastomers for underwater 
applications are (Capps 1993): 
 
 Butyl (IIR) and Chlorobutyl (CIIR) rubbers 
 Ethylene-Propylene-Diene Monomer (EPDM) 
 Fluorocarbon (CFM) rubbers 
 Natural Rubber (NR) 
 Nitrile (NBR) rubbers 
 Polybutadiene (BD) 
 Polychloroprene (Neoprene) (CR) rubbers 
 Polyethylene (CSM) 
 Polyurethanes (ethylene-propylene and adipic acid copolimers) 
 Styrene-Butadiene Rubber (SBR) 
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For underwater applications, butyl and polyurethane rubbers are usually chosen. 
Butyl rubber and its chlorate version, chlorobutyl, have very good oxidation resistance 
and high tensile strength.  They show outstanding permeation resistance to both gases and 
water and excellent resistance to most acid and bases and to a variety of inorganic salts and 
inorganic or organic oils.  They have excellent dielectric properties and electrical insulation 
resistance.  The high internal damping makes these rubbers very important in shock and 
vibration absorbing structures. 
The four main types of polyurethanes are casting resins, millable rubbers, semi-cured 
thermosetting resins and thermoplastic materials.  Casting resins are the most widely used in 
underwater applications.  They come in liquid castable form especially designed for use as 
potting compounds or sonar encapsulant.  The high compatibility with organic liquid makes 
this rubber suitable for use with acoustic coupling fluids, such as castor oil.  The internal 
damping is high at low frequencies, but decreases at higher frequencies. 
As mentioned in §4.2, the molecular structure of these polymers, based on low 
molecular weight methacrylates, is especially efficient in the frequency range of interest (10 
to 100 kHz). 
 
 
9.2. Cure systems and Crosslinking 
In order to convert a compounded rubber formulation into a suitable material, it must 
undergo a process called cure or vulcanisation.  It involves the application of heat to cause a 
reaction of the base polymer with a suitable binding agent to form cross-linking between 
molecular chains.  The compound can be mixed with accelerators or retardants to obtain the 
desired degree of cross-linking and to vary the resulting mechanical properties.  The most 
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widely used curing agents are sulphur and sulphur bearing compounds, usually mixed with 
nitrogen or zinc dioxide as accelerators. 
The effect of cross-linking are important on static and dynamic Young‟s and shear 
moduli, whereas the bulk compression modulus is usually unaffected by the degree of cross-
linking. 
 
 
9.3. Fillers 
The use of fillers widely changes both physical and mechanical properties of 
polymers. The main effect is that of increasing hardness, stiffness, tensile strength and creep 
resistance as well as producing higher resistance to abrasion and tear. 
The viscoelastic properties are also changed, since the presence of a different phase in 
the material introduces new dissipation mechanisms, such as molecular friction and phase 
interface interaction and modification of the polymer chain cross-linking during the curing 
process (Ferry 1980). 
The most widely used filler is the carbon black powder.  It is used mainly as a 
strength and hardness modifier, even if viscoelastic properties, especially the loss factor, are 
also greatly affected because of interaction between the polymer chains and the carbon black 
particle surface. 
Degree of dispersion in the polymer matrix, particle dimension and blending 
proportions are all factors to be taken into account in the analysis of carbon black effects on 
elastomer gum base. 
Mica and metal fillers are used a means of increasing dissipation in the matrix.  This 
kind of fillers heats up the polymer matrix during the curing process and cause permanent 
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modifications in the chain cross-linking.  Good dispersion is required in order to avoid 
dishomogeneity in the material. 
Changes in material density can be obtained with the use of carbon black or metal 
fillers to increase its value or air-filled phenolic microspheres to decrease its value.  Changes 
in physical and mechanical properties ought to be expected as well. 
 
 
9.4. Plasticisers, Processing Aids and Softeners 
Various materials are used to increasing processing ease during compounding.  Oils in 
small quantity tend to soften the materials, while larger amount can act as extenders or 
plasticisers.  Plasticisers are used to facilitate the inclusion of fillers during the compounding 
stage and to reduce internal friction during mechanical processing (extrusion and 
calendaring).  The effect of plasticisers after the curing process tends to vanish, although it 
usually shifts the glass transition region towards higher frequencies and lower temperatures 
and at the same time broadens it. 
 
 
9.5. Antidegradants 
Elastomeric materials are subjected to ageing processes during they operating life.  
Major causes are oxidation by external agents, heating, mechanical fatigue and internal 
friction.  The ageing depends widely on the chemical and physical composition as well as the 
particular curing process the material underwent to in its initial manufacturing stage. 
Antidegradants are destroyed during vulcanisation.  Minimum quantities of substances 
called stabilisers are used before and during curing and processing for protection and storage 
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purposes.  Larger quantities of proper antidegradants are then added after vulcanisation to 
reduce oxidation, UV light effects and mechanical fatigue and stiffening. 
 
 
9.6. Manufacturing Processes 
Rubber finite products are obtained by extrusion, calendaring or moulding.  Moulding 
is usually the most effective way of obtaining any desired shape from the base gum before 
curing it. 
Great care must be used during the moulding process to avoid the trapping of air 
bubbles or the formation of cracks inside the material.  Moulding can be classified in 
compression moulding, injection moulding and transfer moulding, depending on the method 
used to insert the base elastomer into the mould. Compression moulding is also very effective 
when bonding of the polymer to metal parts is required. 
 
 
9.7. Adhesion 
Bonding of polymer to polymer or polymer to metal is of primary importance in many 
underwater applications and notably in the manufacturing of transducers or multi-layered 
structures for sound detection or absorption. 
Adhesion between two different substances can be mechanical or chemical.  
Mechanical bonding acts through the interlocking or physical absorption of the materials and 
the adhesive across the interface, without chemical modifications.  Chemical bonding 
involves the formation of covalent or ionic bonds between the molecules of the adhesive and 
the material. 
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Usually the materials must be treated before bonding.  Surface treatments include 
mechanical polishing, anodisation and the chemical action of acids.  Anodised metal surfaces 
can usually be effectively bonded to machined elastomeric surfaces without the need of 
treatment with chemical agents.  The adhesive must be chosen for each different polymer 
class. Catalogues of specific commercial adhesive can be found for the bonding of butyl or 
polyurethane rubbers to metallic surfaces, such as Chemlock 218 or Tyrite. 
 
 
9.8. Measurements Methods for Hard Polymers 
9.8.1. Young’s and Shear Moduli 
The simplest relationship between force and displacement for a viscoelastic material 
subjected to harmonic motion can be derived from relation (3.83): 
 
    iaeAaAF CC    (B.14.) 
 
where: 
 
F  = forcing harmonic action complex amplitude 
        iei CCCC 21 
  = generic complex stiffness modulus 
a = generalised scalar complex displacement 
amplitude 
 = frequency dependent phase lag 
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A = form factor depending on sample constraints 
(clamped-free, clamped-clamped, etc.) 
 
 
The storage and loss moduli (the real and imaginary part of the complex stiffness 
modulus) are given by: 
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(B.15.) 
 
 
9.8.2. Forced Non-Resonant Methods 
The forced non-resonant methods rely on the determination of the complex stiffness 
modulus by means of direct measurements of the quantities F, a and  at a particular 
frequency . 
The methods belonging to this class of technique can usually be applied successfully 
to frequencies from 0.01 to 1000 Hz for the displacement to be accurately measured by means 
of mechanical or electrical pick-up devices.  The measurable stiffness values range from 10
6
 
to 10
10
   Pa m
-2
. Moreover the critical dimension of the sample has to be smaller than the 
wavelength of the corresponding elastic wave (longitudinal, flexural or torsional 
respectively). 
The most widely used methods are (Ferry 1980; Read 1978): 
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 progressive wave recorder: a thin strip of material is clamped at both end and one 
of the ends is driven by a vibrating head forcing a longitudinal wave to propagate 
along the sample. A displacement sensor moves along the sample at increasing 
distance  from the head recording the amplitude and phase of the vibration. The 
storage Young‟s modulus and loss factor can be calculated from the attenuation per 
unit length and the wavelength 
 tensile dynamic viscoelastimeter: a thin strip or rod of material is clamped at one 
or both ends and forced to vibrate longitudinally at one end. A strain gauge detects 
the wave amplitude at the moving end, while a stress gauge detects the force at the 
clamped end.  The storage Young‟s modulus and loss factor are calculated from 
displacement, force and phase angle using eq. (4.2).  This method has been used to 
characterise the polyurethane rubber used in the anechoic baffle under investigation 
 flexural dynamic viscoelastimeter: this method is based on the same principle as 
the longitudinal viscoelastimeter, but a flexural vibration is forced in the sample of 
material Strain and stress are measured at some reference points and the complex 
modulus is calculated using eq. (4.2). An example of this method for low frequency 
analysis is the Maxwell‟s rotating rod schematically represented in fig. 4.2 
 torsional pendulum: this method is used to measure the shear modulus.  A thin 
strip of material is suspended from a rigid support and a moment-of-inertia bar is 
attached at the free end.  When the bar is moved from the equilibrium position the 
whole system oscillates at one of its natural frequencies.  The shear modulus and 
loss factor can be calculated from measurements of the period and decrement of 
the oscillations. Different frequencies can be obtained changing the length of the 
sample and/or the mass of the bar.  This method has been used to characterise the 
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polyurethane rubber used in the anechoic baffle under investigation. 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.1: Maxwell’s rotating rod set-up.  It is suitable for complex Young’s modulus measurements 
from    10
-3
 to 10
3
 Hz (Ferry 1980) 
9.8.3. Resonant Methods 
When the wavelength of the elastic wave is comparable to the critical dimension of 
the sample, standing waves can be set up within the sample itself.  When a system is vibrating 
at one of its resonant frequencies (in forced vibrations) or natural frequencies (in free 
vibrations), then an integral number N of wavelengths will be contained in a sample of length 
L.  In the simple longitudinal or torsional cases the velocity of the wave can be therefore 
calculated as 
 
v
L
N
f
2
 
(4.16.) 
 
where f is the frequency. In the case of flexural vibrations the relationships is more 
complex since the waveform depends on the constraints geometry (Ferry 1980; Read 1978). 
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 Calculations of the storage modulus are based on the determination of resonant 
frequencies or natural frequencies.  The loss factor can be calculated as before from the 
absolute value of the amplitude at resonance for forced vibrations or from the logarithmic 
decrement for free vibrations. 
The range of application for hard viscoelastic solids is of the order of 10 to 5000 Hz. 
The most widely used methods are (Read 1978): 
 
 vibrating reed: under this name a number of different techniques is considered. In 
the commonest configuration a thin rectangular strip is clamped at one end and 
forced to vibrate transversely.  The displacement at the free end gets to a maximum 
when one of the resonant frequencies is reached.  The vibration amplitude can be 
measured with a capacitance (Ferry 1980).  A similar device uses a thin rod 
suspended at both ends by fine threads.  One of the threads is used to propagate a 
slight oscillatory motion along the rod, whereas the second thread is connected to a 
displacement detector (Fig. 4.3) (Read 1978) 
 compound resonance vibration devices: this method is more complex than the 
vibrating reed, but is more suitable for high loss polymers, which cannot sustain 
resonance vibrations on their own. The general principle is that of attaching an 
additional inertia element to the sample, the properties of which are well known.  
The resonant frequencies depend on both materials, but the unknown storage 
modulus and loss factor can be worked out.  A simple configuration is made of a 
thin metal strip coated with the polymer to be tested.  The compound strip is 
displaced from its equilibrium position and the oscillation amplitude, period and 
decrement are measured. 
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Figure A.2: Kline’s suspended rod for resonant flexural vibrations measurements (Ferry 1980) 
 
 
 
9.8.4. Bulk and Longitudinal Bulk Moduli 
In principle, the information obtained form extensional and shear measurements, as 
described in the previous section, can be combined to obtain the bulk properties of the 
material by means of the standard relationships given in Appendix A. However, the 
subtraction operation is subjected to a strong numerical error and precise results cannot be 
obtained in this way.  Therefore direct measurements of the complex bulk modulus or a 
combination of shear and longitudinal bulk moduli are often required. 
In broad terms the methods to measure the bulk modulus can be split into two classes: 
methods based on direct measurement of pressure and method based on propagation of 
longitudinal waves in a confining liquid: 
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 Homogeneous deformation with direct measurement of pressure: if a 
sinusoidally varying pressure is imposed on a sample contained in a cavity whose 
dimensions are smaller than any wave propagated in the material, the deformation 
can be assumed to be homogeneous. Under such assumptions two main methods 
have been developed.  In the Philippoff and Brodnyan method (Read 1978) a 
sample of material is immersed in mercury and compressed by an oil pump.  From 
measurements of the strain of the sample the stress-strain ellipse can be 
reconstructed and the bulk modulus calculated after correction for the device 
compliance.  In the McKinney, Edelman, Marvin device (Read 1978) the sample is 
immersed in an inert liquid and a sinusoidally varying pressure is transmitted by a 
transducer into the cavity, while a second transducer senses the pressure variations 
in the cavity itself.  The complex bulk modulus can be calculated from the complex 
ratio of input and output voltage after corrections for the device compliance 
 Homogeneous deformation by longitudinal waves in a confining liquid: this 
method employs either a single sample or a suspension of many small particles.  In 
the first case, the material is immersed in a confining liquid and a longitudinal 
vibration is propagated in the liquid.  The bulk modulus can be calculated from a 
comparison of the resonant frequency with and without the sample.  In the second 
case small spherical particles in concentration of about 10% by volume are 
suspended in the liquid.  The velocity and attenuation of longitudinal waves can be 
found to be linearly dependent on the particle concentration.  The calculations of 
bulk modulus are based on theories of wave propagation in biphasic suspensions 
and can convey highly accurate results (Read 1978) 
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In the above-described methods, no shear is involved, since the sample is uniformly 
subjected to the external pressure without appreciable transmission of shear waves.  However, 
if the sample dimension normal to the stress is considerably larger than the wavelength, then 
the sample experiences both bulk and shear stresses and strain in combinations depending on 
its shape.  In this case, propagation is governed by the longitudinal bulk modulus 
L K G* * * 
4
3
 (cf. Appendix A). 
Direct measurements of velocity and attenuation can be made by the passage of a train 
of pulses sufficiently long to approximate steady-state conditions.  Longitudinal bulk and 
shear measurements can often be accomplished simultaneously by propagating both 
longitudinal and shear waves in the solid. 
The two main methods to investigate the longitudinal bulk modulus are the impedance 
or the standing wave tube and the ultrasonic immersion method.  The latter has been used 
during this research to characterise the viscoelastic properties of the loaded butyl rubber used 
in the baffled panel under investigation. 
The definition of ultrasonic immersion methods is usually used to refer an 
experimental set-up in which the sample under measurement is immersed in a volume of fluid 
large enough to allow the sample to be considered unbounded.  This technique has been 
widely used as a non-destructive method of investigating the longitudinal and shear properties 
of both isotropic and anisotropic materials (see for example Landel 1958; Rokhlin and Wang 
1992; Capps 1993). 
Three dominant properties are usually investigated in this way, namely the absorption-
dispersion characteristics (that is the complex wave number of the material), the wave 
velocity and the reflection at the fluid-solid interface.  In addition, experiments performed at 
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both normal and oblique incidence can be used to measure separately the two types of waves 
that can propagate in a solid material, namely longitudinal and shear waves.  This technique 
allows therefore the determination of two material parameters with one set of measurements. 
A limitation of this method can be identified in the difficulty of avoiding edge 
diffraction form the border of the sample or reflection from the walls of the measurement 
tank to affect the results.  High frequency must generally be used in order to have narrow 
beam sources and pulsed instead of cw signals are used to avoid the build-up of standing 
wave in the container.  A technique to obtain narrow-beam, low-frequency sources, namely 
the parametric array, is discussed in the next section.  Plane wave propagation is usually 
assumed, but diffraction correction functions can be used to take into account the frequency 
spectrum of finite size sources in integral (Humphrey et al. 1993; Brekhovskikh 1980) or 
analytical form (Thompson and Gray 1983; Humphrey 1986). 
Three different methods can be used depending on the type of measurements 
performed: 
 Transmit-Time or Single Transmission (ST) method: in the simplest configuration 
of this method a panel of the sample material is immersed in a coupling fluid.  A 
transmitter is used to send a series of pulses containing a finite number of cycles of 
the desired frequency, whereas a second transducer or hydrophone is used to 
measure the amplitude of the signal in front and on the opposite side of the panel.  
From a comparison of the flight time and pressure amplitude with and without the 
panel the sound speed and absorption coefficient of the material can be determined.  
The length and repetition rate of the pulses must be adjusted to avoid superposition 
of signals and the set-up of standing waves (Capps 1993).  Since the knowledge of 
such experimental parameters as the thickness of the panel and the geometric set-
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up is usually not accurate enough to allow for precise measurements, parameter 
identification techniques and maximum likelihood estimators based on rational 
transfer functions have been recently applied to this kind of measurements (Hsu 
and Hughes 1992; Peirlinckx et al. 1993) 
 Pulse-Echo or Double Transmission (DT) method: in this type of method, the 
electro-acoustic transducer is used as both a transmitter and a receiver.  A train of 
pulses is delivered into the sample material and the echoes from the front and back 
face of the panel are read together with the reflected echo from a standard reflector 
behind the panel itself.  The pulse repetition rate must be short enough to allow the 
reflected echoes to die away completely before the next pulse is emitted.  Both the 
transmitting and receiving electronics are synchronised.  The required information 
about sound speed and absorption-dispersion of waves in the material can be read 
from the delay time between pulses and echoes and intensity decrement.  Again 
parametric identification techniques can be used to minimise the effect of 
uncertainties about thickness, distance and system properties (Zhou et al. 1996) 
 Acoustic interferometry: this particular method has been developed by 
McSkimmin et al.  In the early 1960s.  In its simplest form, a pulsed oscillator 
produces a train of cw pulses with the repetition rate adjusted so to superimpose a 
echo from a train of pulses with an echo of the next train.  In this way, the time 
delay between pulses is equal to an integer number times twice the distance 
between transmitter and specimen.  The echoes sum up in the receiver giving raise 
to constructive interference when the transmitted cw pulse is in phase with the 
echoed cw pulse and a series of maxima can be observed.  The condition can be 
established by varying the pulse repetition rate and information about the input 
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impedance of the specimen can be inferred. 
 
 
Appendix C
Transducer equivalent and matching circuit theory
C.1 Matching Circuits
The electrical equivalent of an electro-acoustic transducer can be schematised as:
LI
Re <T CO
o-
Figure C.1: Schematic diagram of a single resonance transducer equivalent circuit
where
LI, Ci = transducer resonance
Rj = transducer mechanical resistance (internal resistance plus external load)
Co = piezoelectric ceramic clamped capacitance
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Re = piezoelectric ceramic internal resistance
The transducer input impedance is:
R Rl + ja)L, + -
Ztn = ——————^———-——^±2>———, (C.I.) 
R.+(l + jaC0RjRl +ja>Ll -\
At resonance the LC series arm vanishes and the transducer is equivalent to a
/? R 
resistance R= — l—^- in parallel to the clamped capacitance Co.
The impedance at resonance is therefore:
(C2)
The mechanical acoustic efficiency of the transducer at resonance can be calculated 
from a comparison of the conductance at resonance for air and water loading respectively as:
The electrical-mechanical efficiency is calculated from the ratio of the conductance in 
water and the maximum conductance, which can be assumed to be the conductance in air
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I em .^i —
air
The overall electrical-acoustical efficiency at resonance is therefore:
\ ™) water \ ™)gir \ "^f water (C-5.)(G } (c\ msJcdr \ f
The input from the power source is maximised when the transducer is a purely 
resistive load to the power source and the impedance is matched. If the term ccCoRe is 
negligible compared to unity the input impedance becomes:
Z =-_ (C.6.)
If the above term is not negligible or maximum efficiency is sought after then a tuning 
circuit can be added to the equivalent circuit. A single transformer can be used to achieve 
both aims of tuning out the static capacitance and matching the impedance of the two parts of 
the circuit, the transducer and the power source.
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Rp r=Nl/N2
Rl
Figure C.2: Schematic diagram of the transducer equivalent circuit at resonance with matching 
transformer and power source
The transformer ratio r is obtained from the resistance step-up required to match the 
two portions of the circuit:
'& R.r - (C.7.)
R R where Rp is the known power source resistance and R= _ l _! is the measured
transducer resistance at resonance.
The number of turns in the secondary inductor must be worked out form the 
knowledge of the inductance required to match out the clamped capacitance Co and the 
properties of the magnetic core of the transformer. The inductance is:
J^J\T *} — (C.8.)
whereas the core properties can be found on the manufacturer data sheet and are 
usually given as the inductance factor AL.
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where
= magnetic constant = 47dO"7 Hm"1 
= effective core permeability [Hm"1 ]
— = core factor (for non-uniform core shapes)
A
The number of turns on the secondary inductor is therefore:
(C.10.)
where LN2 is measured in nH as AL .
If the parameters are such that the number of turns on the primary is not a feasible 
number, the alternative is splitting the transformer and the tuning inductor or using just the 
transformer neglecting the static capacitance.
In this case, the number of turns on the primary can be chosen first according to the 
principle of completely filling the transformer bobbin with a wire of suitable thickness. The 
number of turns on the secondary follows from the required transformer ratio.
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C.2 Application to the 1 MHz transducer used in the measurement tests
In the acoustic tests of polymer panels a parametric sound source is used. The used 
transducer is composed of four piezoelectric crystals in the shape of a quarter of a circle. The 
two pair of opposing crystal can be driven either with the same electrical signal or by the two 
different primary signals, one for each pair. In the former case the two primary frequencies 
are electrically mixed, whereas in the latter case the secondary frequency is formed in the
water.
In either case, the two pair of crystal are treated as a separate transducer and separately
optimised. Both pairs show a resonance frequency of 1.09 MHz with the electrical 
parameters as shown in Tab. B-l. The conductance/frequency plot and the admittance plot 
around the resonance for the two pairs are shown in fig. B-3 to B-6 before applying the 
matching circuit and in fig. xx and xx after optimisation.
First
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Tab. C.1: Electrical parameters at resonance for the two ceramic pairs
The transducers efficiency at resonance is:
First pair 
17.. =0.186
First pair 
^=0.182
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Figure C.3 : Conductance Vs. Frequency for the first ceramic pair around the resonance frequency fs = 1.08 
MHz (unmatched)
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Figure C.4: Admittance plot for the first ceramic pair around the resonance frequency fs = 1.08 MHz 
(unmatched)
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Power Reflection Loss at 80 kHz
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Figure C.5: Conductance Vs. Frequency for the second ceramic pair around the resonance frequency fs 
1.08 MHz (unmatched)
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Figure C.6: Admittance plot for the second ceramic pair around the resonance frequency fs = 1.08 MHz 
(unmatched)
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The secondary inductance required to match out the clamped capacitance Co is:
First pair :
LN2 =
(C.ll.) 
Second pair :
The magnetic core chosen for the transformer is a Philips 3F4 MnZn soft ferrite core 
with a operative frequency range from 50 kHz to 3 MHz. The core shape is an EFD20 with 
an inductance factor ^  = 580±25% with no gap on the core and a clamping force of 40±10 N.
The number of turns on the secondary for both pairs is therefore:
The transformer ratio is:
In principle, it is possible to work out the number of turns on the primary inductor 
from the required ratio. In this case, the closest match could be achieved with 14 turns on the 
secondary and 2 turns on the primary. However, this solution is impractical, since it is
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usually good practice to have the highest possible density of turns along the bobbin coil 
former to have a good efficiency and linear behaviour of the transformer.
The alternative method can therefore be used, whereby the transformer and the tuning 
inductor are split.
The matching inductance can be obtained using the same ferrite core as above with 7- 
8 turns. The resulting conductance and admittance plots are given in fig. B-7 to B-10.
The transformer ratio in this case doesn't change appreciably after tuning and is 
achieved by means of two 49-turn layers on the secondary and one 14-turn layer on the 
primary for both transformers. The wire thickness is chosen so that the two bobbins are 
uniformly filled. The two layers on the secondary are independently wound around the coil 
former in the same direction and then added in series using a track on the supporting board.
The measured inductance of the primary and secondary inductors at the transducer 
resonance frequency fs are given in Tab. 2:
m 
0.122mH
nsformer ansformer
N2 5.55mH
0.135 mH 
5.65 mH
Tab. C.2: Inductance parameters at the resonance frequency fs for the two matching transformers
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Figure C.7: Conductance Vs. Frequency for the first ceramic pair around the resonance frequency. 
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Figure C.9: Conductance Vs. Frequency for the second ceramic pair around the resonance frequency. 
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Figure C.11: The test parametric transducer (side view). The aluminium anodised body contains the 
matching transformers
>,.. ? . * »...!.._:. .
Figure C.12: The test parametric transducer (front view). The piezoelectric crystals are encased in 
protective stycast resin
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Appendix D 
 
The Transfer Matrix Method 
 
 
9.1.  Introduction 
Modelling and analysis of propagation of plane waves in simple stratified materials 
can be carried out by means of transfer matrices. The method is quite well established for 
simple configurations, such as non-depth-depending layers of materials having similar 
properties and infinite samples subjected to incident plane waves. In this case, the analysis is 
reduced to the determination of a proper set of physically meaningful independent variables, 
whose values at the front and at the back of the stratified structure are related by means of the 
transfer matrix.  The matrix depends on the thickness of the single layers and on their 
properties and it can be recursively evaluated from the basic wave equations. 
The method has been investigated in this simple form by means of a computer 
program written using the MATLAB package and applied to the analysis of stratified 
materials in two different situations: 
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 modelling of infinite stratified structures of several different materials (elastic, 
viscoelastic, porous and fluid layers) subject to one dimensional plane waves and 
two-dimensional stress state  
 modelling of infinite structures made of elastic and viscoelastic layers and 
subjected to two-dimensional plane waves and three-dimensional stress state 
 
The theory of propagation in stratified media and the methods studied are briefly 
reported here. 
 
 
9.2.  Modelling of propagation through stratified media including elastic, 
viscoelastic, porous and fluid 
 
A general stratified medium can be represented as in Fig. C.1. A plane wave is 
depicted as incident on the left side of the material.  Translational invariance is assumed in 
order to have well defined reflection and transmission coefficients (flows of the external 
medium, water or air, are not considered). 
The plane wave impinging on the left side of the structure is assumed to have pressure 
p(A)  and normal velocity v3(A) at a point A on the interface in the external fluid and wave 
number n
c
 =k   







0

, where  is the wave frequency and c0 the sound velocity in the free 
fluid. The same applies to a point B in the fluid at the back of the stratified material. 
The reflection and transmission coefficients Ra, and Tb for the one-dimensional wave 
case are therefore related by: 
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





















(B)v
p(B)
dc
ba
 = 
(A)v
p(A)
ff
33
 
 
or 
(D.30.) 


























c
b
b
c
a
a
Z
T
T
dc
ba
 = 
Z
)-R(
+R
 coscos
1
1
 (D.31.) 
 
Since the reciprocity principle applies and (ac-bd) = 1, the same relationship is true 
between Rb, and Ta for the case of a similar plane wave impinging on the right side 
The coefficients a, b, c and d depend on the properties of the single layers and on the 
circular frequency  and tangential wave number sin1  k = = kk t . 
The single layers of materials can be modelled taking into account their constitutive 
properties as follows: 
 
 Fluid layers: in a fluid layer the acoustic field can be described using the 
pressure p and the velocity component normal to the surface v3 (the 
dependence on time t has been removed):    
 
   3323313 expexp xjk + axjk) = ap(x   
    332331
3
33 expexp xjk - axjka
k
) = (xv 

 
(D.32.) 
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where 2
1
2
1
2
3 ) - k = (kk f , kf being the wave number in the fluid. The acoustic 
field can therefore be determined from the knowledge of two parameters, 
either the two amplitude parameters ai or the pressure p = -33 (normal 
stress) and the velocity component v3. The propagation in the layer can 
therefore be modelled using the matrix form: 
 












(B)v
p(B)
 = 
(A)v
p(A)
f
33
T  
(D.33.) 
 
where Tf is the 2x2 transfer matrix 
 
   
   












3333
3
33
3
33
cossin
sincos
LkLkj
k
Lkj
k
Lk
f


 = T  
(D.34.) 
 
and L is the thickness of the fluid layer. 
 
 Elastic/Viscoelastic solid layers: in a solid elastic or viscoelastic 
material two kind of waves can propagate, a dilatational longitudinal wave 
and rotational shear wave. They can be described using the two 
displacement potentials  and  (time dependence has been omitted): 
 
       113311133131 expexp x k xkj + ax + kxkj = a, xx d
'
d  (D.35.) 
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       1133211332312 expexp x k xkj + ax + kxkj = a, xx r
'
r   
 
where 2
1
2
1
2
3 ) - k = (kk dd  and 
2
1
2
1
2
3 ) - k = (kk rr , kd and kr being the wave 
numbers of the dilatational and rotational waves in the solid material 
respectively. 
The acoustic field in the solid layer is completely known from the 
knowledge of the four parameter a1, a1’, a2, a2’ or other four equivalent 
parameters.  As for the fluid layer, we can use two components of the stress 
tensor and two components of the velocity vector. From the potential 
displacement relations we have: 
 
       
       3322333223
33111331111
cossin
sincos
xkaa +jkxkaak              
 +xkaa - kxkaajk = jv
r
'
rr
'
r
d
'
d
'


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r
'
rr
'
d
'
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'
d
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'
r
'
r
d
'
d
'
d
33223322
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1
2
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r
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d



 
 
 
 
(D.36.) 
 
The matrix propagation model is therefore: 
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(D.37.) 
 
The elements of the single-layer 4x4 matrix Te (6x6 for the complete two-
dimensional wave case) are reported at the end of the section. 
 
 Porous solid layers: porous solid layers can be treated using Biot theory, 
a Lagrangian model where the stress-strain relationships are derived from a 
potential energy of deformation.  According to Biot theory, three types of 
waves can propagate in a porous material, due the coupling between the 
solid frame and the fluid, two dilatational waves and one rotational wave. 
The acoustic field in the solid frame can be described again using the 
displacement potentials: 
 
       11313111313131 expexp x k xkj + ax + kxkj = a, xx d
'
d   
       11323211323231 expexp x k xkj + ax + kxkj = a, xx d
'
d   
       1133311333312 expexp x k xkj + ax + kxkj = a, xx r
'
r   
 
(D.38.) 
 
where 2
1
2
1
2
113 ) - k = (kk dd , 
2
1
2
1
2
123 2 ) - k = (kk dd  and 
2
1
2
1
2
3 ) - k = (kk rr , kd1, kd2 
and kr being the wave numbers of the two dilatational and of the rotational 
waves in the porous material respectively. The potentials in the solid frame 
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can be related to the potentials in the fluid by means of set of coefficients 
i,   (i = 1, 2, 3). 
In this case, six parameters are necessary to completely describe the 
acoustic field.  The expressions for three velocity components and three 
stress components are as follows (the superscript s stands for solid, whereas 
the superscript f stands for fluid): 
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The matrix propagation model is therefore: 
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The different behaviours of the layers can now be related using a set of interface 
matrices, developed from the application of mass and momentum conservation principles.  In 
the following the vector V(A) stands for the generic acoustic variables vector in a point A. It 
is specialised for fluid, elastic and porous solid layers by addition of the superscripts f, e and p 
respectively. 
For fluid-fluid and elastic-elastic contacts the acoustic quantities are constant through 
the boundary, i.e. V
f,e
(C) = V
f,e
(D) (see Fig. 2.2) between the two layers. The interface 
matrices reduce to: 
 
I J
I J
f,f f,f
e,e e,e
V V
V V
f f
e e
C  +  D  =  0
C  +  D  =  0
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
 (D.41.) 
 
where I is the 2x2 or 4x4 unit matrix respectively for fluid and elastic solid layers and J is its 
opposite. 
For a porous solid-porous solid contact the boundary conditions on velocity and stress 
depend on the different porosity of the materials.  If C and D are the porosity values 
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respectively in the first and second material then we can use a relationship similar to the ones 
for fluid and elastic solid contacts, inserting the dependence on porosity in the matrix Jp,p: 
 
I Jp,p p,pV V
p pC  +  D  =  0( ) ( )  
(D.42.) 
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and Ip,p is the 6x6 unit matrix. 
The three possible relationships between different materials are summed up as 
follows: 
 
 Fluid-Elastic/Viscoelastic solid contact: the boundary conditions and 
the boundary transfer matrix relationship are: 
 
(D)(C) = v v(D)        =  (D)       p(C) = efee 331333 0   
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 Fluid-Porous solid contact: the boundary conditions and the boundary 
transfer matrix relationship are: 
 
(D) =  (D)       )p(C) = -        -(
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 Elastic/Viscoelastic solid-Porous solid contact: the boundary 
conditions and the boundary transfer matrix relationship are: 
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Using the transfer and interface matrices shown so far, it is possible to model the 
plane acoustic field in a layered material made of different materials.  The matrices must be 
combined in a convenient form, since they cannot be simply multiplied together. 
If L1, …, LN are N layers of a stratified material the acoustic propagation across the 
material can is described by the set of relationships: 
 
02111 ) = (MV(A) + V i,i, TJI  
04221221 ) = (MV) + (MV ,, TJI  
.... 
02 (B) = V) + (MV N,oNN,o JI  
 
 
(D.47.) 
 
where A and B are two points respectively on the front (input) and on the back (output) faces 
of the material and M2, M4, ..., M2N are points on the back faces of each layer inside the 
material. 
The set of equation can be organised in a vector equation of the form: 
 
0 = VD  
(C.48.) 
 
where the vector  (B)V)  (MV)  ...  (MV)  (MV(A)  VV = N242  and the matrix D is 
assembled from the set of equation (C.18). 
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In order to define completely the acoustic field, it is necessary to assign the starting 
boundary conditions.  If we assume that the stratified material is immersed in water and we 
model the layer of water at the right side as a semi-infinite layer, then its impedance is 
 
cos3 /(B) = Z)/vZ(B) = p(B c
f  (D.49.) 
where Zc is the characteristic impedance of the medium. This condition can be added to the 
previous system inserting the vector {0 ... 0  Z(B) -1} as the bottom line of the matrix D. One 
more condition must be added. If the pressure p(A) at the left side is known, then 
03 (A) = )vp(A) - Z(A
f  and we can add the vector {0 ... 0  Z(A) -1} as the top line of matrix D 
the line. In addition this allows us to calculate the impedance Z(A) on the front surface of the 
material. 
From the matrix D, the reflection and transmission coefficients can then be calculated 
as shown previously. 
 
 
9.3. Single-Layer Transfer Matrix Coefficients for Two-Dimensional Plane 
waves 
 
Note: the exponential dependence on time t and tangential co-ordinates x1 and x3, 
 
e
j t k x k x  1 1 3 3 , is common to all components and is implicitly understood. 
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(D.50.) 
k k k kL L
2
1
2
2
3
3
2  ,  (D.51.) 
k k k kG G
2
1
2
2
3
3
2  ,  (D.52.) 
k k kL G1 1 1 , ,  (D.53.) 
k k kL G3 3 3 , ,  (D.54.) 
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Appendix E 
 
The Hamilton Principle Optimisation Method 
 
(Paper published on Meccanica, 32 (6), 1997, pp. 555-565) 
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Appendix F 
 
Acoustic Field Far-Field Approximation and 
Relationships among Various Forms of the Green 
Function for the Scalar and Vector Helmholtz 
Equation 
 
9.1. Acoustic Field Far-Field Approximation 
The far-field approximation of the acoustic field quantities is the leading term of the 
Taylor expansion of the field equations (5.38): 
 





 fq
fq
Φ
Φp
Ψfv
Ψ
ˆdivˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ divˆˆˆ
11 

 
 
(F.1) 
 
with the scalar and vector potentials are expressed in terms of the scalar Green function Gˆ as: 
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        Dx xxxx dVsqsGs
q ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ  (F.2) 
 
and 
 
        Dx xfxxx dVssGs
f ,ˆ,ˆ,ˆ  (F.3) 
 
where 
 
  0      
4
,ˆ
ˆ


x
x
x
x


e
sG  (F.4) 
 
Expanding the argument xx   of the Green function and the Green function as 
Taylor series to the first order we get the approximated expressions (de Hoop 1995): 
 
 
    1ˆ
ˆ
1
1
4
,ˆ
            





x
x
xx
x
x
x
ξxxξxxx
xξ
x
Oe
e
sG
O



 
 
(F.5) 
 
The scalar and vector potentials can therefore be expressed as: 
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      
      
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

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e
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e
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

 
 
(F.6) 
with 
 
    
 
Dx
xξ
xx dVsqesq ,ˆ,ˆ ˆ  (F.7) 
 
and 
 
    
 
Dx
xξ
xxΨ dVsqesf ,ˆ,ˆ ˆ  (F.8) 
 
The far-field approximation of the acoustic quantities (F.1) can therefore be written 
as: 
 
      
      
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

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4
,ˆ,ˆ
1
ˆ
1
ˆ
O
e
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e
spsp
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


 
(F.9) 
 
where 
 







fq
fqp
Ψξξξv
Ψξ
ˆˆˆˆˆ
ˆ ˆˆˆˆ


 (F.10) 
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It also results that the far-field amplitude quantities are interrelated by the relationship 
 







0ˆˆˆˆ
0ˆˆˆˆ
p
p


vξ
vξ
 (F.11) 
which are typical of uniform plane waves. 
 
 
9.2. Relationships between Different Forms of the Green Functions for the 
Helmholtz Equation 
 
The following relationships are reported here as a support of the expressions derived 
in Chapters 5 for the reciprocity theorems. The demonstration of their validity can be found in 
(de Hoop 1995): 
 
     
     




sasxxGsxx
sasxxGsxxp
BqvBq
BqpBq
ˆ,,ˆ,,ˆ
ˆ,,ˆ,,ˆ
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ
v
 (F.12) 
   
   sGsG
sGsG
fpBqv
qpBqp
,,ˆ,,ˆ
,,ˆ,,ˆ
ˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆ
xxxx
xxxx


 (F.13) 
     
     





ssxxsxx
ssxxsxxp
BfvBf
BfpBf
bv
bG
ˆ,,ˆ,,ˆ
ˆ,,ˆ,,ˆ
ˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆ
G
 (F.14) 
   
   ss
sGs
fvBfv
qvBfp
,,ˆ,,ˆ
,,ˆ,,ˆ
ˆˆˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆ
xxxx
xxxxG


GG
 (F.15) 
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Appendix G
Tables of Material Properties
The properties of the materials used in the finite element/boundary element modelling are 
reported here for reference. The following symbols are used in the tables: 
frequency [Hz]
*3
density [kg m" ] 
longitudinal bulk modulus [Pa] 
shear modulus [Pa] 
longitudinal sound speed [m s" 1 ] 
shear sound speed [m s" 1 ] 
longitudinal impedance [MRayl] 
i() real part of the complex value
1. Aluminium 7075-T6
p
2710
Re(L)
3.9E+10
Im(L)
1.2E+08
Re(G)
2.6E+10
Im(G)
8.00E+07
Re(cL)
3793.57
Im(cL)
210.43
Re(cG)
3097.43
Im(cG)
171.81
Re(Z)
10.28
Im(Z)
0.57
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2. Butyl rubber
/
30000
31000
32000
33000
34000
35000
36000
37000
38000
39000
40000
41000
42000
43000
44000
45000
46000
47000
48000
49000
50000
P
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
1800
Re(L)
2.14E+09
2.19E+09
2.24E+09
2.29E+09
2.33E+09
2.38E+09
2.42E+09
2.46E+09
2.51E+09
2.55E+09
2.6E+09
2.64E+09
2.69E+09
2.74E+09
2.79E+09
2.84E+09
2.9E+09
2.95E+09
3.01E+09
3.07E+09
3.13E+09
Im(L)
3.12E+09
3.19E+09
3.25E+09
3.31E+09
3.37E+09
3.43E+09
3.48E+09
3.53E+09
3.59E+09
3.64E+09
3.69E+09
3.75E+09
3.81E+09
3.87E+09
3.93E+09
3.99E+09
4.06E+09
4.13E+09
4.2E+09
4.27E+09
4.34E+09
Re(G)
2.28E+08
2.32E+08
2.36E+08
2.4E+08
2.44E+08
2.47E+08
2.51E+08
2.54E+08
2.58E+08
2.61E+08
2.64E+08
2.68E+08
2.72E+08
2.75E+08
2.79E+08
2.83E+08
2.88E+08
2.92E+08
2.96E+08
3.01E+08
3.05E+08
Im(G)
1.49E+08
1.52E+08
1.55E+08
1.57E+08
1.59E+08
1.61E+08
1.63E+08
1.65E+08
1.66E+08
1.68E+08
1.7E+08
1.72E+08
1.73E+08
1.75E+08
1.77E+08
1.79E+08
1.81E+08
1.83E+08
1.86E+08
1.88E+08
1.9E+08
Re(cL)
1156.24
1170.106
1183.152
1195.52
1207.345
1218.756
1229.875
1240.822
1251.712
1262.658
1273.767
1285.128
1296.758
1308.657
1320.824
1333.258
1345.958
1358.923
1372.15
1385.638
1399.384
Im(cL)
1395.65
1410.99
1425.23
1438.54
1451.11
1463.10
1474.65
1485.92
1497.05
1508.19
1519.47
1531.00
1542.81
1554.89
1567.26
1579.91
1592.84
1606.07
1619.58
1633.38
1647.47
Re(cG)
377.23
380.88
384.26
387.40
390.37
393.19
395.90
398.56
401.18
403.81
406.48
409.22
412.03
414.91
417.86
420.87
423.95
427.09
430.30
433.57
436.89
Im(cG)
305.26
308.16
310.77
313.12
315.27
317.25
319.09
320.84
322.53
324.18
325.85
327.55
329.28
331.06
332.88
334.75
336.67
338.65
340.68
342.76
344.91
Re(Z)
2.08
2.11
2.13
2.15
2.17
2.19
2.21
2.23
2.25
2.27
2.29
2.31
2.33
2.36
2.38
2.40
2.42
2.45
2.47
2.49
2.52
Im(Z)
2.51
2.54
2.57
2.59
2.61
2.63
2.65
2.67
2.69
2.71
2.74
2.76
2.78
2.80
2.82
2.84
2.87
2.89
2.92
2.94
2.97
3. Polyurethane rubber
/
30000 
31000
32000
33000
34000
35000
36000
37000
38000
39000
40000
41000
42000
43000
44000
45000
46000
47000
48000
49000
50000
P
2967 
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
2967
Re(L)
3.40E+08 
3.74E+08
3.70E+08
3.74E+08
3.79E+08
3.95E+08
3.86E+08
3.95E+08
3.90E+08
4.17E+08
4.54E+08
4.45E+08
4.36E+08
4.40E+08
4.58E+08
4.45E+08
4.63E+08
4.73E+08
4.71 E+08
4.93E+08
4.53E+08
Im(L)
2.87E+08 
3.07E+08
3.13E+08
3.07E+08
3.20E+08
3.33E+08
3.26E+08
3.33E+08
3.39E+08
3.23E+08
3.52E+08
3.44E+08
3.37E+08
3.51 E+08
3.46E+08
3.44E+08
3.40E+08
3.48E+08
3.28E+08
3.63E+08
3.33E+08
Re(G)
9.71 E+06 
1.07E+07
1.06E+07
1.07E+07
1.08E+07
1.13E+07
1.10E+07
1.13E+07
1.11E+07
1.19E+07
1.30E+07
1.27E+07
1.24E+07
1.26E+07
1.31E+07
1.27E+07
1.32E+07
1.35E+07
1.35E+07
1.41E+07
1.29E+07
Im(G)
8.97E+06 
9.60E+06
9.77E+06
9.60E+06
9.99E+06
1.04E+07
1.02E+07
1.04E+07
1 .06E+07
1.01E+07
1.10E+07
1 .08E+07
1 .05E+07
1.10E+07
1 .08E+07
1.08E+07
1.06E+07
1 .09E+07
1 .03E+07
1.13E+07
1 .04E+07
Re(cL)
460.79 
483.73
480.84
483.73
486.41
496.60
491.48
496.60
493.48
510.43
532.64
527.15
521 .72
524.30
535.10
527.15
537.75
543.98
542.73
555.37
532.21
Im(cL)
423.52 
438.15
441.95
438.15
447.07
456.43
451.73
456.43
460.36
449.29
468.84
464.01
459.23
468.10
465.17
464.01
461.05
466.38
452.83
476.15
456.29
Re(cG)
77.89 
81.77
81.28
81.77
82.22
83.94
83.08
83.94
83.41
86.28
90.03
89.11
88.19
88.62
90.45
89.11
90.90
91.95
91.74
93.87
89.96
Im(cG) | Re(Z)
74.87 
77.45
78.13
77.45
79.03
80.69
79.85
80.69
81.38
79.42
82.88
82.03
81.18
82.75
82.23
82.03
81.50
82.45
80.05
84.17
80.66
1.37 
1.44
1.43
1.44
1.44
1.47
1.46
1.47
1.46
1.51
1.58
1.56
1.55
1.56
1.59
1.56
1.60
1.61
1.61
1.65
1.58
Im(Z)
1.26 
1.30
1.31
1.30
1.33
1.35
1.34
1.35
1.37
1.33
1.39
1.38
1.36
1.39
1.38
1.38
1.37
1.38
1.34
1.41
1.35
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